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Abstract
Bracke, M.B.M., 2001. Modelling of animal welfare: The development of a decision
support system to assess the welfare status of pregnant sows (Modelleren van
dierenwelzijn: De ontwikkeling van een beslissingsondersteunend systeem om de
welzijnsstatus vandragende zeugen inteschatten).
Keywords: farm animal welfare assessment, pigs, applied ethology, housing systems, model,
computer, knowledgebase,expert system.
A computer-based decision support system for welfare assessment in pregnant sows was
constructed. This system uses a description of a husbandry system as input and produces a
welfare scoreonascale from 0to 10asoutput.Pregnant sowswere chosen asacase insearch
for a formalised, i.e. structured, transparent, yet flexible procedure to 'objectively' assess the
overall welfare status of farm animals in relation to the housing and management system
based on available (and undisputed) scientific knowledge. The procedure to construct the
welfare model and to calculate welfare scores is described. Decision making is based on the
needs anddistressoftheanimal thusfrom theperspective oftheanimal.
The sow welfare (SOWEL) model was validated using expert opinion in that there is a
substantial agreement between pig welfare scientists and the model about the ranking of
housing systems and,to a lesser degree, about theweighting of attributes ofhousing systems.
The most important welfare-relevant attributes concern aspects of social contact, space, and
substrate. The housing systems were roughly divided into low-, mid-, and high-welfare
systems. Low-welfare systems were conventional housing in individual stalls and tethers,
whilehigh-welfare systems inourdata setallprovided substrate and outdooraccess.
For practical applications further development of the decision support system is
recommended, as well as ongoing validation, upgrading and extending of the model, e.g. to
other species. The results show that integrated welfare assessment based on available
scientific knowledge ispossible.
PhD thesis, Institute of Agricultural and Environmental Engineering (IMAG). Livestock
ProductionandEnvironmentalEngineeringDepartment, P.O.Box 43, 6700AAWageningen,
TheNetherlands.

Voorwoord (Preface)
Eind 1995 had ik besloten om, na een lange en afwisselende studie en een paar jaar inde
praktijk als dierenarts, een baan te zoeken in het onderzoek. Een oude studiegenoot vande
middelbare school, Eddie deMayer, vertelde medaterophetIMAG nogeenvacaturewas,
iets met dierenwelzijn en computers. 'Dat kan toch helemaal niet', dacht ik eerst, maardat
duurdeniet lang.Algauwhadikmeenthousiast opm'n nieuweuitdaging gestort.
Onder leidingvanAlexander UdinktenCatehebikmisschien welduizend welzijnsbomen
geplant. Daarvan is er uiteindelijk een overgebleven. En, omdat hoge bomen veel wind
vangen, heb ik er maar een struik van gemaakt, met een welzijnsstam, behoeftetakken en
attribuutsbladeren.
Toen begon ik deskundigen te vragen welzijnscijfers te geven. Dat lijkt misschien
kunstmatig, maarhetsluitvrijwel naadloos aanbijwatmensenvannature gewend zijn omte
doen. Wij taxeren de welzijnsstatus van andere mensen en dieren, vaak via non-verbaal
gedrag, zo automatisch, dat het soms bijna lijkt alsof we allemaal deskundigen zijn ophet
welzijnsgebied, enmisschien isdatookwelzo.Alsje eenmaal eenpaarpunten vandeschaal
hebt benoemd, is het ook verbazingwekkend gemakkelijk om bijvoorbeeld jezelf een
welzijnscijfer tegeven. Hetproefschrift gaat overhetzoeken naar eenmanieromcijfers voor
dierenwelzijn toete kennen opbasis van beschikbare wetenschappelijke kennis. Wiedaarin
gei'nteresseerd is,kaniknaardediversehoofdstukken vanditproefschrift verwijzen.
Ik wil iedereen bedanken die aan dit proefschrift heeft bijgedragen. In het bijzonder, mijn
ouders, omdat ze me alle gelegenheid gaven omte studeren. Marjolein, omdat ze het heeft
kunnen uithouden methaar promovendus diegeregeld vroeg omeenwelzijnscijfer te geven
op eenschaal van0tot 10.Thomas enMarleen, omdat zeme,ookals welzijnsonderzoeker,
een verrijkte omgeving bieden. JosMetz vanwege zijn tactvolle management. Berry's brein,
voor hetscherp houden vanhetmijne. Alexander Udink tenCate, Aalt Dijkhuizen, Herman
Wierenga, en Willem Schouten voor hun support in deverschillende stadia vanhet project.
De experts voor hun stimulerende gesprekken, de collega's ophet IMAG, de studenten, de
financiers, deleden vande Gebruikercommissie enalle overigen metwieik onderdelenvan
het proefschrift heb besproken. Derhalve dank ik Adroaldo, Andre, Arianne, Beat, Beate,
Bernard, Berry, Bert, Bo,Carolien, Chris, Claudia, Dan,David, Dinand, Dolf, Don,Doris,
Dries, Durk, Ebby, Erica, Frank, Frans, Gerdien, Gert-Jan, Gerrit, Hans, Harold, Harry,Hay,
Hein, Helmut, Herman, Huub,Ietje, Ilan,Ingrid, Ingvar, Iris,Jan,Jouke,Jeff, Jeremy, Jeroen,
Joanna, Johan, Joop, Jos,Josef, Judith, Karel, Karin, Katelijn, Kees, Lenny, Marco, Marek,
Marie-christine, Margriet, Marina, Martin, Menno, Michel, Mike, Mirjam, Moira, Nico,
Nicoline, Paul, Per,Pernille, Peter, Pierre, Piet, Pieter, Rene,Rob,Ron,Rudi, Ruud, Sabine,
Sandra, Silke, Teun, Ute, Victor, Wil,Willem, Wim, Xavier, en iedereen die ik verdernog
vergetenben.
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Stellingen
1. Dewelzijnsstatus vandieren kanineengetalworden uitgedrukt (ditproefschrift).
2. Welzijn laatzich nietadequaatvoorschrijven meteen lijst vanminimumeisen(dit
proefschrift).
3. Wanneereen objectieve inschattingvandierenwelzijn inhoudt datwetenschappers dat
zondertussenkomstvanhunmenselijk gezichtspunt zoumoetendoen,daniseen
objectieve inschattingvanwelzijn nietmogelijk. Indat gevalkunnen wetenschappers
echter ookniet objectief vaststellen watdekleurisvaneenappel(ontleendaanBekojf,M.,
L. Gruen,S.E. Townsend&B.E.Rollin, 1992. Animalsinscience:Someareasrevisited.
AnimalBehaviour44: 473-484).
4. Eenwetenschappelijke inschattingvandewelzijnsstatus vandieren iseen noodzakelijke,
maargeen voldoende voorwaarde omtebepalenwelkveehouderijsysteem moreel
acceptabel is(ditproefschrift;stellingdeelsontleendaanDavidHume, 1711-1776).
5. Bijverdereontwikkelingzalhetcomputeralgoritmevanhet beslissingsondersteunend
systeemuiteindelijk dehersenprocessen vandierenrepresenteren waarmeezijhuneigen
welzijn inschatten.Misschien datwedan,totonzeschrik,zelfs moetenconcluderen dat
zo'n computersysteem zelf'bewustzijn' heeft gekregen (ditproefschrift,BerrySpruijt).
6. Gezamelijke onderwijselementen voorstudenten zootechniek endiergeneeskunde zullen
eenpositievebijdrage hebbenophun laterefunctioneren indedierlijke productieketen
(ontleendaanideeen vanHansde VriesenPirnBrascamp).
7. Dierenartsen zoudeneenbelangrijke rolkunnen spelenbijhetmonitoren vande
dierenwelzijn opbedrijven, mitszeerinslagenomhun(patho-)fysiologische denkkader
aanzienlijk teverbreden, enmitszebelangenverstrengeling wetentevoorkomen.
8. Verbetering vanhetwelzijn vanlandbouwhuisdieren isookinhetbelangvandeboer.
9. Oorlogen enrampendragenbij aanhetversneld verbeterenvan dewereld (vrijnaar
Heraklitus,ongeveer530-470voor Christus).
Stellingenbehorendebijhetproefschrift 'Modelling ofanimalwelfare:The development
ofadecision supportsystemtoassessthewelfare statusofpregnantsows.'
Wageningen, 17april2001
MarcBracke

Voorpa, ma,Marjolein, Thomas enMarleen
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General introduction

Chapter 1.General introduction
'Every British citizen ina lifetime of70years consumes 550poultry, 36pigs,36 sheep and8
oxen plus 10.000eggsand dairyproducts equivalent to 18tonnesofmilk ' (Webster, 1995, p.
127). From these data each citizen can be estimated to be responsible for a total farm-animal
lifespan equivalent to 2.5 times his/her own, most of which concerns life under intensive
farming conditions, which has been criticised on welfare grounds. Society has called upon
science to assess the animal's welfare status in different housing systems, and to find
solutions for welfare problems. In fact, IMAG in Wageningen has a history of conducting
research that involves the evaluation and design of housing systems for farm animals.
Unfortunately, welfare is a complex problem (Dawkins, 1997).When one problem is solved,
often otherproblems appear. Forexample,when individually-housed sows arekept ingroups,
problems with aggression between sows arise,which, in turn, may be remedied with a whole
range of measures, from the provision of early social experiences (van Putten & Bure, 1997)
to integrated group housing (Houwers et al, 1993, 1996). What is required from science is
not only to solve welfare problems, but also to provide a reasonably objective tool for
integrated welfare assessment, which can support decision making by consumers, policy
makers,farmers, extension and designers to evaluate existing and new (or improved) housing
and management systems (Verkaik, 1975;Wierenga & Jongebreur, 1987;Ganzevoort, 1994;
denOuden, 1996).
Scientists seem to agree that animals have feelings that have a biological basis in the
animal's various life functions or needs (Broom, 1998; Spruijt, in press). The welfare status
can vary over a continuum from very good to very poor (Broom, 1996), and involves
mechanisms toweigh the various positive and negative aspects ofagiven situation (Cabanac,
1971;McFarland, 1989;Spruijt etal.,inpress).
A problem is that discussions about welfare, especially in society but also among
scientistsoften concernmanydifferent examples,whileacomprehensive framework seemsto
be lacking. Scientists dispute whether welfare should be defined in terms of feelings, ormore
directly in terms of biological functioning (Broom, 1996; Duncan, 1996; Anon., in press).
Furthermore,theydisagree whichparadigm isbesttomeasurewelfare, e.g. whetherthisisthe
study ofnatural behaviour, consumer demand, measures of the HPA (hypothalamic-pituitaryadrenocortical) axis or (pre)pathological states. Although there are some causal models with
relevance for welfare (e.g. Lorenz, 1978; Wiepkema, 1987; Hughes & Duncan, 1988;
McFarland, 1989; Toates & Jensen, 1991), there is at present no comprehensive welfare
theory with which verifiable predictions about welfare can be made (Haynes, 2000),nor isa
singleempirical measure for overall welfare presentlyavailable.
Nevertheless, over more than 30 years scientists have measured many aspects of
biological functioning in a wide range of animals and housing conditions. They have
measured aspects of behaviour, physiology, production and health. This has generated many
findings that are evidently relevant for welfare. It appears that all housing systems have both
positive and negative aspects (Fraser, 1995),andthat a combination of measures isneeded to
assess welfare (Broom & Johnson, 1993). However, scientists presently do not know how to
addthesemeasures intoanoverall welfarejudgement (Fraser, 1995).
1
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Some models for overall welfare assessment have been described (e.g. Sundrum et al.,
1994) or are being developed (Johannessen etal.,2000; Capdeville &Veissier, in press),but
to date these don't have an explicit scientific basis, i.e. most of the considerations underlying
these models remain implicit. Scientists have also tried formulating cut-off points (e.g.
Barnett & Hemsworth, 1990; Wiepkema & Koolhaas, 1993). Cut-off points, however, have
been severely criticised (Mendl, 1991). In particular, cut-off points cannot allow
compensation between positive and negative aspects, which is a characteristic of welfare.
Some authors have even concluded that scientists should not try to assess welfare overall
(Fraser, 1995; Rushen &dePassille, 1992).
This is to turn down an important request from society. As a result scientists write
increasingly long welfare reports containing accumulations of scientific findings (e.g.
Scientific Veterinary Committee, 1997), from which it is difficult to draw practical
conclusions.
While everybody has his own personal opinions about welfare, the problem remains how
to assessthe overall welfare status of animals on a scientific basis.That is, if wehad read all
scientific papers,and ifwefurthermore knewallmeasurable facts about ahousing system,we
still would not know how to integrate that knowledge into one statement about the overall
welfare statusoftheanimalsinthat system.
This illustrates the topic ofthis thesis.More precisely, the aim is to find a formalised, i.e.
structured, transparent, yet flexible way to 'objectively' assess the overall welfare status of
farm animalsbased onavailable scientific knowledge.
In particular, we want to show how this can actually be done for one group of farm
animals, for which we chose the case of pregnant sows, and for which we chose to assess
welfare in relation to the housing system. The primary focus, therefore, is not to distinguish
between individual farms that have onlydetailed differences inhousing andmanagement. The
primary focus is to distinguish between different housing and management systems under
stabilised conditions, i.e. types of farm that areused orareintended tobeused for agricultural
production over longerperiodsoftime.
Furthermore, the aim is to assess welfare in a way that allows a quantitative expression
(e.g.ascore between 0and 10)ofwhat matters tothe animals themselves, from theirpoint of
view. For this we presume that animals have a welfare status and consciousness, and we
presume that scientific knowledge about the different biological functions isrelevant toassess
welfare. Thus, the question is not whether animals have welfare, but how to assess it (cf.
Crook, 1983).This point is nicely illustrated inGary Larson's cartoon 'Wildlife Management
Finals' where a student is asked 'How much wood would a wood-chuck chuck, if a woodchuckcould chuckwood?' Similarly, ourquestion is 'What isthewelfare ofpregnant sowsin
different housing systemsassuming theyhave welfare?'
The welfare status is to be assessed overall, i.e. taking into account all positive and
negative aspects (of a life) that matter to the sow. This includes all the animal's biological
needs with all the states of need satisfaction and need frustration, rather than only a subset
such as only the behavioural or only the (negative) stress-physiological components of
welfare.
Even though welfare concerns what matters to the animals, we aim to answer a factual
question, i.e. what is the welfare status in a given environment de facto, as a matter of fact.
We are not trying to answer subsequent moral or political questions, such as what a given
welfare status means for thepolitical ormoral acceptability ofthehousing system.
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In search for a scientific basis we have been consensus-oriented, i.e. using known
scientific facts, preferably published in peer-reviewed papers, that are undisputed (but not
indisputable), and using 'all' available knowledge (Dawkins, 1997; Rushen, 1991), i.e. all
apparently relevant findings from empirical research. Working with 'available knowledge'
implies that ourprimary concern isnothowto actually measure welfare empirically, norhow
to interpret raw scientific data into a conclusion of the kind 'we found that...'. Our research
concerns the next phase '... and these findings mean for welfare that ...'. This interpretation
phase takes several reasoning steps from scientific findings and premises that derive from
some scientific conceptual framework for welfare assessment, all the way to a single overall
welfare score for a certain housing system. Therefore, it does not concern finding scientific
proof,neither empirical,nordeductive,but itconcerns dealingwith uncertain information and
finding thebestpossible assessment based onwhat ispresently known.
As far as we know we are the first to try to formalise the reasoning process involved in
overall welfare assessment. Formalisation requires that all steps are made explicit, and in a
structured way so as to increase transparency, and to make hidden assumptions explicit
(Tannenbaum, 1991;Sandoe & Simonsen, 1992;Fraser etal., 1997),without getting stuckin
deepphilosophical issuesaboutmorality oraboutanimal consciousness.
Since critical responses are to be expected, our further aim is to formalise overall welfare
assessment in a flexible way that can adapt tonew insights about welfare, tonewly generated
scientific findings, andto specific requirements resulting from different usages.
The methods used to reach these aims are to use techniques from information technology
in order to be able tohandle larger amounts of data, and to use interviews with experts to fill
ingaps inknowledge.
The main aim of this thesis is to propose a formalised procedure to assess the overall
welfare of farm animals based on available scientific knowledge. A decision support system
for welfare assessment of pregnant sows in relation to their housing and management system
isdescribed and validated byexpert opinion.

Overview ofthethesis
This thesis contains nine chapters'. Chapter 2 introduces the strategy to develop a computerbased decision support system for welfare assessment in the case of pregnant sows. The
strategy isthe so-called Evolutionary PrototypingMethod, which involves repeated upgrading
ofan initial prototype so astoend upwith a 'final' version thathas 'evolved' tobe capableof
adapting further when required. The initial prototype is described illustrating how overall
welfare assessment can be performed explicitly on a scientific basis using general
assumptions, such astoassess welfare basedonneeds.
The chapters 3to 5review those theoretical aspects ofwelfare that were found tobemost
relevant asindicatedbythedevelopment oftheprototype.
The 3rd chapter deals with a major objection, which is the view that overall welfare
assessment is not possible, because it involves value judgements. We explain why we are
more optimistic about its feasibility.
The 4th chapter reviews literature containing assessment tables and schemes (welfare
models) inordertoformulate recommendations for formalised overall welfare assessment.

1The text of the chapters is formatted according to the Netherlands Journal ofAgricultural Science, except
for the chapters 2, 7and 8,which are formatted for thejournal towhich they have been submitted.
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The 5* chapter discusses the biological basis for welfare assessment. Special attention is
given to the idea to assess welfare based on needs as was used in the prototype. A review of
the literature is supplemented with interviews with experts from various welfare-related
disciplines to define welfare and to formulate a list of needs that could be used for actual
welfare assessment.
The 6' chapter presents data from interviews with experts on pig welfare. They were
asked to identify the main housing systems ofpregnant sows,to give an overall welfare score
toeach system,andtoexplain the scores inrelationtotheattributes ofthehousingsystems.
This information was needed for further development of the decision support system,
because several versions that followed the construction of the prototype produced seemingly
counterintuitive results (see Bracke et ai, 2000; Bracke et al, in press). This indicated the
need for further exploration of the feasibility of modelling the experts' reasoning process as
well as the need for a frame of reference, in the form of welfare scores of the main housing
systems in the model's domain, that could be used for preliminary validation while
developingthemodel.
The 7' chapter describes the latest (i.e. 'final') version of the decision support system,
including the welfare model and the formalised procedure that was used to construct the
modelonthebasisofscientific statements andalistofneeds.
The 8* chapter deals with the validation ofthemodel using expert opinion. We compared
the model's predictions of overall welfare scores for 15 housing systems and weighting
factors for 20 welfare-relevant attributes with expert opinion solicited from welfare scientists
usingawritten questionnaire.
The final chapter discusses some major points of criticism and practical implications of
thiswork.
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Strategy and prototype

Chapter2.Strategy and prototype of a decision
support system for welfare assessment in pregnant
sows1
Abstract
Due to increasing empirical information on farm animal welfare since the 1960s, the
prospects for sound decision making concerning welfare have improved. This chapter
describes a strategy to develop a decision-making aid, a decision support system, for
assessmentoffarm-animal welfarebasedon availablescientificknowledge.Such adecision
supportsystem allowsmanyfactors tobetaken intoaccount. It isto bedeveloped according
to the Evolutionary Prototyping Method, in which an initial prototype is improved in
reiterativeupdating cycles. This initialprototype has been constructed.It uses hierarchical
representations toanalysescientificstatementsandstatementsdescribingthehousingsystem.
Welfareis assessedfrom what is known about the biologicalneeds of the animals, usinga
welfare model in theform of a tree that containsthese needs as welfare components. Each
state of need is assessed using welfare-relevant attributes of the housing system and
weightingfactors. Attributes are measurableproperties of the housing system. Weighting
factors are assigned according to heuristic rules based on the principle of weighting all
components (attributesand needs)equally,unlessthereare strong reasons to dootherwise.
Preliminary tests of theprototype indicatethat it may bepossible toperform assessmentof
farm-animal welfareinanexplicitwayandbasedonempiricalfindings. Theprocedureneeds
toberefined, butitsprospects arepromising.
Keywords:animalwelfare assessment, decision support system,pigs.

Introduction
Since the 1960s farm animal welfare has been the topic of moral and political debate (e.g.
Harrison, 1964; Singer, 1975). It is a multifaceted concept, with both prescriptive and
descriptive aspects (Fraser et al., 1997).The prescriptive aspect concerns questions of moral
and political acceptability (Rushen and de Passille, 1992). The descriptive aspect concerns
welfare assessment perse,i.e. itisconcerned withthe question ofWhat isthewelfare status?,
ratherthanWhatoughtthewelfare statustobe?
A considerable amount of welfare research has been done;welfare reports (e.g. Scientific
Veterinary Committee, 1997) and legislation, and codes of practice have been formulated,
mainly attempting to establish minimum requirements for animal welfare. However, welfare
is a quantitative variable and a standardised method (a welfare index) to assess the overall
welfare status based on available scientific knowledge would have great political and moral
(i.e. prescriptive) utility. It could be used to make legislation and product-quality control1 Paper by Bracke, M.B.M., J.H.M. Metz,A.A. Dijkhuizen &B.M. Spruijt, 2001.Development ofa
decision support system for assessing farm animal welfare inrelation tohusbandry systems: Strategy and
prototype.Journal ofAgricultural and Environmental Ethics: Accepted.
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programmes less complex by prescribing one minimum overall-welfare level rather than
minimum standards for many attributes of housing systems. This could give farmers the
freedom to reach this minimum overall level in different, farm-specific ways. In addition, a
welfare index could support decision makers to perform an integrated assessment of housing
systems. Finally, it could be used to develop ethically defensible husbandry systems,when it
shows that the animals' overall welfare status has indeed been improved substantially
compared toconventional systems.
One major problem is that welfare is an ill-defined problem. At present it is still not clear
how assessment of overall welfare should actually be performed. However, there has been a
steady increase of empirical data on animals and their welfare (cf. Fraser and Broom, 1990).
There have also been interesting attempts to construct practical welfare-models (e.g.
Bartussek, 1990; Baxter and Baxter, 1984; Mellor and Reid, 1994; Taylor et al., 1995). It is
generally agreed that many factors have to be taken into account, but the problem of
weighting different parameters hasnotyetbeen solved.Ourworkingthesis isthat ifwelfare is
indeed an appropriate, quantitative predicate of animals (e.g. Vorstenbosch, 1993; Broom,
1996), then it may be beneficial to use techniques from information technology. Welfare
models must probably contain many parameters and employ complex calculation rules.
Modern information technology is increasingly suited to collect and manage data (e.g. Date,
1995) and to perform calculations with various alternative models for welfare assessment. It
also forces the assessment procedure tobeperformed inan explicit and formalised way.With
this in mind, we set out to develop a decision support system that can be updated with new
knowledge and that can help the end-user (e.g. politicians, farmers or animal welfare
organisations) to make decisions about animal welfare. This chapter describes the strategy to
develop such a decision support system and a first prototype that outlines an approach to
identifying anexplicit overall welfare-assessment procedure.

Strategy for decision support system development
According to Turban (1995) a 'DSS [decision support system] is an interactive, flexible, and
adaptable CBIS [computer based information system],specially developed for supporting the
solution of a non-structured management problem for improved decision making' (p. 84).A
decision support system for welfare assessment, then, will assist in decision making as
regards the 'non-structured' problem of how to assess welfare. An unstructured task is atask
that is so poorly understood that the information to be used, the method of using the
information, and the criteria for deciding whether the task is being done well cannot be
specified (Alter, 1996,p. 133).For structured tasks such as standard diagnostic procedures in
medicine expert systems may be developed, but for an unstructured task flexibility and
adaptability are more important requiring the development of a decision support system.
Welfare isalso anunstructured task asit isnotknown exactlyhowtoassessthewelfare status
in a systematic and objective way. Therefore, when employing information technology tothe
problem of welfare assessment, the development of adecision support system would seemto
beappropriate.
A decision support system contains a knowledge base and a model base, which contain
declarative knowledge and oneormoremodels for problem solving respectively.
To develop a decision support system the Evolutionary Prototyping Method is commonly
used (Turban, 1995),which starts with the development of aprototype that deals with asubproblem or simplified version of the entire problem, and involves making a series of
improved versions of the software based on immediate feedback from users. The steps taken
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in each development cycle include conceptual analysis, design and construction, testing,
evaluation, and (making suggestions for further) upgrading. This process is likely to increase
theability oftheDSStobe adaptable tochanges ininformation requirements. Inthecourseof
time new insights about welfare assessment may be generated and the decision support
system musthavethe flexibility toaccommodate them.
In the first development cycle weproduced a preliminary prototype to assess the welfare
status of pregnant sows in a specified housing system, based on scientific statements and
based on explicit calculation rules.We selected pregnant sows as a first 'case' to develop the
methodology for welfare assessment in farm animals generally. Pregnant sows were chosen
because relatively much is known about this group of animals. Below we will discuss the
phases of conceptual analysis, design and construction, testing, evaluation, and upgrading for
theprototype decision support system forpregnant sows.

Prototype decision support system
Conceptualanalysis
The decision support system must support welfare assessment in relation to housing on a
scientific basis.This specifies the problem space: the decision support system must deal with
housing systems, scientific knowledge andthe concept ofwelfare. These areitsthreekindsof
input(Figure 1).
Statements
describing a
housing system

Scientific
statements
about welfare

Welfare
concept

Attributes
* Scientific attributes
*If-then rules
*Information aboutweights

Extended list
ofattributes

Welfare model
* Needs
*Attributes
*Weightingfactors
*Calculationrules
Welfare score
for the housing
system

Figure 1. Animal welfareassessmentdiagram,which showshowthewelfarestatusofanimals
in a housing system can be assessed on the basis of scientificstatements and a conceptof
welfare.
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Thefirstkind of input is adescription of ahousing system. The term 'housing system' is
used in a wide sense to include aspects of housing, management as well as performance
criteria of the animals. We develop a decision support system for assessment at the housingsystem level,but in such awaythat individual farms can also be assessed. The description of
the housing system must specify the living conditions of the animals. It must also allow
makingscientific inferences (seebelow).
Scientific statements derive from empirical research. They may be collected from the
literature and from interviews with experts, and are stored in the knowledge base. Scientific
statements are used to construct the welfare model (see below) but also to infer new truthvalues about the attributes of the housing system. Inferring new knowledge is possible,
because scientific statements often specify if-then relationships between the aspects of the
environment and the welfare performance criteria of the animals, especially in terms of their
behaviour, physiology, health and production. For example, in individual housing and when
fed concentrates only, pregnant sows tend to develop stereotypic oral-behaviour patterns
(Appleby and Lawrence, 1987). This allows inferring a truth-value about stereotypies based
on information about housing and feeding. Ideally, a decision support system should allow
this inferring function using scientific knowledge (Figure 1).The scientific statements andthe
statements describing the housing system together provide the objective basis for welfare
assessment.
Thethird kind of input istheconcept ofwelfare. Welfare canbe defined inmany different
ways. Each definition of welfare may give rise to its own welfare model, which may be
collected in the model base so as to serve the end-user. However, for actual decision making
in the public domain, at least two criteria can be formulated. First, the welfare model should
be in accordance with how welfare is understood in this public domain (Rushen and de
Passille, 1992). Scientists cannotjust postulate some technical definition, e.g. that welfare is
directly measurable as a function of Cortisol levels (cf. Barnett and Hemsworth, 1990). For
application in the public domain the concept of welfare must acknowledge the role of
emotional states or feelings (Dawkins, 1980, 1990;Duncan and Petherick, 1991;Sandoeand
Simonsen, 1992; Sandoe, 1996; Fraser et al, 1997) and theories of the animal mind that
correspond with folk-psychology (e.g. Dennett, 1989; DeGrazia, 1996). Secondly, a welfare
model must be based on knowledge of the facts, i.e. it must meet higher standards of
objectivity than those required for personal purposes. Therefore, only objectively measurable
parameters, including animal-based performance criteria and environmental parameters,
should beused asparameters inthewelfare model.
Even though at present there is no commonly accepted welfare theory available (Haynes,
2000), welfare scientists agree that animals have evolved cognitive and emotional systems
('needs') that help them to cope with changes and problems that threaten reproduction and
survival intheir natural environment (Wiepkema, 1987;Anon., inpress).These cognitive and
emotional systems are still operational, even in domesticated animals that are housed in
environments that differ considerably from the natural environment. A pragmatic solution,
therefore, is to assess animal welfare in away that incorporates the animal's emotional states
using the concept of needs. Needs are 'requirements, which are a consequence of the biology
oftheanimal toobtain aparticular resource orrespond toaparticular environmental orbodily
stimulus' (Broom and Johnson, 1993). When scientists measure aspects of biological
functioning (i.e. behaviour, physiology, pathology and production), they collect information
that can be used to assess the animal's need states. Needs such as the need for food, water,
thermal comfort, and social contact arethe 'components' ofwelfare inthat the overall welfare
10
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status of the animals is a function of their need states. Using needs for welfare assessment
constitutes a form of functional decomposition, which entails a 'divide and conquer' strategy
to solve complexproblems bybreaking them down into smaller sub-problems. The technique
of functional decomposition is commonly used in systems science and in information
technology (e.g. Cooper, 1992; Alter, 1996, p. 425). It can be used for welfare assessment
when the complexproblem ofwelfare assessment isbroken down into anumber of relatively
more easily solvable assessments of need states. In this way the welfare model is based on
biological processes and (neural) structures mediating the satisfaction of needs. A needsbased approach also supportscompleteness,becausethevariousneedstogethermustcoverall
aspectsof welfare.
Needsmaythemselves be composed of sub-needs andmustultimatelybedetermined from
measurable attributes of the housing system. At the welfare side the needs in the welfare
model will be relatively general for all species. At the attribute side, however, they will be
more species specific (Baxter and Baxter, 1984). In assessing welfare from needs, and needs
from attributes, weighting factors may be used. They should also be based as much as
possible on the biology of the animals (Broom and Johnson, 1993). Since objective evidence
for weighting factors is largely lacking (e.g. Taylor et al., 1995) we resorted to a (temporary)
procedural solution, which willbeexplainedbelow.
These deliberations about the modelling of housing systems, scientific knowledge and
welfare underlay theconstruction oftheprototype decision support system.
Design andconstruction
Since our main goal is to develop an explicit and formalised procedure for welfare
assessment, the scope of the prototype was limited. It was restricted to only one housing
system (individual housing) and contained only a small number of scientific statements. For
knowledgerepresentation weusedahierarchical representation-formalism, the 'tree'.
The prototype contains two tables with statements. One table contains 14 statements
describing the housing system. The other table contains 36 scientific statements about pig
behaviour, physiology, health and performance. Both tableswere analysed inonetree,which
has the term 'housing system' as root and attribute levels, i.e. properties of housing systems,
as leaves (Figure 2).The tree contains a list of 56attributes. Each of these attributes has two
or more levels. For any one housing system only one level is true per attribute, thereby
specifying oneofitsproperties.
In total 34 out ofthe 56attributes arerelevant for welfare. Theother, not directly welfarerelevant attributes in the tree help to determine what is true in the housing system about the
welfare-relevant attributes. This is done by inference using if-then rules derived from the
scientific statements (asdescribed intheprevioussection).
To qualify as relevant for welfare an attribute must be a scientifically measurable
parameter and it must be relevant in relation to at least one of the needs in the welfare tree.
For example, attributes relevant to assess the need for food include regularity of feeding
(predictability), meal size (controllability) and phasicity (pigs are biphasic animals, which
means that they have two activity periods during the day, one in the morning and one in the
evening, e.g. Horning, 1992). The welfare-relevant attributes were incorporated into the
welfare model.
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Housing system has environment hasobjects canbe food hasfood type canbe concentrates only
also roughage
meal size canbe ad lib
much smaller than ad lib
floor hasfloortype canbe half slatted
rooting substrate canbeyes
no
COnspeciflCS canbe...
climate hastemperature canbe...

animalhasidentitycanbeSpecies canbe pig canbesow
production stage canbepregnant
behaviour canbe eating hasmeal frequency canbe twice daily
once daily
regularity canberegular
not regular
eating tendency canbelow
high

physiology canbethermOCOmfort canbe...
health status canbelameness hasincidence canbe...
performance canbebody condition canbeOK
thin
Figure 2. Hierarchical representation of the entity 'housing system' in which the animals and
their living environment can be described fully. The tree is read as 'a (housing) system has
animals and environments, and the environment has objects, and the objects can befood, a
floor, rooting substrate, conspecifics, the climate' etc.
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Welfare has needs can befood has attributes can be meal size can be ad lib

waterhas attributes...
thermocomfort
health...
resting...
social contact.
moving...
rooting...
body carecan be grooming...
wallowing...

much smaller than ad lib
phasicity canbe biphasic
monophasic
day activity can beday active
not day active
regularity canberegular
not regular
stereotypies can beabsent
present
Condition can be OK
thin
eating tendency can be low
high

Figure 3. Illustration of the prototype welfare tree. The decomposition of the need for food
into its attributes is also included.
The main welfare model also has the form of a tree (Figure 3). It has 12 component needs,
one for every behaviour system. The welfare tree is used to compute a welfare score by
calculating weighted averages for every tree node from its components. Welfare is calculated
from need scores, and need scores are calculated from attribute scores. The general formula
is:
Sc = -

YWF,

where Sc =node score; WF, = weighting factor of component;; Sct = score of component^ n:
number of components connected to the node in the welfare tree; i: component number, with
1 < i< n.
The attribute scores are derived proportionally from the welfare rank of the attribute levels
within one attribute, and expressed on a scale from 0 to 10. For example, the attribute 'meal
size' has two levels in the present prototype: 'ad lib' (i.e. 'all you can eat') and 'much smaller
than ad lib'. The first level ranks higher for welfare than the second. (In the present stage of
decision support system development we keep the rules simple and accordingly we ignore
exceptions such as adverse consequences of inappropriate diets for ad lib feeding that should
certainly be taken into account in a later stage.) The welfare ranks, rather than the absolute
quantities of substrate, are transformed linearly into a numerical scale ranging from 0
(minimal, worst) to 10 (maximal, best). Accordingly, the attribute levels 'ad lib' and 'much
smaller than ad lib' get scores of 10 and 0 respectively. An intermediate level would be
assigned a score of 5, and so on.
Weighting factors are assigned to each attribute according to heuristic rules that are based
on the principle of weighting attributes equally unless there are reasons to do otherwise. Such
reasons are specified. For example, abnormal behaviour and pathological states receive a
higher weight that is specified as equal to the number (n in the formula above) of attributes in
the same list. Need scores for animals in a particular housing system are calculated for each
need from its attribute scores and their weighting factors (cf. Table 1).
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Table1. Calculationof thestate of theneedfor food in theprototype. Theattributesofthis
needareassignedan equalweightingfactor (WF)withtheexceptionof 'stereotypies', which
gets ahigh WF.Thelevelswithineveryattributeget an attributescore on ascale between0
(worst)and 10 (best).Since exactly one levelper attribute is truefor a housingsystem,we
candetermineitsweightedattributescores(shown incolumn 'housingsystem'). Thescorefor
the needfor food is calculatedas the weightedaverageattributescore (40divided by 13=
1.3,onascalefrom 0to10).
WF Attribute level
Attribute score Housing system
1 Adlib
10
0
much smallerthan adlib
0
Phasicity
1 Biphasic (twoactivitypeaks perday)
10
10
Monophasic (one activitypeak)
0
Dayactivity
1 Dayactive
10
10
0
Not day active
Regularity
1 Regular
10
10
Notregular
0
Stereotypies
7 Absent
10
Present
0
0
Condition
1 OK
10
10
Thin
0
1 Low
10
Eat tendency
High
0
0
Total 13
40
Attribute
Meal size

The overall welfare score (also scale 0 to 10) is calculated from the need scores in a
similarway.Theequalityrule isalso applied atthe level ofneeds:equal weighting factors are
attributed in principle to all needs on the same branch in the welfare tree. For example, the
two components of the 'body care' need are 'grooming' (i.e. scratching in pigs) and
'wallowing'. These twoneeds areweighted equally toderive the score for 'body care.Inturn,
this need is weighted relative to the other needs at its own level (Figure 3).By continuing to
calculate node scores as a weighted average from component scores,welfare is calculated in
ourprototype asafunction ofthe(weighted) number ofpositive and negative attributes ofthe
housing system.
Testing
The prototype was tested in four ways: a. by calculating the net weights of attributes, b. by
constructing several versions of the welfare model, c. by applying the assessment method to
comparehousing systemsand d.bycomparing calculated scoreswith expert opinion.
a. The net weight of an attribute, i.e. its overall effect on welfare, can be calculated from
its weighting factor and the place of that attribute in the welfare tree. The net weights range
from 0.0038 to 0.083.This means that even the most important attribute contributes less than
10%tooverall welfare.
b. Fourversions ofthewelfare model were constructed and compared. Inthe main model
the needs are ordered according to the behaviour systems. In another model the welfare tree
was rearranged creating three main branches that represent physiological, behavioural and
pathological needs. The third model skips the calculation of intermediate need-scores and
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calculates welfare directly from attribute scores. The fourth model is the TGI-200
(Tiergerechtheitsindex) model (Sundrum et al., 1994). This is a welfare assessment scheme
that can be used for on-farm application, but it lacksa systematic account for the attributes in
the model. The four models were (re)scaled to produce output on a scale between 0 and 10.
For the (individual) housing system as described within the prototype, the TGI model
generatesthelowest score(2.3),themainmodel generatesanintermediate score(3.4),andthe
other two models generate the highest scores (4.4 and 4.5). These model variations illustrate
the principle of how, using information technology, different versions of the model can be
generated andtested.
c. The calculation procedure was applied (outside the prototype) to four housing systems
for pregnant sows: one individual and three group-housing systems, all without straw. In
accordance with expectations, the system with individual housing received a lower scorethan
thethreegrouphousing systems (Figure4).
d. Finally, the calculated scores were compared with subjective scores obtained from an
experienced pig-welfare ethologist. He was presented with a description of the housing
system as analysed in the prototype and asked to rate both overall welfare and the different
needs (Figure 5). There was a reasonable fit for some scores, e.g. for overall welfare, food,
water, andgrooming,butadifference for other scoressuchashealth.
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Housingsystems
Figure 4. Welfare assessment offour housing systemsfor pregnant sows (oneindividual
housingsystemandthreestrawlessgroup-housingsystems(A,Band C). Welfarescores (on a
scalefrom 0to 10)weresubjectivelyassessedbyapig expert (darkcolumns)andcalculated
withthemodel(lightcolumns).
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Figure 5. Comparingthe welfaremodel with expert opinion.Scoresfor overall welfare and
several needsfor the housingsystem describedin theprototype.Dark columnsrepresent the
subjectivescoresgiven byonepig expert. Light columnsrepresentscores calculatedwith the
welfaremodelintheprototype.
Evaluationandupgrading
Thescope oftheprototype is limited (only about pregnant sows,only onehousing systemand
a limited number of scientific statements). The calculation procedure is simple. It uses a
generic principle of calculating weighted averages, which is ultimately based on the ranking
of levels within attributes. The more difficult task of comparing weightings between items
(attributes orneeds) is solved inaprocedural way,by formulating heuristic rulesbased onthe
equality principle. Using procedures is one of the ways to improve decision making (Alter,
1996, p. 210). According to the equality principle, two items are given equal weight unless
there are rational or scientific reasons for doing otherwise. This principle allows ignoring
those instanceswheretheremaybe someintuitive temptation toinsert differential weightings,
but where rational or scientific arguments for doings so are lacking. The equality principle
provides arational startingpoint for assigningweighting factors.
To further improve weighting rules, we are currently examining non-linear weighting
(possibly in a hierarchical way, e.g. as suggested by Maslow, 1970). This may solve a
potential problem for further development of the prototype procedure, which is that the
weights of some attributes may become unacceptably small when the total number of
attributes inthemodelincreases.
Somedifferences were found between thecalculated scores and expert opinion (Figure5).
The strength ofthe calculation procedure intheprototype isthat all steps are made explicitly.
This enables pinpointing the origin of such differences. Once the sources have been found,
eitherthewelfare model orthesubjective assessment mayrequire adjustment. The differences
wefound mayhave arisenbecausethenumber of attributes intheprototype was limited: each
need score is derived from an average of only 2.4 attributes (range 1-7). As a result, the
calculated need-scores tend to be either 0, 5 or 10. An expert, by contrast, is likely to take
more aspects into account and to differentiate in greater detail. This problem may resolve
whentheprototype isdeveloped further.
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In the prototype we used a hierarchical representation-formalism (cf. Bracke et al., 1997).In
principle, such a formalism can handle every possible statement concerning scientific
knowledge ordescribinghousing systems inasystematic way. Inaddition, trees seem suitable
for constructing variations ofthe welfare model. The hierarchical organisation also facilitates
evaluation of the welfare model, e.g. whether the model is complete, or whether important
attributes are missing, and whether the model is balanced. In addition, the problem of
multifunctionality of concepts can be handled. For example, the attribute 'day activity' (pigs
are active during the light period) is relevant both for the need for food and for the need to
rest, in that it is better for their welfare to have light during feeding and dark periods for
resting. Such multifunctionality can easily be handled in our welfare tree by linking the
attribute 'dayactivity' to both needs with reversed welfare-ranking of its levels. In general,
trees were found to be valuable for welfare assessment, but other representation formalisms,
such as procedural rules, fuzzy logic, (relational database) tables or object-oriented frames,
may also be explored. In fact, we also used (if-then) procedural rules and had cast the treein
tables(cf. Table 1),butourmainrepresentation formalism wasthetree.
The four welfare models inthe prototype all had outcomes below 5.Roughly, ascore of5
means that only halfoftherelevant (weighted) attributes were fulfilled according tothesows'
needs. This indicates that the housing system in the prototype, keeping sows individually
without straw, is far from ideal for animal welfare. This conclusion is also supported by the
results of applying the assessment procedure to the four existing housing systems (Figure 5).
However, the scores generated by the models must be interpreted with care. From the scale
that was used (between 0 and 10) it cannot be inferred where the threshold of acceptability
should be drawn; this certainly does not have to be at the 5 level. The question what level is
acceptable is logically distinct from the assessment of the welfare status, and is affected by
factors otherthan animal welfare such as effects onhuman welfare and available alternatives.
Furthermore, for proper comparison of scores a wider range of housing systems, including
positive and negative controls (Wechsler et al., 1997)will have tobe included inthe analysis.
It is important that a welfare model allows making proper distinctions between housing
systems. In this respect the initial results of the prototype procedure, i.e. when applied to the
four housing systems, showed promising results. The various outcomes also accord
reasonably wellwith our own intuitions and withthe opinion oftheexternal expert. However,
methodological concerns may be justified. It has been argued that scientists should not
attempt to assess overall welfare objectively, because this is not possible (Fraser, 1995).
However, in our opinion the practical utility of overall welfare assessmentjustifies makinga
serious attempt. Welfare assessment will always berelative to ourpresent state of knowledge
and our concept of welfare, but this should not refrain us from trying to reach consensus on
these important issues.

Conclusions
In the prototype decision support system we developed aprocedure toperform assessment of
overall welfare in an explicit way that may, in the end, benefit actual decision making in
politics and society. The prototype uses explicit statements describing a housing system and
statements derived from empirical research, and it uses explicit procedural rules to assign
scores and weighting factors. To our knowledge, such a procedure is unique in the field of
animal welfare. However, the prototype is only the first cycle in the process to develop a
decision support system according to the Evolutionary Prototyping Method. Further cycles
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will again include the stages of conceptual analysis, design, construction, testing, evaluation
andupgradingbefore afinalvalidation canbe performed.
In the prototype a hierarchical representation formalism was used. Functional
decomposition wasusedtodismantle thecomplex problemofwelfare assessment into smaller
sub-problems, namely the assessment of needs. The weighting problem was solved in a
procedural way, using the equality principle. The test results of the prototype augur well for
further development cycles.
The next step is to work at a more theoretical level on the welfare model and the
weighting rules, using both further literature research and interviews with experts to find
useful solutions.Inaddition,housing systemswill be inventoried and theknowledge basewill
be extended. In this way, the present prototype will be the starting point for developing an
adaptable decision support system inwhichthewelfare statusof farm animalscanbe assessed
explicitly on the basis of available scientific knowledge. Such a system can be updated with
new scientific data,even after the final validation hasbeen completed.
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Chapter3.Review part 1: Is overall welfare
assessmentpossible?1
Abstract
Several authorshave concludedthatscientistsshould notattempt toperform overall animal
welfareassessment(OWA). They arguethatscientists havecontinuedtofail tomakeprogress
in this area and that valuejudgements are inherently involved in OWA for whichscience
cannot provide answers. We take a more positive attitude toward OWA and argue that
scientists should avoid creating a self-fulfillingprophecy. OWA is necessaryfor making
actual moral and political decisions. Science has already accumulated much relevant
information aboutwelfareandthisinformation shouldbeappliedindecision making.
The task of OWA is to assess welfare based on knowledge of the biological needs of
animals. Weighting of welfare-relevant factors constitutes a problem. However, when
scientists cannotprovide empirical data to solve weighting issues, this does not meanthat
rationalanswers cannotbefound, e.g.intheform ofprocedural rules.OWAisconceivedasa
problem ofmulti-criteria decisionmakingwithfuzzy information. Itfocuses onthe descriptive
aspect of welfare, i.e. on what the welfarestatus of the animals really is without takingan
ethicalstance. Thewelfarestatusofanimalsdependsontheirbiologyandonthewayanimals
assess theirown welfare.It does notdepend on how it happensto beperceived by us.Even
though OWA necessarilyremains a human activity, it is not arbitrary, nor does it allowof
multiple 'correct' answers. OWA is a descriptive activity that can achieve more and more
accuracyasscienceproceeds.
Keywords:welfare assessment, housing,decision support,weighting,ethics.

Introduction
Concern for animal welfare is an issue for many people. Expressing concern about welfare
often presupposes making an assessment of the overall welfare-status. Many people are
convinced about the validity of their personal assessment of the welfare status of animals.
However, differences inopinion appearhardtoresolve.
To help resolve these differences we are presently working on a model to assess the
welfare status of farm animals on a scientific basis. Our goal is to develop a tool to perform
overall welfare assessment (OWA), which can be used to support moral and political
decision-making. For this purpose we are developing a kind of expert system, a decision
support system (Bracke etal, 1999).Sucha system requires amethod to assess welfare inan
explicit wayand onascientific basis.
In this and the two following chapters we will discuss various considerations for
performing OWA. The chapters 4 and 5 deal with available assessment tools and the
biological basis for OWA respectively. In the present chapter we will discuss the
methodological question whether it is theoretically possible to perform OWA on a scientific
1Paper by Bracke, M.B.M., B.M. Spruijt &J.H.M. Metz, 1999.Overall animal welfare assessment
reviewed. Part 1:Is itpossible? Netherlands Journal ofAgricultural Science Al: 279-291.
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basis.Weareoptimistic andbelieveOWAispossible.
However, scepticism about OWA is widespread, even among applied ethologists. Several
prominent authors inthefieldof applied ethology have concluded that science is limited inits
abilitytodetermine 'overall' welfare ortocomparewelfare indisparate environments (Fraser,
1995; Rushen & de Passille, 1992; Dawkins, 1998). Some authors (e.g. Fraser, 1995;
Tannenbaum, 1991) have provided a forceful methodological argument that may be used to
justify this scepticism about OWA.They arguedthat welfare cannot be defined and studied as
a purely technical, scientific concept, because underlying value-related assumptions are
inherently involved inOWA(Sandoe&Simonsen, 1992;Fraser, 1995;Fraser etal, 1997).In
this chapter we will argue against a sceptical interpretation of this methodological argument
andexplainwhywebelieve itispossible toperform OWAonascientific basis.

Welfare definitions
Welfare definitions have been reviewed by several authors (Rushen & de Passille, 1992;
Anon., 1992; Fraser et al, 1997; Stafleu et al, 1996), and were discussed in two relatively
recent international conferences (see Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 6,
Supplement 2: 1993;Acta Agriculturae Scandinavica SectionA,Animal Science, Supplement
27: 1996). Below we will discuss points of disagreement and consensus to arrive at a
subjective definition of welfare. Subjective definitions of welfare tend to strengthen the
sceptic view that OWA is not possible, but the discussion of welfare definitions will also
provide acluetoreject scepticism.
There appearstobe general consensusregarding anumber ofproperties relatingto welfare
(partly extracted from Broom&Johnson, 1993).(1)Welfare isacharacteristic ofanimals,i.e.
it is a descriptive property of animals; it is not a property of the environment. Since it is
generally agreed that animals have awelfare status,we will not be dealing with the Cartesian
argument that animals maybe automata lackingconsciousness (Bermond, 1997),norwiththe
application of Ockham's razor so as to deny radically that welfare states can be known
(Kennedy, 1992).(2)Welfare canrange onacontinuum from verypoor tovery good.(3)The
results of scientific measurements are relevant for welfare assessment. (4) The scientific
assessment ofanimal welfare requires that avariety of measures must be employed. Thereis,
atpresent, nostandard welfare 'thermometer'.
Welfare has been defined in various ways. Examples of much cited definitions of welfare
are 'living in harmony with the environment and with itself, both physically and
psychologically' (Lorz, 1973), and 'the welfare of an individual is its state as regards its
attempt to cope with its environment' (Broom, 1986). Widely different concepts have been
used to define welfare. They include (listed tentatively from the more objective to the more
subjective): pre-pathological states (Moberg, 1985),stress,coping,fitnessand adaptation (e.g.
Broom, 1986), predictability and controllability (Wiepkema, 1982), harmony (e.g. Lorz,
1973; Hughes, 1976),emotional states, wants, subjective feelings, suffering (Dawkins, 1988;
Duncan &Petherick, 1991, Sandoe, 1996).
A distinction has been made between subjective and objective definitions of welfare
(Mendl, 1991; Rushen & de Passille, 1992; Sandoe et al, 1996; Barnard & Hurst, 1996;
Sumner, 1996). Objective definitions relate welfare directly to measurable parameters (e.g.
Broom, 1986). They tend to emphasise the importance of biological functioning and seem
'inspired' by the question how welfare can be measured in a scientific, objective way. By
contrast, subjective definitions define welfare in terms of subjective emotional states of
animals, i.e. as what matters to the animals from their point of view (e.g. Dawkins, 1988,
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1990;Duncan, 1996).Subjective definitions aremoreprevalent inthephilosophical literature
(e.g. Singer, 1990;Regan, 1983)and seem 'inspired' bythe question howanimals oughttobe
treated ethically (Rushen &dePassille, 1992).
Subjective definitions have the problem how emotional states can be studied scientifically
(Mason & Mendl, 1993). On the other hand, objective definitions seem to have
counterintuitive implications. Examples include cases of adaptive pain (Dawkins, 1980) and
an unfelt tumour (example from Mason & Mendl, 1993). Objective definitions of welfare
have these problems precisely because they are objective and accordingly fail to satisfactorily
accommodate theperspectival (pointofview)natureofwelfare (Sumner, 1996).
Stafleu et al. (1996) suggested an alternative classification that may help resolve these
points ofdispute. They distinguish three levels todefine welfare: conceptual, explanatory and
operational. Operational definitions concern the question how welfare can be assessed or
measured inpractice;explanatory definitions concernhowwelfare maybe conceived withina
scientific framework; conceptual definitions identify the meaning oftheconcept ofwelfare at
a philosophical level. This classification made by Stafleu et al.may relate to the subjectiveobjective dichotomy in two ways. If subjective definitions apply at the conceptual level and
objective definitions apply atthe explanatory oroperational level,then apparent disagreement
would be resolved by pointing out the difference in abstraction levels. On the other hand, if
the objective-subjective dichotomy applies within the conceptual level, then the dispute is
more fundamental and important theoretically, but may have relatively little practical
(operational) implications. Different approaches to welfare often lead to similar conclusions
(Duncan & Fraser, 1997).The impact of cases like adaptive pain, unfelt tumours and injured
unconscious animals areprobably oflittleimportance for actual OWAinrelationtohousing.
Furthermore, true proponents ofanobjective welfare definition are becoming rare.Broom
has generally been cited as a scientist defining welfare as an objective state. Recently,
however, Broom (1998) re-emphasised the importance of feelings as part of his concept of
welfare. Maybe there is more consensus on the issue whether subjective feelings of animals
are a central part of the concept of welfare than would appear from the subjective-objective
dichotomy. Sentience is generally accepted as a necessary condition for welfare. 'When
people express concern about animal welfare, it is precisely the conscious experience of
suffering that worries them most' (Dawkins, 1998, p. 306). Non-sentient objects like
machines, computers or plants do not have a welfare status, at least not in a sense that is
relevant inasocio-political context (Stafleu etal, 1996).
Therefore, when all agree that emotional states are an important part of welfare and some
believe emotional states are sufficient to define welfare, it seems rational to opt for a
subjective definition of welfare as a starting point for OWA. In effect, we suggest to restrict
the useofthetermwelfare totherepresentation ofwhat matterstoanimals from theirpointof
view. Weuse the term welfare to denote the animal's quality of life as it is experienced and
valued by the animal itself, i.e. its prudential value (Sumner, 1996).A central role in welfare
istakenbytheemotional statesthat canbeascribed toanimals.Thewelfare stateofananimal
is determined by all the emotional states and only the emotional states in so far as they are
experienced subjectively bythat animal.
Restricting the use of the term welfare to subjective states does not correspond with some
intuitive notions which people may have about welfare. Per definition, a drugged animal that
is kept in a permanently euphoric state has a high welfare status, even though it may be
questioned whether this ismorally acceptable.Alternatively, itwouldbeacategory mistaketo
believethat anunconscious animal that is injured haspoor welfare (contra Broom, 1998).We
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would prefer to give such infringements another name, e.g. harm to integrity, but would not
say that the animal's welfare was affected. We believe that to restrict the use of the term
welfare to subjective emotional states will benefit discussions about welfare, because it can
provide some conceptual clarity, which ismuch needed in this area. At the explanatory level,
however, itisnecessary toexplain therelationship between subjective emotional statesonthe
one hand and theoretical concepts that can be measured, at least in principle, on the other
hand. At the operational level, finally, welfare assessment must necessarily depend fully on
observable attributes, for, in the end, all information about animal subjectivity must
necessarilybederived from whatisorcanbeobservedabouttheanimals.
Because subjective definitions ofwelfare arethe least 'measurable' of all definitions, they
make OWA even more vulnerable to sceptical criticism than objective definitions do. Before
we will discuss the main methodological argument wewill briefly discuss a factual argument
againstOWA.

Afactual argument againstOWA
Rushen & de Passille (1992) stated that research has not been successful to perform OWA
despite substantial political pressure. This observation mayjustify a recommendation not to
attempt OWA, but it fails to support the sceptic conclusion that scientists should not attempt
OWA at all. Furthermore, even a well-intended recommendation comes with the risk of
creating a self-fulfilling prophecy, warranting the question that scientists really tried hard
enoughtoperform OWA.
The clause 'despite substantial political pressure' indicates that previous efforts should be
taken seriously. However, toourknowledge acomplete review of 'failed' attempts to perform
OWAhasnever been published. This makes it difficult to evaluate whetherprevious attempts
havebeen exhaustive.
Finally, even if this claim were true atpresent, the factual argument will loose force over
time. Developments in other fields, such as neurobiology or information technology, may
bringnewperspectives andpossibilities forperforming OWA.

Someminor aspectsofmethodological scepticism
Methodological scepticism about OWA concerns the limits of human cognition to know the
welfare statusofanimals.
One argument is that there seems to be a general methodological problem with OWA
because similar attempts in other fields have also failed. Well known are methodological
problems with IQ tests and the apparent lack of human health and welfare indices. Opposing
this criticism we recognise the development and use of index scores in several relatedfields.
Examples include the field of medical technology assessment (e.g. McDowell & Newell,
1987; Streiner & Norman, 1995), psychiatric tests (the DSM IV, American Psychiatric
Association, 1994) aswell as tools to quantify environmental impacts (e.g. van Lenthe et al,
1996). Who hasn't been subjected to tests in school or to a psychological test for a job
interview? Several of these indices have proven their use. When developed carefully and
when used with care, indices may be extremely valuable for certain purposes. This also
appliestoanindex for animal welfare.
A related argument is that welfare is not a constant feature. Welfare is a transient state
which has multiple attributes and which is different under various circumstances (Dawkins,
1998).Similarly Fraseretal.(1975)argued that stress (read 'welfare'), likedisease,cannotbe
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put on a unidimensional scale. Welfare varies in nature; it varies over time; and it varies
between individuals in a group. From this argument it follows that it is important to specify
the exact circumstances.Whenthis isdone,wemay, for example, state that the welfare status
of a certain group of animals over a specified period of time is '7' on a scale from 0 to 10.
This is a very short statement that conveys much information in a very efficient way. It
specifies that welfare isreasonably good, but could still be better. Ideally, the scoring system
should be transparent, in that a full explanation for this score can be given, including a
specification of all underlying normative assumptions that were used to reach the welfare
score (Sand0e & Simonsen, 1992;Fraser et al, 1997). Such a methodology for OWA could
be ofsubstantial benefit for decision makingconcerning animal welfare.

Theargument thatvaluesareinherently involved
Fraser (1995) argues that science has a limited ability to compare welfare in systems that
differ in a large number of features. Welfare is not a single attribute, like the height of a
building, which can easily be measured in meters. On the contrary, welfare is a complex
attribute, more like the safety of a building. The safety of a building will be different for
different types of users of the building (p. 105). Similarly, different people will judge the
welfare status of animals as very different, because they emphasise different attributes of
housing systems asmost important for welfare.
Since welfare is a complex attribute, a large number of variables (behaviour, physiology,
productivity, and health) must be taken into account. An overall welfare-judgement is
possible when one system outperforms theotherineveryrespect (cf. also Taylor etal.,1995).
However, a variety of measures are likely to yield a complex picture, with certain important
advantages favouring each system. Fraser (1995) argues that science cannot provide the data
that are necessary to decide which is the better system in such cases. In the absence of
scientific facts value judgements are inherently involved in deciding which advantages of
each system aremost important.
This argument does not deny that animals have a welfare status about which science can
provide much relevant information tohelp reducing value-based differences inpeople's ideas
about animal welfare (e.g. Fraser, 1995,p. 106). Rather, the argument suggests that because
science cannot solve value-based differences that are inherently involved in OWA, scientists
shouldnotattempt toperform OWA.
Wehave attempted tocast thereasoning stepsofthissceptical argument intothe following
syllogism:
a. OWA requires combining many different attributes of housing systems that point in
different directions.
b. Combining attributes that point in different directions requires weighting them against
each other.
Ifaandbthen c.
c. OWArequiresweighting attributes.
d. Weighting attributes inherently involves valuejudgements.
Ifcanddthene.
e. OWA involves inherent valuejudgements.
f. Descriptive statements cannot logically refute orconfirm valuejudgements.
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Ifeandftheng.
g. Descriptive statements cannot logically refute orconfirm OWA.
h. Science onlymakesdescriptive statements.
Ifg andhtheni.
i. Science cannot logicallyrefute orconfirm OWA.
j . What cannotbe done,shouldnotbeattempted.
Ifiandj thenk.
k. Science shouldnot attemptOWA.

Replytothesyllogism
The syllogism above contains 11 statements (a-k) involving five inference steps. The final
conclusion (k), which is a value judgement (that scientists ought not to attempt OWA), is
drawn from (i), which is a description (that science cannot prove OWA). This inference
requires statement (j) (that ought implies can, cf. Griffin, 1992)to avoid a naturalistic fallacy
(which is statement (f) that descriptions cannot logically refute or confirm valuejudgements).
Thisposesthequestionwhat sciencecanand shoulddo.
Bekoff et al. (1992) correctly pointed out that an assessment of animal welfare is always
an assessment from ahuman's point of view. Scientists tend tobe very careful when making
statements about welfare, especially when it concerns the subjective states of animals,
because as scientists they have a tradition of preferring parsimonious explanations that
generally have been considered to exclude animal subjectivity. This sceptical attitude with
respect to welfare stands in sharp contrast with the apparent ease with which 'ordinary'
persons seem to be able to assess the welfare state of animals with which they have at least
some familiarity. Often such private claims about welfare are made with a strong conviction
thatthey areaccurate andvalid.
Recently, there has been a revival of putting the concept of welfare into an evolutionary
perspective (e.g.Barnard &Hurst, 1996;Dawkins, 1998).For amoment wewould liketoput
the human cognitive capacities regarding animal welfare in an evolutionary perspective.
Humans have evolved as hunter-gatherers and farmers. Being able to recognise states of
animal welfare, such as sick or aggressive animals, is likely to have increased fitness in
humans. Wemelsfelder et al. (1998) found high inter- and intra-observer consistency of
spontaneous subjective assessments of pig behaviour. This finding supports the suggestion
that human cognitive abilities may be quite accurate in representing welfare. In line with this
viewtheroleof science couldbetoprovideaccurate factual dataaswell astoexpose possible
defects inourcognitive abilitiestoassess welfare.
The biological sciences that underlie welfare research seem to be unable to provide proof
about animal consciousness. Opposing this demand, it has been argued that it may be
unreasonable to demand proof in the case of welfare, because the underlying sciences
themselves generally concern issuesof statistical significance (the 5%probability level)rather
than proof (Sambraus, 1981). Accordingly, instead of demanding proof, the task of OWA
should be to provide the best possible solution or prediction of what the welfare status is,
based on the scientific data that are available at the time the assessment is made. It follows
that OWA is relative to the level of factual knowledge and this level may change over time
depending onscientific progress.
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Furthermore, the idea that science only makes descriptive statements (statement (h) inthe
syllogism above) may be questioned. Science is not value-free (cf. Rollin, 1990). Values are
involved not only at the periphery of science, such as in deciding whether to allocate money
to a project, but also more internal to science. Many descriptive activities require
interpretations that involve valuejudgements. Sincethe quality of science,both internally and
at itsperiphery, canbebetter orworse,allsciences inherently involvevalues.Inthesesenses,
a scientific approach to OWA can be expected to be value laden as well. It follows that the
(normative) claim that underlying value notions should be made explicit (e.g. Fraser, 1995;
Fraser etai, 1997)applies to all scientific activities and is not specific for OWA. Therefore,
the inherent involvement of values in OWA cannot support a sceptical attitude unless values
are involved in OWA in additional ways. We will discuss two such ways. One concerns the
weightingproblem andthe other isabout ethical concerns.

Theweighting problem
The weighting problem concerns the statements (a) to (e) in the syllogism. Although the
statement (a) that many different attributes must be weighted, increases the complexity of
welfare assessment, and therefore also the risk of making errors, the methodological issue
concerns the unitary case of weighting two attributes against each other. An example, given
by Fraser (1995,p. 106), is to weigh freedom from coccidiosis and freedom of movement. It
would be impossible to weigh such attributes against each other, especially when people
differ about what is more important and when scientific data cannot decide between them.
Another example concerns tethered sows: "Observer A ... may conclude that the welfare of
... sowstethered installs ishighbecausethe animals arewell fed, reproducing efficiently and
free from disease and injury. Observer B ... concludes that the welfare of the sameanimals is
poor because they give vocalisations that are thought to indicate frustration, and they escape
from the stalls whenever the chance arises. Observer C ... agrees that the sows' welfare is
poorbecause stalls areunnatural environments which prevent the animals' natural behaviour"
(Fraser etai, 1997,p.202).The sceptic maybe tempted toconclude from suchexamplesthat
everybody canberight about welfare.
However, the way humans perceive welfare is not constitutive of the welfare status of
animals. If observer Adisagrees with observer B,then at least one of them must be mistaken.
In the absence ofproof, there is a second-best alternative, namely thatprocedure inwhich all
available evidence has been taken into account in the most rational way. Rational OWA
requires that reasons be provided for why certain aspects are believed to be more important
than others are. Rational OWA implies that the assessment is based on observable and
measurable data and that the point of view of the animals is taken into account as much as
possible.
Animals are able to compare widely different aspects of their environment (McFarland,
1989). Where animals can compare, they themselves are the norm because welfare was
defined as what matters from their point of view. Where animals cannot compare, e.g. when
assessments concern effects that apply overlongerperiods oftimeorbetween individuals ina
group, amethod for OWAmustresort tootherrationalprocedures (Sandeeetai, 1996).The
startingprinciple maybe 'all to count for one,andnobody for morethan one'.Adjustments to
this principle are necessary, but must comply with the constraint of rationality, which
includes,for example,therequirements ofconsistency andreflective equilibrium. The method
of finding a reflective equilibrium uses our most basic intuitions to develop principles which,
in turn, are used to evaluate our more peripheral intuitions (e.g. DeGracia, 1996). In this
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respect OWA may be more akin to the social sciences and to philosophy than to the natural
sciences.
In the end, animals must provide the norm of what is more important freedom from
coccidiosis or freedom of movement. The extremes are easy to weigh. Undoubtedly, the
mildest case of coccidiosis is better than the severest-possible restriction of space, while
severe coccidiosis isundoubtedly worsethan amild restriction of space.Therefore, weighting
of rather incompatible attributes, such as coccidiosis and space, ispossible at least in extreme
cases.
Therelative self-evidence involved inextremecasesmayhave led several authorstoargue
that instead of trying to assess overall welfare scientists should take a problem-oriented
approach,which entails identifying, rectifying andpreventingwelfare problems (Fraser, 1995;
Rushen & de Passille, 1992). However, the problem-oriented approach fails to be a proper
alternative for OWA. In order to establish that aproblem really is aproblem and to establish
that it is important, one must have some grasp of the overall context. For example, severe
lameness is obviously a real welfare problem. If this is a 'fact', then, by the same token, we
have sufficient knowledge to use this kind of knowledge as a basis for OWA: the problemoriented approach constitutes a way of doing OWA (cf. Taylor et ah, 1995). This would
support our optimism about OWA. However, the problem-oriented approach is a rather
narrow approach to OWA. It only concerns extreme cases and takes into account only the
negative aspects of welfare. A more comprehensive view must also attempt to take into
account lessextremecasesaswellaspositive aspects of welfare.
When weighting involves less extreme cases, a standard is needed to verify whether the
outcomes of OWA are valid. However, no golden standard is available, because the private
minds of animals will probably never be directly assessable (Nagel, 1974; Dawkins, 1993;
Mason&Mendl, 1993).Thisincreasestheuncertainty involved inOWA,but it maynotbean
insurmountable problem. OWA is not the only field lacking a golden standard. The same
problem occurs in related fields, which we referred to above such as medical technology
assessment and psychiatric tests. Validation of OWA may be performed in different ways.
These may be based on a combination of optimism about our human cognitive ability to
assesswelfare and theability of sciencetoexposeerrors inthiscognitive ability.
Further progress in OWA beyond simple cases of weighting attributes requires finding a
rational way toperform OWA in a systematic and explicit way. It isnot a simple task totake
into account all available data (Rushen, 1991;Dawkins, 1997) and it is likely to require a
multidisciplinary approach (Sandoe & Simonsen, 1992) involving multi-criteria decision
making with fuzzy information. It would be naive to believe that politicians can make
decisions based on an accumulation of facts provided by scientists. The interpretation of facts
involves weighting evidence,which isasmuchpart of science asthe gathering ofdata.Inthis
respect OWAisitselfpartofthenatural sciences.
Several authors have also shown to be optimistic about solving the weighting problem.
Forexample,Morton &Griffiths (1985)proposethatthevariousbodily andbehavioural signs
can usefully be given scores so that an accumulated score of pain can be obtained. Taylor et
al.(1995)and Appleby (1997)suggestthat cost-benefit analysis mayprovide a solution tothe
weighting problem. Fraser (!, personal communication) is also optimistic that schemes for
combiningdifferent measures intosome kindof 'welfare score' can bedeveloped ifwereally
want to or need to, and that we could achieve some reasonable consensus among experts
about which items are more or less important. This point illustrates that the authors we have
quoted above may not be themselves as sceptical about OWA as would appear from the text.
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In our next chapter we will review many other authors who have attempted OWA in a
systematic and explicit way. This has made their work vulnerable for criticism, but, we will
show,alsoopen for further improvement.

Ethicalconcern
A second candidate why values may be thought to be additionally involved in OWA
constitutes ethical concern. Fraser etal. (1997) interpret thetask ofmaking values involvedin
OWA explicit as identifying values underlying ethical concern. Like Tannenbaum (1991)
Fraser maintains that there is an 'inextricable connection' between animal welfare and ethical
values. The term 'freedom' that wasused to illustrate the weighting problem above, also has
an ethical connotation (Fraser & Broom, 1990). However, welfare assessment per se is
logically distinct from making an ethical assessment. Ethical statements are ought-statements,
i.e.they areprescriptive. Welfare statements are is-statements, i.e. they are descriptive. Itisa
naturalistic fallacy to derive an ought from an is (cf. statement (f) in the syllogism above).A
situation with poor welfare for animals may very well be ethically acceptable, for example
when the interests of the animals are outweighed by the interests ofhuman beings,asmaybe
the case in certain types of animal experimentation. Therefore, OWA and ethical assessment
are logically distinct from one another (cf. Fraser & Broom, 1990, p. 256; Rushen & de
Passille, 1992;Broom, 1996;Barnard &Hurst, 1996;Dawkins, 1998).
OWA is not sufficient for ethical decision making. However, OWA is important and
maybe even necessary for ethical decision making. There is widespread agreement that
welfare is a morally relevant property of animals (e.g. Vorstenbosch, 1993). Because the
relationships between humans and animals inall human societies are sointimate that manyof
our decisions affect their welfare, wecannot ignore our ethical responsibility. Because ofthis
responsibility we cannot do without OWA. Making factual claims, either explicit or implicit,
about the welfare status of animals is unavoidable in human society. Therefore, OWA is
necessary for practical reasons. In addition, OWA may be performed for purely scientific
reasons, namely when viewed as the attempt to find out what the welfare status of animals
really is,asobjectively aswepossibly canandonthebasisofthebestavailable knowledge.
Because OWA is a descriptive activity, it must be possible to assess the welfare status of
animals (provided they really have such a welfare status). However, welfare also has a
prescriptive element in its meaning. Since welfare concerns what matters to animals from
theirpoint ofview, it doesinherently involve 'prescriptions' madeby animals.By sayingthat
welfare ispoor, weidentify, asitwere,prescriptions issuedby animals,whichareofthekind
'letthis nothappen tome'.However, allprescriptions alsohave adescriptive element intheir
meaning (Hare, 1981,p.22).Evenmatters oftaste,which arehighly subjective, havea factual
aspect that can be reported objectively. Mutatis mutandis, OWA involves the attempt to
assess welfare descriptively, even though welfare is itself a prescriptive property of animals.
Also, OWA does not violate the principle of parsimony, because the goal is not'to explain
observable phenomena based on mental states, but to assess mental states and welfare based
onobservable phenomena.

Conclusions
During the last few years we have been working on a project to find a method to assess
welfare (OWA) on a scientific basis. This work has made us optimistic about its feasibility.
However, we also perceive a sceptical attitude within the scientific community that may
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jeopardise progress in this field of research, because such scepticism may become a selffulfilling prophecy. Our optimism has itsorigin inthebelief,which issharedbymanypeople,
that OWA based on knowledge of the facts is possible. This is because OWA can be
conceived as multi-criteria decision making with fuzzy information that concerns the
descriptive activity to determine what matters toanimals from their point ofview. Values are
inherent in OWA in the way values are inherent in all scientific activities (and especially in
many fields of biology). However, as a descriptive activity OWA is logically distinct from
making an ethical assessment. When performing OWA many uncertainties, especially
concerning the weighting of attributes, must be dealt with. For this a multidisciplinary
approach is needed. Knowledge about the animal's behaviour and physiology should be used
inasystematic waytoassesstheirwelfare, becausetheanimalsthemselves should providethe
norm of what is important for their welfare. Where science fails to provide final answers,
OWA may benefit from more fundamental research. However, we also stressed the
importance of finding rational procedures to integrate the large amount of knowledge that is
already available in a systematic and explicit way. We are optimistic that such a method for
OWAcanbe developed.
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Chapter4.Review part 2: Assessment tables and
schemes1
Abstract
In the scientific literature several attempts have been made to systematically assess the
overall welfare-status of animals in relation to housing and management. This chapter
reviewsassessment tables andschemes that have beenconstructedto this end. Thesetables
andschemeshaveatabularformat thatallowsanassessmentof housingsystems usingalist
of welfare-relevant attributes (properties of the housing system). Rather than identifying
deficits, thefocus of this review is onfindingpositive recommendationsfor thepurpose of
developing a methodfor overall welfareassessment(OWA) on a scientific basis. Themain
recommendation is to use the tabularformat as representation formalism for OWA. The
concept of linked tablesprovides the key to performing OWA on a scientific basis in an
explicitandsystematicway.
Keywords:assessmenttables,model.

Introduction
Much has been written about assessment of animal welfare. The main focus has been either
on showing that animals have a welfare status (e.g. Rollin, 1990) or on how scientific
measurement(s) may say something about welfare (e.g. Broom & Johnson, 1993). These
studies have generally stopped short ofputting theory topractice.Relatively few publications
exist where authors have actually attempted to perform overall welfare assessment (OWA),
i.e. to give a quantified, 'objective' judgement about the overall welfare-status of animals in
relation to housing conditions. What has been published hasn't received much attention,
maybe because quantifying welfare is considered to be subjective and impossible. We are
presently developing a method to perform OWA in an explicit and systematic way on the
basisofscientific knowledge.Inthepreviouschapter (Brackeetal, 1999a)weexplainedwhy
we are optimistic and believe that scientific OWA is possible. In this chapter we will review
papers in which an attempt to perform OWA is made. We will focus on papers that contain
assessment tables and schemes. The aim is to extract recommendations for further
development ofaprocedure toperform OWAinamoreobjective way.

Overview ofassessment tablesand schemes
The literature on OWA is diverse. Some authors provide a practical assessment tool that can
be applied on farms (Bartussek, 1986; Bock, 1990; Sundrum et al, 1994; Beyer, 1998).
Bartussek's TGI (Tiergerechtheitsindex) is even used in actual political decision-making in
Austria (Bartussek, 1999). Other papers are more theoretical, containing only an attempt to
provideamethodological framework for moreobjective assessment ofanimal welfare (Mellor
1 Paperby Bracke, M.B.M., J.H.M.Metz& B.M. Spruijt, 1999.Overall animal welfare reviewed. Part 2:
Assessment tables and schemes.Netherlands Journal ofAgricultural Science Al: 293-305.
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& Reid, 1994; Taylor et al, 1995; Baxter & Baxter, 1984). Most authors focus on one
species, mainly poultry (Duncan, 1978; Brantas, 1981; Hurnik & Lehman, 1988; Hughes,
1990; Appleby & Hughes, 1991;Nilsson, 1997) and pigs (Baxter & Baxter, 1994; Anon.,
1985, 1989; Schlichting & Smidt, 1989; Konerman & van den Weghe, 1989; Svendsen &
Svendsen, 1997).We also found papers on elephants (Kiley-Worthington, 1989) and pension
horses (Beyer, 1998). Somepublications cover more than one species (Sundrum etal.,1994;
Bartussek, 1986;Fraser, 1983).Others provide an assessment scheme for one type ofhousing
system only (e.g.Nilsson, 1997,for hens in battery cages), or compare anumber of specified
housing systems for onecategoryofanimals(e.g.Brantas, 1981;Hurnik &Lehman, 1988, for
laying hens; Svendsen & Svendsen, 1997,for pregnant sows). Some focus only on behaviour
(Brantas, 1981;Fraser, 1983;Schlichting & Smidt, 1989),while others include awider range
of attributes such as health, physiology and management (Duncan, 1978;Anon., 1985, 1989;
Nilsson, 1997).Not all authors actually present overall scores;those which dopresent overall
scores include Duncan (1978), Brantas (1981), Fraser (1983), Kiley-Worthington (1989),
Bartussek (1986), Sundrum et al. (1994) and Beyer (1998). If possible, it would seem
preferable to calculate overall scores,but it requires additional assumptions as tohow overall
scoresmaybeobtained from component scores.
While all authors attempt to provide a biological basis for OWA, their approach differs.
Some have a designer's background (Baxter & Baxter, 1984; Bartussek, 1986). Others use
economical theories, especially cost-benefit analysis (Mellor & Reid, 1994; Taylor et al,
1995) or derive principles from the social sciences that strongly emphasise the use of
statistical evaluation (Beyer, 1998).
In the various papers on OWA two main formats can be distinguished: assessment
schemes and assessment tables. First, we will explain the tabular format of tables and
schemes,then wewillgive afew examples.
The formats of assessment tables and schemes are rather similar: they both specify
welfare-relevant attributes (Tables 1and 2). They differ in that an assessment scheme is a
generic tool that canbeused for OWA,whereas an assessment table only illustrates OWA for
a limitednumber ofspecified housingsystems.
An assessment table (Table 1) is a matrix with welfare-relevant attributes specifying the
rows of the matrix and housing systems specifying the columns. The cells of the matrix
contain scores per attribute for every housing system. An attribute score is often expressed in
terms ofplusses andminuses,butmayalsobeanumerical value.Theoverall-welfare scoreof
a housing system is derived from its attribute scores with the help of some calculation rule,
e.g. summation orcalculation ofthe (weighted)averagescore.
Table1.Formatofanassessmenttable.Thefirstcolumncontainssome examplesofwelfarerelevantattributes. Theothercolumnsrepresenthousingsystems (HS).In this example each
attributescorerangesoverascalefrom - to +. Theoverall-welfare score issomefunction of
theattributescores(e.g. sumoraverage; averageinthis example).
Attributes
Space
Climate
Abnormal behaviour
Etc.
Overallwelfare:
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HS1
-

HS2
+/+

-

j7-

HS3
+
+
+
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Table2. Format of an assessmentscheme. Thefirst two columnscontain some examplesof
welfare-relevant attributes and their levels. The last column contains attribute scores for
everyattributelevel. In thistabletheattribute 'space'has3levels;theotherattributes have2
levels.Per attribute the score rangesfrom - to +.Per attributeexactly one level is truefor
anygiven housingsystem. Theoverall-welfarescore issomefunction of the attributescores
(e.g. averageor sum). Whenan averagecalculationrule is chosena housingsystem with 2
m /animal, natural ventilation and high levels of abnormal behaviour would receive an
overall-welfarescoreof'-'.
Attribute
Space
Climate
Abnormal behaviour

Levels
2m2/animal
3m /animal
4m2/animal
natural ventilation
thermocontrolled
high levels
noabnormalbehaviour

Attribute score
+/+
+
+

Etc.
Assessment schemes have a rather similar format, but they can be applied to all housing
systems for which the scheme was designed. As aresult the matrix of an assessment scheme
lacks columns with specified housing systems. An assessment scheme (i.e. welfare model) is
made up of a list of attributes, their levels (i.e. the possible values each attribute can take),
theirwelfare-scores and aruletocalculate overall welfare from theattribute scores(Table2).
Inanassessment tableDuncan (1978) compared the welfare status of layinghens incages
and pens with access to litter. He evaluated both systems with 9 items including health,
physiology, behaviour, abnormal behaviour (feather pecking), management and production.
Each itemgenerates between 0and 3ticks, i.e. advantages,per housing system.He expressed
overall welfare as the total number of advantages per system: 6ticks for hens in cages and 8
for henswith accesstolitter.
During one year Brantas (1981) observed the behaviour of laying hens in three different
housing systems:battery cages,litter with slatsand get-away cages.Ofthe 37behaviours that
he considered relevant for welfare, Brantas ranked the means over the housing systems when
they differed more than 10%. After explicitly excluding the use of additional weighting
factors, he calculated rank totals, which showed that battery cages performed worse than
eitherget-away cages ordeep litter.
In an assessment table Schlichting & Smidt (1989) evaluated five different housing
systems for fattening pigs using 10 items, which were assessed on a 5-point scale. The items
were the main behaviour systems as well as the level of abnormal behaviour. Konerman &
van den Weghe (1989) quantified health and hygiene for the same housing systems. These
two papers together will be referred to as the KTBL assessment in the remainder of this
article.
Assessment schemes were produced by Sundrum et al. (1994) for various farm animals,
which they call the TGI-200 (Tiergerechtheitsindex, also called Animals Needs Index,
Bartussek 1997) after Bartussek (1986). In these TGI schemes between 0 and 7 points are
assigned toeach ofanumber of specified attributes ofahousing system. TheTGI score isthe
overall sum of points, which has amaximum of 200points.For example, for sows apen size
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ofmorethan 2.8 m2/sowreceives 7points,but apen sizeof 1.6 m2/sowreceives only 1 point.
Other attributes include the number offloortypes inthe pen, access topasture, trough width,
nose rings and group size. In total 48 attributes are relevant for pregnant sows and these are
organised into eight 'influence areas' ('Einflussbereiche'), which are movement, ingestion,
socialbehaviour, rest,comfort/exploration, eliminative behaviour,hygiene and stockmanship.
The goal for OWA is to develop an assessment scheme. Application of this scheme to
actual cases (housing systems) results in construction of an assessment table. Such a table is
necessary for development andvalidation ofanassessment scheme for OWA.

Terminology and other suggestions for standardisation
The various authors use different terms to identify and classify characteristics of housing
systemsthatarerelevant inOWA.
Generally used conceptstoclassify welfare-relevant characteristics ofhousing systems are
either needs (e.g. Baxter &Baxter, 1984;Hurnik & Lehman, 1988) or freedoms (Appleby &
Hughes, 1991;Mellor & Reid, 1994; Webster, 1995). Bartussek (1986) and Sundrum et al.
(1994) use the term 'influence area' and also 'functional area' ('Functionskreis'). We prefer
tousethetermneeds.Inthenext chapterwewill explainwhy.
Concepts to identify characteristics of housing systems are more diverse. Several authors
use the term 'indicators' (Fraser &Broom, 1990;Hughes, 1990).Taylor etal.(1995) use the
term WRF (welfare-relevant factor), which they define as 'all housing and management
variables relevant to or indicative of [animal welfare]' (Taylor et al, 1995, p. 315). Beyer
(1998) uses the term 'item' and Baxter & Baxter (1984) use the terms 'performance
requirement', 'performance criteria', and 'performance specifications'. Also in use are the
terms 'parameter' (Brantas, 1981), 'aspect' (Appleby &Hughes, 1991) and '(dis)advantages'
(Duncan, 1978; Appleby & Hughes, 1991; Svendsen & Svendsen, 1997). The diversity of
these terms is potentially confusing and further developments in the field of OWA would
most certainlybenefit from aunified terminology.
Wepropose tousethe term 'attribute'. Thisterm isadopted from the literature on conjoint
analysis,which isastatistical tool for multivariate data analysis (Hair etal, 1995)to evaluate
the quality of a product. The term 'attribute' has been applied in the context of welfare
assessment by den Ouden et al. (1997). An attribute is a housing characteristic, which may
alsobe acharacteristic oftheanimals,e.g. 'pen size' and 'production'. An attributehastwoor
more levels, which are properties of housing systems. For example, the level of the attribute
'pen size' may be '5 m '; the level of 'production' may be '24 piglets/sow/year'. For every
housing system exactly one level is true per attribute. In addition, an attribute may, but need
not be relevant for welfare. Whether or not this is the case is part of the welfare assessment
procedure. When it is relevant for welfare it is assigned welfare value, which we will call
'attribute score'.Fromtheseattribute scoresanoverall-welfare scoremaybe calculated.
Besidesterminology, standardisation wouldalsobewelcomed intwofurther respects.
First,onescale shouldbeusedtopresent overall scores.Authors differ widely inhowthey
present overall scores. For example, Fraser (1983) calculates the Behavioural Deprivation
Index in percentages; Bartussek (1986) equates optimal welfare with 37 points; Sundrum et
al. (1994) equate optimal welfare with 200 points. Since each scale can logically be
transformed intoanumerical scale,comparison between authors would improve when overall
scoreswereexpressed inastandardised way,e.g. onascale from 0to 10.
Secondly, constraints should be internal to an assessment scheme. Assessment schemes
must set constraints that specify the class (domain) of housing systems for which they are
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designed. Constraints may concern the category of animals (e.g. Sundrum et al, 1994,)orthe
type of housing system; for example only battery cages (Nilsson, 1997). Constraints may be
external or internal to the assessment procedure. An example of an external constraint is that
legal constraints must be met before the evaluation scheme is used (e.g. Taylor et al, 1995).
The assessment schemes by Sundrum et al. (1994) contain the external constraints that
housing systems with fully slatted floors and completely-outdoor systems are excluded, and
that it isnot allowed tocalculate an overall score when the sum ofpoints for one of the eight
'influence areas' is 0. By contrast, in Nilsson's scheme legal requirements have been
incorporated in the list of attributes as constraints, i.e. as condemnation variables (i.e.
minimum requirements). When applying an assessment scheme, external constraints may be
overlooked and,therefore, werecommend using constraints that are internal, i.e. incorporated
intothelist ofattributes,becausethispreventsunintended misapplication ofthetool.

Further evaluation ofassessment tablesand schemes
Below we will evaluate some further aspects of the assessment procedure. These are the
quality of the output, calculation, weighting and scaling, and the list of welfare-relevant
attributesusedtoassess welfare.
Output ofOWA
Constraints that restrict the application of the assessment tables and schemes to a specific
category of animals or a specific set of housing systems, may help simplify the task of
designing the assessment procedure. On the other hand, Fraser (1983) and Bartussek (1986)
each present a scheme with application to awider range ofhousing systems and species.This
approach has intuitive appeal because it unifies the approach across species. However, this
approach may also be limited in the ability to accommodate welfare requirements that are
specific tocertain categories ofanimalsortocertaintypesofhousing systems.
The value of the overall results depends, among other things, on the range of housing
systems that has been assessed. Some authors only include a few housing systems (e.g.
Duncan, 1978;Hurnik &Lehman, 1988).Thisreducesthe value ofthetable,especially when
the overall results also lie close together. With the exception of Duncan, authors who
produced overall scores tended to generate clear distinctions between housing systems.
Incorporation ofalargernumber ofhousingsystems,especially whenthesediffer widelywith
respect to both attributes and overall welfare, will improve the quality of the assessment.
Beyer (1998) even statistically quantified the relationship between housing systems and
welfare by calculating so-called z-values. A z-value of-1.5, for example, means that a score
obtained for ahousing system lies 1.5 standard deviationsbelow themean. Statistical analysis
should be used in OWA, but it may be difficult to find a proper set of reference housingsystemstomakethis approach valid. Ourpointtoinclude awiderrange ofhousing systemsin
an assessment is not trivial. For, whereas the statement 'the welfare score is 7' is virtually
meaningless, it becomes meaningful when it is situated in the context of a set of scores for
different housing systems,whichrange,for example,from 3to 10.
Several authors provide cut-off points or lines below which welfare is considered to be
unacceptably low.Bartussek (1986) setsthe level at21out of37points.Nilsson's schemehas
politically-set % levels which increase over time. Fraser (1983) compared welfare across
species and stated that a behavioural deprivation index of 25% results in aberrations in
behaviour and that a 50% reduction is 'clearly stressful' (p. 16). Appleby & Hughes (1991)
incorporated Duncan's idea (Duncan, 1978) of a welfare plateau into their assessment cube.
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They set this plateau at 2/3 of the sum of welfare value contributed by each of three equally
important attributes,namely enrichment, group sizeanddensity.
Cut-off points have been criticised for being arbitrary and subjective (Mendl, 1991).
Furthermore, the concept of a cut-off point is ambiguous. It may indicate the level at which
the welfare status is (very) low or it may indicate the level at which the welfare status is
considered tobeethically unacceptable. Taken asanacceptability linetheconcept ofa cut-off
point falls outside the scope of OWA taken as a descriptive activity (Bracke et al, 1999a).
When taken in the first sense cut-off points establish distinct classes of welfare from what is
actually a continuous variable that ranges from very good to very poor (e.g. Broom &
Johnson, 1993). Using cut-off points in this way may be necessary for practical reasons.
However, since such points are inherently arbitrary, we recommend that scientists abstain
from drawingupsuchclasses ifpossible.
Calculation, weightingandscaling
Wheneveranoverall scoreiscalculated somecalculation ruleisemployedtoderivethisscore
from the attribute scores. Constraints that specify, in the case of assessment schemes, when
the scheme canbe used to calculate welfare, have been discussed above. Two further aspects
involved incalculation areweighting factors andinteractions.
An interaction exists when the contribution of one attribute score to overall welfare
depends on one or more other attribute-scores. In OWA interactions may be the rule, rather
than the exception. For example, in pigs the value of a wallowing pool depends on the
environmental temperature, and the value ofrooting substrate depends on the feeding regime.
In the papers reviewed here we have found no apparent suggestions as to how interactions
may be handled in OWA. Dealing with interactions remains an issue that requires further
attention.
Some suggestions have been made with respect to the use of weighting factors. The
constraints (see above) may include considerations ofweighting.They may specify minimum
requirements before a more quantified approach to welfare is deemed acceptable. Weighting
factors varyingbetween 3and 10are explicitly used inNilsson's scheme. In the other papers
weighting factors are setat 1,either explicitly (e.g.Brantas, 1981)orimplicitly. Beyer (1998)
points out that weightings are also affected by the number of items, i.e. attributes or rows in
the table. Sheuses this strategy to increase the importance of roughage in her scheme (p.39).
Another example can be found in Kiley-Worthington (1989), who incorporates 4 different
attributes (out of 14) about space, but only one for the combined attribute 'food, water and
shelter'.
All authors who presented overall scores used additive calculation-rules: (weighted)
component scores were added to determine the overall score. Other ways to calculate overall
scores include using a multiplicative rule and using interpretative skills rather than
calculation. For example, Mellor & Reid (1994), who did not calculate overall scores,
proposed an assessment scheme in which the overall score is to be interpreted from a set of
five component scores, which arethe five freedoms. They suggest setting the overall score at
least as low as the lowest component score. This suggestion is in accordance with certain
intuitive reasoning about welfare (cf. Maslow, 1970). However, it may have counterintuitive
implications when taken too far, e.g. when it were taken to imply that the most negative
feeling ever experienced by an animal would define its welfare status. Our main point here is
thatOWAmay involve otherthan additivecalculation rules.
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Taylor et al. (1995) are sceptical about weighting and argue, instead, for an economic
theory called Cost Benefit Dominance. This theory relies only on the ranking of housing
systems within attributes. One housing system is better than another system when there is
complete dominance of all attributes of that system over the alternative system. However, as
Taylor etal.recognise,thistheory runs intopractical problemsbecause systems will rarelybe
better in all aspects with respect to welfare. This is also confirmed by the other assessment
schemes and tables reviewed here. Taylor et al. make several suggestions to solve this
theoretical difficulty, but eachofthesereintroduces (aspects of) theweighting problem.
The ranking of levels within attributes is the basis of OWA (Brantas, 1981;Taylor et al,
1995). It has substantially more objective validity than the consequent weighting and
calculation of overall welfare. This ranking requires that attributes apply generally, i.e. across
housing systems. It is because of this requirement, that the tabular format is especially
suitable for OWA. All assessment tables and schemes reviewed here have a tabular format
andemploy onlyattributes that applyacrosshousing systems.Theattribute scale shouldrange
between the worst and best possible conditions within the constraints. This is made most
concrete when the set of housing systems in the assessment table cover the full range for
every attribute (as isdone by Brantas, 1981;Hurnik &Lehman, 1988;Hughes, 1990).In any
case it is helpful when the range is specified (e.g. that the scale ranges from 1,worst, to 5,
best). Failure to do so (e.g. Duncan, 1978; Svendsen & Svendsen, 1997) complicates
evaluation oftheresults.Furthermore,thescaleshouldhaveaneutral mid-point, e.g. a 3-point
scale or a 5-point scale. Beyer (1998) takes this one step too far. She requires that existing
housing systems be distributed normally over the attribute scale. This makes welfare too
relative. Although an assessment ofwelfare does depend on the range of levels the attributes
can take (i.e. the domain of the assessment scheme), welfare does not depend on the number
of housing systems that happen to have certain attributes (characteristics). A final remark
about attribute scales is that they should only reflect local information about the attribute and
its levels. Several authors also take into account considerations concerning the weighting of
different attributes against each other and in relation to overall welfare. This is expressed in
an assessment table or scheme in that for one attribute the scale ranges, for example, from -to + and for another attribute it ranges from - to + + +. We suggest that such considerations
should be specified explicitly in the calculation rule and in setting weighting factors, and not
at the level of the attribute scores. The assessment of attributes should focus on the
relationship between truth-values (what istrue) and its scores related towelfare. Forexample,
the assessment of the level of stereotypies should focus on how increases in stereotypies are
evaluated onitsown sub-scale.Thereasonwhy attribute scores shouldbesetlocallyisthatin
an explicit assessment procedure every assumption should be open for criticism. The ranking
of levels within attributes has a rather firm basis, whereas the weighting of attributes against
one another is much more hypothetical. For this reason, considerations of weightings across
attributes and concerning the calculation of overall scores should be formulated as separate
assumptions andnotbemixedwith assignment ofattributescores.
Inassigningattribute scoresauthors ofassessment tablesgenerally werenot explicit about
thekind of scalestheyused,but authors ofassessment schemes tended touse linear scales for
the relation between truth-values and attribute scores (e.g. Beyer, 1998; Bartussek, 1986;
Sundrumetal, 1994;Nilsson, 1997).However, whether linear scalesareappropriate remains
tobe shown.
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Welfarerelevantattributesdescribinghousingsystems
Attributes that are relevant for welfare include aspects of the environment, behaviour, health
and physiology (Duncan, 1978; Hughes, 1990).The first aspect concerns design criteria; the
latter three aspects are animal-based attributes, also called performance criteria (Baxter &
Baxter, 1984;Rushen &dePassille, 1992).
Beyer (1998) identified lying and feeding facilities, surrounding-building, stockmanship
and outdoor exercise as relevant attributes for welfare assessment of pension horses using
factor analysis. Although factor analysis can be a useful tool to find relationships between
attributes, a risk associated with the use of factor analysis is that too much emphasis may be
placed oncontingent correlations attheexpense ofbiological relations.Bycontrast,Bartussek
(1986) classified environmental attributes according to the contact points with the animal:
space, conspecifics, floors, air and stockmanship. Although his scheme lacks important
resources such as food and water, it is, nevertheless, an interesting idea that relates to the
concept of skin-lesions as a measure of welfare (cf. Ekesbo, 1981). Similarly, in Nilsson's
scheme (1997) welfare is assessed according to three extending circles: the animal, the pen,
the building (L. Keeling, personal communication). Such a logical ordering according to
contactpointsbetween environment andanimals,provided itretainsthebiological meaningof
resourcestotheanimal, seemsamorereasonable waytoorganise environmental attributes.
Animal-based attributes can be ordered according to the types of response, which the
animal has available to interact with the environment, namely behavioural and physiological.
Physiology includes 'normal' physiology, which includes all states where homeostasis is
maintained, and patho-physiology or pathology. Pathology can be organised hierarchically
according tothe specific diseases that havebeen described, which canbe organised according
to the main physiological systems involved, e.g. respiratory, urogenital, digestive, nervous
and metabolic disorders. These same systems also organise the responses of 'normal'
physiology. Production parameters are a subclass of physiological parameters that concern
mainly aspects of metabolism and reproduction. Stress-physiology is a class of physiology
that is particularly relevant for welfare. It concerns situations that involve attempts to cope
with situations of reduced predictability and controllability. Stress-physiology may be
regarded asan intermediate between 'normal' physiology and pathology.
Having a complete list of welfare-relevant attributes is a necessary condition for overall
assessment, i.e.the attributes inagiven assessment procedure must adequately coverall main
fields of welfare. For this reason the health status, physiological requirements such as
respiration, osmoregulation, nutrition and thermoregulation, as well as behavioural
opportunities are necessary components of welfare assessment. Several tables and schemes
seem to meet this criterion, e.g. Mellor & Reid (1994), Hurnik & Lehman (1988), Nilsson
(1997) and the KTBL assessment. For other authors this is less obvious. For example, Beyer
(1998)and Sundrumetal.(1994) mainly focussed ondesign criteria for practical reasons and
the extent such an approach allows adequate assessment of performance criteria is not easily
answered.
In a full specification of an assessment table for OWA both truth-values and attribute
scores should be given for every attribute. This requires a detailed description of every
housing system. In somepapers the systems werehardly described, but Svendsen &Svendsen
(1997) included simple drawings of the pen-layout and the working group on pig housing
(Anon., 1985, 1989) included pen-layouts together with a detailed table describing the
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systems. The tabular format has advantages for this purpose too, because it forces to be
explicit andsystematic.
A further advantage ofusing the tabular format may be realised when tables are linked as
in a relational database (Date, 1995). Linked tables may allow making various sources of
information available for welfare assessment. One table, in which housing systems are
described, can be linked to the assessment table by the names of the housing systems.
Similarly, the table for overall assessment can be linked to supporting tables by the attributes
(e.g. Fraser, 1983; Sundrum et al, 1994). Konerman & van den Weghe (1989), who assess
the health status in relation to housing systems for fattening pigs, also provide an illustration
how this is done. Their final table contains three attributes: infection pressure, claws and
limbs and (health) control. Each of these is assessed ina separate table.For example, (health)
control is assessed inaseparate table from the attributes group size, accessibility/reachability,
building/unit size and (age) uniformity, and the overall results of this table are used as a
component in the final table. In this way linked tables can support defining operational
definitions ofcompound concepts.
Finally, tables may be linked to support formalising the relationship between welfare and
its scientific basis. When scientific knowledge is collected in a table, attributes can provide
the link to the assessment table. This is avery important feature, as it may support providing
an explicit scientific basis for OWA. No paper reviewed here does this, and, as a result, the
scientific basisremains exemplary andmostly unspecified. Weconclude that linking oftables
may support theconstruction ofaformalised, i.e.explicit and systematic,procedure for OWA
inall aspects of itsproblem space,namely the description of housing systems,welfare values
and the scientific basis. Doing so within the framework of a relational database allows
securing data integrity (Date, 1995) and it allows dealing with large amounts of data. This
seems required for OWA, because welfare is a complex problem, which depends on many
factors (Dawkins, 1997). In the papers discussed here, all tables and schemes are limited in
size; the number of rows is maximally 48 (Fraser, 1983). Overall welfare assessment that
aspiresapproaching the ideal oftaking into account all available data (Duncan, 1978;Rushen
&dePassille, 1992),therefore maybenefit from database technology.

Recommendations
InOWA an attempt is made to descriptively assess the overall welfare status of animals from
what isknown abouttheirbiology andabouttheirlivingconditions, i.e.about attributes ofthe
housing system in which they are kept. OWA involves a problem of multi-criteria decision
making with fuzzy information. The main task for OWA is to increase the degree of
objectivity involved inmaking overall-welfarejudgements.Thebestway todothis istomake
all steps between the attributes of the housing system and welfare explicit and perform them
according to some systematic procedure. Only after the entire procedure has been made
explicit will it be possible to criticise assumptions and systematically search for
improvements. The tabular format seems to be a suitable tool for making OWA explicit and
systematic (Webster, 1995).In this format housing systems (in columns) can be assessed ina
systematic and analytic way according to a list of welfare-relevant attributes (in rows). We
have used this format successfully in representing the arguments pig experts use to explain
theirscoresfor welfare inrelationtohousingconditions(Brackeetal.,1999b).
Some minor recommendations include standardisation of terminology and scales. We
suggest using the term 'attributes' and a scale between 0, worst and 10, best. Constraints
should be specified and preferably be stated within the table to avoid erroneous application.
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On the other hand, cut-off points that specify what level of welfare is still acceptable, should
not be given, because scientific OWA is a descriptive activity that is logically distinct from
ethical assessment.
What is important for OWA is to specify the relations between welfare, housing and
scientific knowledge.
The format ofan assessment table focuses onthe relation between welfare and designated
housing systems. To develop a scheme for OWA an assessment table should be constructed
which includes anumber ofhousing systems that cover awide range ofanimal environments.
The assessment of these housing systems can provide useful reference scores to facilitate the
interpretation ofnewly obtained scoresfor otherhousingsystems.
Much work remains to be done concerning the weighting of attributes and calculation
rules. Sofar, additive calculation rulesthat didnotuse additional weighting factors wereused
most often. The basis for calculation is the ranking of the levels within attributes. Therefore,
in OWA the attributes should apply across housing systems and attribute (welfare) scores
should be assigned from a local perspective, i.e. without taking into account considerations
concerning the weighting between attributes. The weighting of attributes and the calculation
rule, which is needed to calculate overall welfare from attribute scores, should be specified
separately. Because weighting is more problematic than the ranking within attributes, subscores shouldberetained andpresented inadditiontotheoverall scores.
The relationship between attribute scores and descriptive properties of the housing
systems should be made explicit. This may be done by providing a full description of the
housing systems, including, for example, drawings of the pen-layout, as well as by linking
tables. Linked tables, as in a relational database, may also support assessment of compound
attributes and support assessment on an explicit scientific basis. Database technology also
allows that many attributes are taken into account. However, some logical and/or biological
ordering principle isneeded toensure that welfare isassessed overall, that welfare is assessed
on an objective and scientific basis while retaining the idea that the point of view of the
animals is definitive of its welfare status. How this can be done will be discussed in the next
chapter.
The main conclusion of this chapter is that the tabular format and the concept of linked
tables are necessary to solve the main difficulty in OWA,namely to evaluate overall welfare
in a procedural and explicit way that is open for criticism and, most importantly, allows
further improvement.
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Chapter5.Review part 3:Welfare assessment based
onneedsandsupportedbyexpertopinion1
Abstract
Welfare concernswhat mattersto animalsfrom theirpoint of view. What matterstoanimals
is their state of need.Satisfaction andfrustration of needs are associated withemotional
states, thesubjectiveexperienceofwhichdirectlydeterminesthewelfarestatusofananimal.
Because emotional states are difficult to assess, overall welfare assessment (OWA) is best
approachedasanassessmentofneeds.
For actual OWA a list of needs must beformulated. Different authors haveformulated
differentlists.From theselistsaconceptneed-listwasconstructed. For validationthe needsbasedapproachfor OWAwasdiscussedin interviewswith21expertsinthefield ofethology
and other welfare-relatedsciences. Theexpertsgenerally used mental terminologytodefine
welfare,butwhenaskedto classifytheirdefinitionof welfare,manypreferred adefinitionin
terms of measurable parameters or a combination of both mental terms (feelings) and
measurables. Most experts believed that welfare can be assessed objectively and that the
problem of OWAisindeedbestapproachedthrough anassessmentofneeds.Expertsdifferas
to the exactcompositionof the listof needs.A listof needsisformulated whichwe intendto
usefor OWA inthecaseofsows.
Keywords:interviews,expert, animalwelfare assessment model,pigs.

Introduction
This chapter is the third and last of a series of three reviews on the topic of overall farmanimal welfare assessment (OWA).These chaptershighlightthreeareasof concern.
The first (Bracke et al, 1999b) dealt with the methodological question whether OWA is
possible inprinciple.Wedefined welfare aswhat mattersto animals from theirpoint ofview.
This means that the welfare status of an animal is fully determined by the quality of its
emotional states, including their sign (positive or negative), intensity and duration. A major
problem is how the private minds of animals can be assessed by scientific methods (Nagel,
1974; Dawkins, 1993, 1998; Mason & Mendl, 1993). We suggested to regard OWA as the
attempt to make the best possible assessment based on what is known scientifically.
Accordingly, OWA is conceived as the descriptive activity that involves multi-criteria
decision making with fuzzy information. Based onthese considerations webelievethat OWA
ispossible,butthe question remainshow itshouldbedone inasystematic andexplicitway.
Thesecondreview chapter (Brackeetal, 1999c)reviewed assessment tables and schemes
that have been published tofinduseful recommendations astohow OWA maybe performed.
The basic format for OWA was identified as a table in which housing systems (in columns)
are compared and evaluated using alist of criteria (welfare-relevant attributes, in rows).This
assessment table mustbelinked withother (supporting) tablestomakeOWA fully explicit.
1 Paper by Bracke, M.B.M., B.M. Spruijt &J.H.M. Metz, 1999.Overall animal welfare reviewed. Part3:
Welfare assessment based on needs and supported by expert opinion. Netherlands Journal of Agricultural
Science 47:307-322.
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Thepresent chapter deals withtheproblem ofhowOWAcanbe performed ona scientific
basis.The suggestion isthat overall welfare canbeassessed from an assessment ofneeds.We
have applied this idea and constructed a prototype decision support system, which is a
computer-based information system that was designed to examine the feasibility of
performing OWA in a systematic way (Bracke et al, 1999a). Because performing OWA on
the basis of an assessment of needs is a very basic assumption, we conducted interviews to
examine the degree of consensus for this assumption. The results of these interviews will be
presented in this chapter. The aims of this chapter are to specify how overall welfare
assessment (OWA) can be performed on the basis of biological needs, to examine the degree
of consensus among experts for such a needs-based approach and to specify a list of needs
thatmaybeused for actual OWA inpigs.

Abiologicalbasisfor welfare
Biological organisms are regulated by homeostatic control mechanisms, which support
survival and reproduction in the environment of evolutionary adaptation (EEA). The higher
vertebrates are goal-directed (Toates, 1986). They have a number of more or less distinct
motivational systems. These systems, which we call needs, can be thought of as intervening
variables which have functionally related sets of behaviours or physiological responses that
canbe activated by acertain class of stimuli and deactivated by aspecific event or behaviour.
Classical examples ofmotivational systems arehunger, thirst, sex and thermoregulation. Each
motivational system serves a proximate goal (reference point, set point or Sollwert). These
goals have been formed in the course of evolution and are, therefore, strongly similar for
individuals of the same species (Wiepkema, 1987).In order for responses to be functional in
achieving the goal the animal surveys its environment and compares Sollwert (the goal) and
Istwert (the actual state of the world). Discrepancies between Istwert and Sollwert cause
activation of behavioural and physiological responses with the aim of reducing the
discrepancy and restoring homeostasis. The degree of the discrepancy may vary (i.e. the
animal may be more or less hungry, thirsty etc.), and changes in this 'central motivational
state' (Toates, 1986), which we call 'state of need', give rise to observable changes in
behaviourandphysiology (e.g.when morehungrytheanimal mayrun faster toward food).
Higher vertebrates show certain flexibility in the way they achieve their goals, i.e. they
can take different courses of action to obtain a certain goal. This flexibility also requires that
animals must monitor the effectiveness of their responses. Emotions, such as pleasure and
fear, are functional elements in this monitoring process, in that they strengthen (when
positive) or weaken (when negative) the use of a particular behavioural or physiological
response (Fraser &Duncan, 1998).Emotions are causally related tobehaviour (e.g.Dawkins,
1993;Broom, 1998).They function as signals inthe brain to coordinate the responsiveness in
a certain direction. These signals produce a coordinated state, which is generally appropriate
for coping with categories of challenges (e.g. danger). Such a state is recognised by the
animal. For example, the higher vertebrates are able to recognise these internal emotional
states as is shown by their ability for so-called drug-discrimination learning, which isamuch
used technique to investigate the subjective effects of drugs on the control of behaviour
(Overton, 1991).
Positive reward occurs in cases where discrepancies between Istwert and Sollwert are
reduced or minimised. Animals are attracted to objects and events associated with positive
reward (positive emotions). Events or stimuli that are rewarding act as reinforcers, in the
sensethattheytendtostrengthen aresponse. Conversely,negative emotions (aversions) occur
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when discrepancies between Istwert and Sollwert increase in magnitude or continue to exist.
Animalswill attempttoavoid such situations,which theyfindaversive.Especially negative is
stress, i.e. '(a) a protracted failure of the animal to maintain alignment between its reference
values and the actual state of the world and (b) the absence of an assessment of near-future
realignment' (Toates, 1995,p.31).
Because animals have different needs and because they often cannot serve different goals
atthe sametime,animals also have regulatory mechanisms to solve cases of conflict between
them. For example, an animal may have to choose between food and escape from danger.
Animals are generally very well able tomake 'decisions' among different possible coursesof
action. Such decisions involve a cost-benefit evaluation, which requires a common currency
(McFarland, 1989).Most likely, this common currency is the rewarding value that represents
the expected benefits ofeach alternative course ofaction.Inthismodel,animals,likehumans,
are supposed to act so as to maximise positive affective states and minimised negative ones.
They maximise reward (Cabanac, 1971). This implies that animals themselves assess their
different states ofneed andthisoverall assessment constitutes their welfare.

OWAbased onneeds
From the argument above it follows that for overall welfare assessment (OWA) the various
statesofneed ofananimal mustbe assessed and integrated asmuch aspossible inthewaythe
animals themselves perform the assessment. Below, we will specify the concept of 'needs'
further.
An important distinction is between instrumental and intrinsic relevance. Instrumentally
relevant are those aspects that are a means to the end of OWA; i.e. they are relevant because
they give information about other aspects, which are more intrinsically relevant. Intrinsic
aspects are ends inthemselves. For example, straw is instrumental for pig welfare, because it
provides substrate to root. Rooting is intrinsically relevant when rooting is itself rewarding.
Rooting would be instrumentally relevant if it were only a means to an end, e.g. a means to
obtain food. In the latter case straw could be regarded as intrinsically relevant if it had a
dietaryvalueforpigs.Theprimarytaskfor OWAistodeterminewhatisintrinsically relevant
for welfare andhowtheseareaffected byotheraspects inan instrumental way.
Intrinsically relevant for welfare are all and only the emotional states of animals (Bracke
et al, 1999b). However, it is difficult to assess the sign (positive or negative), intensity and
duration of all emotional states separately. More suitable for an objective assessment of
welfare is the assessment of needs. If emotions represent a state of the organism which hasa
biological function for a particular need, that state must be accessible for measurement and
this indirectly reveals an aspect ofthe subjective state ofthe animal. For operationalisation of
OWA we postulate a (positive) (cor)relation between biological functioning and subjective
welfare. This postulate receives general support inthe scientific literature (e.g.Broom, 1998;
Duncan, 1993; see also Fraser et al, 1997), but exceptions (which we will discuss below)
have alsobeen recognised. Under theassumption thatthe state ofneed is adirectreflection of
how animals subjectively experience this state emotionally, we may regard needs as
intrinsically relevant in the assessment of welfare. They can be assessed objectively and this
providesthe scientific basis for OWA.
It follows that only proximate needs are intrinsically relevant for welfare. Welfare
concerns the proximate causation of behaviour, rather than its ultimate function. Ultimate
goals such as survival and reproduction have shaped proximate needs in the course of
evolution, but survival and reproduction per se do not matter to animals from their point of
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view (Duncan &Petherick, 1991).For example,what matters toa female animal inoestrus is
aproximate needtomate,ratherthan theultimate goal offertilisation. Because ourconceptof
needs for OWA is closely linked to emotional states, it is very similar to, but more general
than, animal 'wants' (cf. Duncan & Petherick, 1991; Duncan, 1996). It is also similar to
Rollin's concept of Telos (e.g. Rollin, 1990), when conceived as the genetically and
environmentally constrained nature of animals, 'from which flow certain interests and needs,
whose fulfilment matter to the animal' (p. 203). For the same reason, our concept of needs
differs from the concept of needs as suggested by Hurnik and collaborators (Hurnik &
Lehman, 1985, 1988; Hurnik, 1993). For example, longevity may be instrumental in OWA,
but it is not intrinsically relevant, because animals do not have the concepts of life and death
(Webster, 1995,p. 15).
Motivational systems are complex systems. For example, reaching satiety is regulated by
various internal and external feedback signals, including the energetic value of the food as
well as oropharyngeal signals associated with palatability, chewing and swallowing. Needs,
such asthe need for food, canbe often be de-composed further into component set-points.As
aresult, OWAcanberegarded ata conceptual level (cf. Stafleu etal, 1996) asa hierarchical
assessment: welfare can be de-composed into a set of needs, which can be de-composed
further into component set-point states,from whichwelfare canbe assessed.
In the literature general consensus exists that an aggregate of several different measures
should be used to assess welfare (e.g. Broom & Johnson, 1993). In fact many attributes
(characteristics, aspects) of housing and management affect the welfare status of farm
animals.Inordertospecify howthese attributes affect welfare, aneeds-based approach seems
themost appropriate (cf. also Dawkins, 1998).Itoffers anorganising principle and providesa
way to check whether the list of welfare-relevant attributes is complete. In addition, arisk in
OWA is that one component is taken for the whole (Rushen, 1991). The single most
important reason to use a needs-based approach for OWA is that it supports assessment of
welfare overall: ithelpstoidentify welfare problems (frustrated needs) and ithelpsto identify
gaps inourscientific knowledge (toassessthe stateofneedproperly).

Scientific paradigms
An assessment of the state of need includes an assessment of the degree of positive and
negative reward, the animal's motivational strength to obtain those rewards and the duration
of the relevant emotional states. Each need state can be assessed on a scale that ranges from
maximum frustration to maximum satisfaction of that need. To assess these needs we must
use information about environmental conditions, and empirical information from ethology
and physiology (including production and patho-physiology). These can be regarded as
different perspectives that provide relevant information toassess a state ofneed. In addition a
subjective, psychological perspective can also be identified that specifies the nature of the
emotional states. The psychological perspective and the various perspectives constituted by
the empirical sciences are different perspectives on the same phenomenon, the state of need.
Theproblem ofOWA isto show howwelfare, as defined from this psychological perspective
at the conceptual level, can be assessed atthe explanatory and operational levels (see Stafleu
et al, 1996) while using only empirical information. We suggest that the various scientific
paradigms allowthe formulation ofassessment rulesthat canbeused for thispurpose.
Scientific measures relevant for OWA include feral data, preference tests (time budgets
andchoiceexperiments),operant techniques (including demand curves),measures ofaversion
and suffering, measures of the consequences of deprivation on behaviour, stress-physiology,
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pathology and production. These measures indicate what animals normally, naturally or
experimentally are inclined to approach or avoid, how strong their preferences are, and how
well animals are able to adapt or cope. Problems exist with the interpretation of all measures
(Rushen, 1991; Mason & Mendl, 1993; Dawkins, 1998). For example, feral data may be
criticised in that nature may be romantic but cruel (Dawkins, 1980);what animals chose may
not always be what is best for their health (Duncan & Dawkins, 1983); and coping animals
may still be suffering (Mendl, 1991). Problems of interpretation have been considered
difficult toresolve.However, suchproblems typically involve cases where different scientific
paradigms are inconflict with eachotherwithrespect toOWA.
We suggest taking a consensus-oriented approach for OWA. Despite the fact that much
remains tobe discovered, much knowledge that is relevant for OWAhas been collected over
the last decades. OWA concerns the attempt to make the best possible assessment based on
the knowledge that is available (Bracke etal, 1999b).Webelieve the available knowledge is
sufficient to allow a reasonably accurate assessment. Similarly, despite difficulties in the
interpretation of all scientific paradigms, each paradigm can be expected to capture at least
part ofthetruth. This allows the formulation of assessment rules inrelation toeach paradigm.
Every assessment rule includes a 'prima facie' clause indicating that the rule is valid for the
most part and other things being equal. For example, prima facie, the more natural the
behaviour, the better welfare (e.g. Wemelsfelder, 1997). Similarly for the other paradigms
including predictability and controllability (Wiepkema, 1982, 1987; Wiepkema & Koolhaas,
1993),fitness (e.g.Fraser &Broom, 1990)and consumer demand theory(Dawkins, 1983).
However, from the conclusion above that OWA should be in accordance with welfare
assessment as performed by the animals themselves it follows that of all scientific paradigms
the study of preferences of animals takes a special place. For OWA we must answer the
questions 'what doanimals want,i.e.what dotheyfindrewarding and/or aversive?' and 'How
important is the satisfaction of these wants or needs for them?' Other scientific paradigms,
e.g. studiesofnatural behaviour and stress-physiology have amore supportive function inthat
theyprovide additional information aboutproximateneeds.
For every 'prima facie' assessment rule we also expect to find exceptions, which become
evident when rules conflict. For example, the argument that nature may also be cruel
constitutes a conflict between one rule that saysthat natural conditions indicate good welfare,
and the second rule that says that disease indicates poor welfare. Nature is cruel when it
subjects animals to disease. Such a conflict between assessment rules can be resolved when,
in accordance with our definition of welfare, the primacy of the animal's emotional states is
recognised: nature is good provided the animal doesn't experience poor health. Further
specifications can be expected. For example, poor health indicates poor welfare, but an
abdominal tumour may not be associated with negative emotional states. If so, again, the
assessment rule should be refined. This revision of assessment rules into more and more
specific rules maybecome very complicated and difficult. At somepoint we mayhave tostop
formulating more and more specific rules.At suchapoint,theserules canbe used asheuristic
rules for OWA. As heuristic rules they will allow a most reasonable assessment of welfare
despite the fact that some assessment errors will inevitably be made. Since large numbers of
attributes are involved inOWAtheuseofheuristicrulesmaybe themost rational approachto
OWAuntil further research canprovideamore complete setofspecific assessmentrules.
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Typesofneeds
It is beyond the scope of this chapter to specify the different set points of animals, also
because theytend tobe very (species,age,sex) specific. However, we will attempt to specify
whichneeds farm animalshave.
Animals have many control systems that are designed to obtain or maintain a certain
(local) goal or setpoint.Not all control systems are equally relevant for welfare, because they
arenot all equally associated with emotional states.Emotional states especially arise whenthe
attention of the whole animal and a close monitoring of the efficiency of responses is
required. Wewill call needs associated with such systems 'cognitive'. Other systemsaremore
under autonomic regulation. Examples includemanyprocesses atcellular and tissue level,but
alsothe immune system,theregulation ofheartrateandrespiration. These autonomic systems
are either largely internally organised or only userather stable environmental factors (such as
oxygen). They don't require additional emotional states for normal regulation. However,
when autonomic regulation fails, emotional states do occur even in these systems, e.g. by
general symptoms of fatigue or illness. It follows that for welfare both types of control are
relevant, but they are not relevant to the same degree. The tolerance for deviations between
actual state (Istwert) and set point (Sollwert) is generally much lower where emotional states
are involved which deal with (more fluctuating) environmental events. It is those needs that
have an association with emotional states that are especially relevant and functional for
welfare. However, although some needs are more important than other needs, they cannot be
classified intonecessities and luxuries,because their importance ranges over acontinuum and
becausetheirrelative importance mayvaryaccordingtothecircumstances.
Needs can also be classified into appetitive (e.g. hunger, thirst, sex) and aversive systems
(e.g. fear and aggression) (cf. Toates, 1986). Appetitive needs have a special subclass of
needs: the ethological needs. Ethological needs are those needs where the performance of
behaviour is intrinsically rewarding, rather than, or in addition to, the attainment of some
functional end-point that is normally associated with the performance of that behaviour. For
example, rooting of pigs is itself rewarding, even when the normal consequences associated
with this behaviour, i.e. food, is provided ad lib. Ethological needs concern activities that are
essential in the environment of evolutionary adaptation (EEA). They are regulated by being
positively rewarding, for examplebecause theultimate goal isbeyond the cognitive capacities
of the animal or because itwould be disadvantageous to stop the behaviour in the absence of
immediate functional consequences. According to Toates (1995) it is now generally accepted
thatanimals indeed aremotivated toperform certain species-specific behaviours (howeversee
also Baxter, 1983) and that reward value is associated with the ability to perform these
behaviours.
Theabove distinctions (appetitive-aversive, cognitive-autonomic and ethological) resultin
the following classification ofneeds. Appetitive cognitive needs include food, water, sex,rest
and social contact. This class shows overlap with appetitive ethological needs such as
exploration, play and body care related needs. Appetitive autonomic needs include
thermoregulation and respiration. Aversive autonomic needs include health and no injury.
Fear is an aversive cognitive need. This classification is tentative and provides an ordering
principle,rather than anabsolute classification.
Needshave also been classified into those needs that are largely internally motivated (e.g.
food, water, ethological needs) and those that are largely externally motivated (e.g.
aggression, predator avoidance). However, it is now generally recognised that all needs have
both internal andexternal factors. Likethe internal-external distinction the distinctions weuse
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in our classification (appetitive-aversive; cognitive-autonomic; ethological) do not create
mutually exclusive categories,but aredifferences that vary over acontinuum and often (ifnot
always) include elements of both extremes. Even within needs some elements may fit in one
class, while other elements fit better in another class. For example, vasoconstriction and
vasodilatation as part of thermoregulation are under autonomic control while nestbuilding,
which is also part of thermoregulation, may be an ethological need. Although our
classification is only tentative, we will use it as stepping stones that should not obstruct
flexibility intheassessment procedure.

Interviewswith experts
In order to perform actual OWA we have built a prototype welfare-model for pigs (more
specifically for pregnant sows; Bracke et al, 1999a). In this model we assessed overall
welfare using a list of needs. To explore the degree of consensus for this model 21 experts
from 8 different countries were interviewed about their concept of welfare and about needs.
Together 11Dutch experts,9experts from otherEuropean countries and oneNorth-American
expertwere included with expertise inthefieldsofgeneral farm animal welfare, fundamental
ethology, physiology, veterinary science and experimental psychology (fields listed in the
orderofimportance).Allexpertswerescientists.
Issuesthat specifically concernweighting ofwelfare componentswereexplicitly excluded
from these interviews, because our aim was to explore the degree of consensus for the
assumption that logically precedes weighting, namely using needs for OWA. We wanted to
know whether our concept of welfare was in accordance with expert opinion, and whether
OWAmaybeperformed asafunction ofneedstates.
Three questions were asked about the concept of welfare and two questions were asked
aboutneeds.
1. Howdoyou define welfare?
2. What type of welfare definition do you favour, in terms of measurable parameters or in
termsof feelings?
3. Canwelfare be assessed objectively?
4. What are the components of welfare and what is your opinion about the prototype needlist (whichwaspresented totheexpert,cf.Table 1)?
5. Doyoubelieve OWAbased onanassessment ofneedsistheproper waytoproceed?
Inresponse tothefirstquestion relatively few experts cite definitions from the literature:five
experts cited three definitions. A common characteristic of the definitions as stated by the
experts isthat they all make reference to biological functioning. Furthermore, the importance
of subjective feelings showed as follows: 18 out of 21 experts used mental terminology, 2
experts refused to give a definition of welfare and only 1expert completely refrained from
using mentalistic terminology inhisfirst stated definition. However, when asked what typeof
definition was preferred (question 2), 9 experts favoured a definition in terms of measurable
parameters over subjective feelings; 8 experts preferred a combination of both feelings and
measurable parameters, and only 4 experts favoured feelings. 18 Experts answered that
welfare canbemeasured at least inpart objectively, while 3experts stated thatwelfare cannot
be measured objectively (question 3). This suggests that, while subjective feelings are
considered important for welfare conceptually, scientists, as a group, believe welfare can be
assessed objectively.
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Welfareassessment based on needs

The components of welfare were discussed with the help of the prototype list ofneeds as
specified in the first column of Table 1. The interviewer explained that this list was not
intended asahierarchical ordering ofbehavioural elements,but that itsfunction wasto 'break
down' the complex problem of welfare into manageable chunks which could support OWA.
This implies that each component in the list must be necessary for assessing welfare overall.
For example, health, food, water, and thermocomfort are not the only needs, because there
maybeasocialwelfare problem. So,this social component mustbeaddedtothelist,etc.
Responses tothislistwerediverse.Itwassaidtobe astandard list,but whenasked further
several remarks were obtained. One remark was that the list was not uniform in that it puts
incompatible terms on the same level, such as health, mental terms (e.g. 'no fear', 'no pain')
and behavioural systems. A common denominator would be preferable. Furthermore, the
concept of ahierarchy of needs was challenged on the grounds that components will overlap
and that every hierarchy is necessarily artificial. Furthermore, experts differed with respect to
theclassification ofneedsandtheirdefinition. Forexample,someexperts classified rootingas
part of the need for food, but other experts classified it as a separate need. While several
experts identified the need for stimulation as a separate need that refers to environmental
complexity and novelty, the frustration of which can be expressed as apathy (as in
Wemelsfelder, 1993), other experts argued that the need for stimulation reduces to other
needs, such as exploration, locomotion and social contact. Despite these differences a
consensus area could also be identified. For example, all experts included the needs for food,
water,rest, socialcontact and thermocomfort.
At the end of the interview we asked the expert to state his/her opinion about the
suggestion toassess overall welfare asafunction ofneed states (question 5).Most experts(17
out of 21) had a positive attitude toward this suggestion; 2experts showed a neutral attitude,
saying that it may be possible to do so, and 2 experts tended to be sceptical about this
approach.
With respect to expert opinion about needs, we conclude that, although not without
difficulties and opportunities for further improvement, broad consensus exists for a scientific
approach toOWAbased onneeds.

List ofneeds
Forthepurpose ofactual OWA it isnecessary tohave aspecified list ofneeds.Table 1 shows
various lists of needs (Fraser, 1983; Baxter & Baxter, 1984; Schlichting & Smidt, 1989;
Sundrum et ah, 1994; Taylor et al, 1995). This table shows clear differences between
authors.Most often 'left out' are items concerning respiration, territorialism, health and items
related to reproduction. In addition, the hierarchical organisation differs; e.g. play is part of
kinesis for Fraser (1983) and part of exploration for Schlichting & Smidt (1989).
Furthermore, different terms are used to denote overlapping concepts, for example 'body
care' and 'comfort'. Conversely, similarterms maybeused for partly diverging concepts.For
example, Fraser's list contains territorialism, which includes various aspects of space,namely
individual space, home range and feeding range. Others do not include territorialism in their
list, but have incorporated these aspects into other components such as social contact,
locomotion and ingestion. These differences illustrate the importance of standardisation and
unifying definitions inthe field of OWA. However, maybe even more important for OWA is
that Table 1also identifies underlying consensus. It confirms that these authors believe needs
are important constituents of welfare and that the list of needs for OWA includes ingestion
(food and water), thermoregulation, rest, social contact, kinesis, exploration and body
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care/comfort. In addition tothese needs,needs related to fear/avoidance and sex are also well
established (Toates, 1986).
We made some minor revisions in our prototype list of needs for actual OWA inthe case
of pigs (see Table 1). The revised list does no longer contain the subjective terms 'no fear'
and 'no pain'. As a common denominator we have chosen motivational systems. Although
further revision mayprovenecessary, this listprovides the starting point for development ofa
tool to assess the overall welfare-status ofpigs. It contains the elements that we believe tobe
necessary toassessthe overallwelfare statusofpigs.
The revised list includes the following needs: ingestion (including the need for food and
water), rest, social contact, reproduction-related needs (sex, nest building and maternal care),
kinesis, exploration (including exploration of novelty, foraging and play), body care,
evacuation, thermocomfort, respiration, health (including no injuries or pain) and safety
(including nodanger andnoaggression).
Specific for pigs are behavioural elements such as rooting, nest building, wallowing and
theabilitytoseparate theresting from theelimination area.Forapplication toother speciesor
to specific subgroups (e.g. pregnant sows or growing pigs) especially the ethological needs
require modification. Below, we will discuss the needs that are relevant for welfare
assessment inpregnant sows.
Body-care concerns the behavioural elements of scratching (grooming) and wallowing in
pigs. Evacuation concerns the eliminative behaviour that is specific to pigs as compared to
other farm animals such as cattle and poultry, namely tohave elimination areas separate from
therestingarea.
The need to explore concerns the active behavioural processes by which an animal
assimilates information about its environment. Exploration is especially evoked by mild
disparity between sensory input and stored representations or expectations. (A larger disparity
results in fear and avoidance, which we have classified under 'safety'.) Two major
components of exploration are the need to explore novelty and the need to forage (rooting in
pigs). Foraging is appetitive feeding behaviour. As such it could be argued to be part of the
need for food. However, scientific data concerning contrafreeloading, where animals have
been shown to work for food even when ad lib food is available, support a classification of
foraging as a separate need. Since recent evidence suggests that foraging may be part of the
need toexplore orto gather information (Bean etal, 1998),wehave classified rooting aspart
of the need to explore. Play has also been subsumed under exploration, because a main
function ofplay involves learning (e.g.skills).
The need to move, kinesis, may not be controlled by a separate control system. Instead it
may be argued that it is part of various other needs, e.g. exploration. However, since there
seems universal consensus that space and the ability to move are important components of
welfare, we incorporate theneed for kinesis asaseparate functional element intheneed list.
In linewith other authors we include respiration asaseparate need (cf.Table 1).Baxter&
Baxter (1984) defined respiration as the need 'to prevent the sow feeling asphyxiated or
choked' (p. 283). This need has its own control centre in the brain and accordingly may
classify asaseparateneed.However, itmayalsobe subsumed under 'safety' orunder 'health'
as noxious stimuli (e.g. NH3, CO2, H2S, dust levels), because it is probably largely under
autonomic control,meaning that only grossdeviations arerelevant for welfare.
The need for health is the need to be free from disease, i.e. the absence of clinical
symptoms orpathological anatomical abnormalities. It is included as a separate need because
itisrelated to asemi-behavioural system,namely 'sickness behaviour' (Hart, 1988).Health is
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clearly associated with welfare-relevant emotional states. In addition, when activated,
sickness behaviour must clearly compete for time and motor output with other behaviour
systems such as feeding, sex or the avoidance of danger. Often sickness behaviour takes
priority indicating that combating the disease is important for the animal (and its welfare).
Like other motivational systems sickness behaviour is functional for survival (Hart, 1988).It
also involves learning processes. Examples of such learning include food aversion learning,
self-narcotisation toalleviate pain and so-called antidotal thirst toalleviate sickness (reviewed
inToates, 1986,e.g.p.76).
The need for health includes specific illnesses and injuries. The injury sub-component
captures the 'no pain' item in the prototype list. Pain and fear are related motivational
systems, but 'whereas the fear system is responsible for motivating escape from a dangerous
location, the pain motivational system determines the behaviour of resting to allow
recuperation.' (Toates, 1986,p.154).
The fear system has been renamed as the need for safety. This need is associated with the
flight/fight/fright syndrome that serves to maintain the integrity of the whole body against
potential disturbance and damage. It does not imply that the goal is absolutely no fear.
Exposure to mild or moderate fear is even thought tobe beneficial (Jones, 1997).It seems to
be a feature of various types of environmental stimuli that too much as well as too little
stimulation may be suboptimal for need satisfaction (Fraser et ah, 1975, p. 655). Other
examplesofthisphenomenon includetemperature, food and social contact. Theterms 'safety'
and 'fear' are used here to denote only one component of welfare. In a wider sense, where
safety would include aspects of health, ingestion, thermoregulation, etc., it could be
interpreted to cover (almost) the entire field of welfare. In this chapter, safety denotes only
oneoftheclassesofthingsthat motivateanimals.
Not included in our list for pigs are territorialism, predictability and control, abnormal
behaviour and stimulation. Territorialism is an ethological need that does not apply to pigs
because pigs do not defend a territory, although they do live in home ranges (Graves, 1984).
For pigs we will subsume the aspects that are related to territorialism under other needs such
as kinesis and exploration. Abnormal behaviour (Schlichting & Smidt, 1989) and
predictability and control (Baxter &Baxter, 1984)arenotseparateneeds,but seemtobemore
general indicators of welfare problems. Even if the underlying motivational basis is not
always well understood (e.g.Rushen etal, 1993),they generally subsume under otherneeds.
Similarly, for stimulation weprefer tosubsume itundertheneedtoexplore (novelty).
As this discussion illustrates, drawing up a list of needs requires making decisions about
issues that have not been fully resolved. It seems necessary to compare various need lists and
to examine their practical implications. However, for actual OWA it is necessary to have a
specified list. Bymaking choices explicit we hopethese issues will bere-actualised,which in
turn mayleadtoimproved welfare assessment.

Conclusions
This chapter deals with the question how OWA can be performed on a scientific basis. We
suggested toperform OWAbased on an assessment ofneeds.Aneeds-based approach allows
welfare tobe concerned with what matters from the animal's point ofview,while atthesame
time allowing a scientific approach. This is because the term 'need' has both subjective and
objective elements in its meaning. Needs were defined as the states of the animal's
motivational systems, which specify the animal's proximate goals. The concept of emotional
states plays a functional role, both in channelling various kinds of input to produce an
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efficient response (the causation of behaviour) as well as in constituting the animal's welfare
status. However, emotional states donot provide an immediate operational tool for OWA.By
contrast, the concept of needs provides a more useful approach to assess welfare. A needsbased approach provides the stepping stones to organise welfare-relevant attributes. It also
ensuresthatwelfare isassessedoverall.
OWA requires taking into account all available scientific evidence. The various scientific
paradigms concerned with welfare allprovide relevant data. In addition, theseparadigms may
allow the formulation ofvariousassessment rules.These rules should be specified asmuch as
possible and apparent conflicts between them should be a reason to specify the rules in more
detail. At some point these assessment rules may have to be used as heuristic rules for
operational OWA.
Interviews with experts confirmed that feelings arean important element inthe concept of
welfare, but they alsoconfirmed that they believewelfare canbe assessed objectively andthat
OWAisprobablybestperformed basedonanassessment ofneeds.
For actual OWA it is necessary to specify a list of needs. A list of needs for pigs was
formulated. It includes needs in relation to ingestion, rest, social contact, reproduction,
kinesis, exploration, body-care, evacuation, thermoregulation, respiration, health and safety.
This list isnot final, but it can be used as a starting point toperform actual OWA in the case
ofpregnant sows.
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Chapter6.Expert opinion about the welfare status
in the seven main housing systems for pregnant
sows1
Abstract
In interviews with eleven pig experts the main housing systemsfor pregnant sows were
identifiedas tethering (T), individualhousing in stalls (IS),group housing with stalls(GS),
tricklefeeding or Biofix (B), electronic sowfeeding (ESF),and outdoor housing with huts
(O). Thefamily pen system(Fam) wasaddedasareferencesystem.
The experts were asked to give a welfare score for each housing system. The two
individual housing-systems (mean scores: T=1.8; IS=2.3) scored significantly lower than
more intensiveindoorgroup-housingsystems (GS=5.4; B=5.3; ESF=6.2), and thesescored
lowerthanthemoreextensivesystems(0=8.0; Fam=9.1;ANOVA,P <0.001). Furthermore,
Tranked lowerthanIS intheSigntest(P=0.008).
Themost importantaspectsfor welfareassessmentwerespace,substrate,feeding-related
agonismandsocialparameterssuchasgroupsizeandgroupstability.Three different models
wereconstructedto calculatewelfarescoresfrom theargumentsgiven by theexperts. When
representedgraphicallytheresultsseemcomparabletotheexpertscores,althoughtwoofthe
three models differed significantlyfrom the expertscores using analysis of variance. These
results indicatethatpig expertsareable toperform overallwelfareassessmentinarational
waythatallowsmodellingandthatthereisaconsensus underlyingwelfareassessment. These
outcomesprovide supportfor thefurther developmentof a decisionsupport system toassess
farm animalwelfareonascientific basis.
Keywords:animal welfare, pigs,decision support system,model.

Introduction
Overall welfare assessment isahighly desired goal ofpolicy makers inthe Westerncountries.
This has resulted in the development and political employment of practical welfare-index
systems for on-farm use in certain countries, for example in Austria (Bartussek, 1988 and
1997) and Germany (Sundrum et al., 1994). However, these authors also acknowledge that
the scientific basis shouldbe improved (Bartussek, 1997;Sundrum, 1997).Ontheotherhand,
several authors have statedthat the task ofperforming objective overall welfare assessment is
complex and may be too difficult for science (Rushen & de Passille, 1992; Fraser, 1995;
Dawkins, 1997). While individual humans generally have little problems in forming private
opinions about the welfare status of animals, finding an objective basis appears to be more
difficult. Authors differ on howto define welfare and, while there seems tobe consensus that

1 Paper by Bracke, M.B.M., J.H.M. Metz, B.M. Spruijt &A.A. Dijkhuizen, 1999. Overall welfare
assessment ofpregnant sow housing systems based on interviews with experts.Netherlands Journal of
Agricultural Science 47:93-104.
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for welfare assessment many factors should be taken into account, the problem of weighting
different aspectsremainsopen for study.
In an attempt to meet the demand for a more objective welfare-assessment tool we have
started todevelopacomputerised decision support system for assessment ofthewelfare status
of pigs (Bracke et al., 1997;Bracke et al., accepted). Such a system takes a description ofa
housing system as input and uses scientific knowledge collected in a database to yield output
inthe form ofawelfare score. Such asystem also requires aformalised procedure to perform
overall welfare assessment in an explicit way, but no standard exists for such a task. In this
study we take a group of scientific experts as the standard to collect quantitative data
concerning welfare assessment which can be used in the development of a decision support
system. In particular the objective of this study was to establish input-output relationships
between housing andwelfare; todetermine which arethemost important attributes ofhousing
systems ofpregnant sows with respect to welfare; and toassess the perspectives of modelling
of welfare assessment. For this purpose we asked pig experts to give welfare scores for the
main housing systems for pregnant sows and we modelled their arguments to assess whether
subjective welfare scorescanberecalculated from attributesofthehousingsystems.

Materials and methods
Interviews
Eleven scientists from six West-European countries, who had all been involved in the
development of welfare friendly housing systems for pigs, were interviewed in independent
sessions.Theyperformed thefollowing tasks:
1. Identify themost important housing systems for pregnant sows.
2. Compare the answers given with the following predefined list: tethering (T); individual
housing in stalls (IS);group housing with stalls (GS);group housing with trickle feeding,
i.e. Biofix (B); group housing with transponders, i.e. electronic sow feeding (ESF);
outdoor housing with arcs/huts (O); and the family pen system (Fam). Descriptions of
these housing systems can be found in the booklets of the Pig Welfare Advisory Group
(Anon., 1997b),EU Scientific Veterinary Committee Report (Anon., 1997a), Svendsen&
Svendsen (1997) and Backus (1997). Some references for the family pen (Fam) system
include Stolba (1981) and Wechsler (1996). The Fam system, while not being a
competitive production system, was included as a reference system. In relation to Fam it
waspointed out to the expert that wewere interested inthe welfare status of the pregnant
sows only. It was specified that wewere not interested inthe welfare ofthepiglets inthis
system, nor in the economic, labour or environmental values of any of the housing
systems,unlesstheyaffected the overallwelfare statusofthepregnant sows.
3. Give anoverall welfare score for typical-example farms ofeachhousing system onascale
from 0(worst)to 10(best).Atypical example wasexplained asbeing amost typical farm
rather than asonewith particularly good orbad welfare conditions. In addition, theexpert
was asked to give scores only for systems he/she knew well. As a result each expert
specified his/her own systems within the limits ofthemaintypes ofhousing systems.This
procedure allowed highly variable attributes such as management or stockmanship to be
specified and it ensured maximally realistic conditions while still allowing generalisation
oftheresults.
4. Justify each score.Each expert was asked toexplain all scores including why the best and
worst scores were not 0 and 10 respectively. This was done by listing the positive and
negative attributes for each system andbyexplaining differences between adjacent scores.
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In addition to the scores for the main housing systems, the experts were free to add
variations of housing systems by specifying new scores, for example for the same ESF
systemwithandwithout straw.
Modelling
Modellingproceeded asfollows. Awelfare value1 isassigned toeach attribute level inthelist
of welfare-relevant attributes. An example of such an attribute is 'straw quantity'. Its levels
may be 'no straw', 'some straw' and 'deep straw'. Only one attribute level can be true for a
given housing system. All levels within each attribute receive a welfare value between 0
(worst) to 10 (best) according to their welfare rank. Weighting factors, which apply across
attribute levels,were not used inthis study, i.e. within each model all levels weighed equally.
For every housing system, overall welfare scores are calculated in an additive way as the
average of all welfare values of all attributes (i.e. the sum of welfare values divided by the
total number ofattributes, cf. Table4).
For example, an expert may explain the low score for one housing system by 'lack of
exercise' as compared to 'spacious field' for the other, better housing system. Accordingly,
pen space is being identified as a relevant attribute, with 'lack of exercise' being the worst
and 'spacious field' being the best-ranked level. Corresponding welfare values are 0 and 10
respectively. Any intermediate levels,as specified by the expert, receive intermediate welfare
values proportionally.
Therewere four methodstogeneratewelfare scores.Oneconsisted ofthepersonal welfare
scores as obtained directly from each expert. In addition, three models were constructed. In
modelAthe set ofattribute levels asmentioned byanexpertwereusedtocalculate scores for
thehousing systems as specified bythe sameexpert. Thiswas done for all experts to generate
the set of data for model A, which is a within-expert model. Model B is an across-expert
model, in which the different attribute-level lists of all experts were summarised and
organised byremoving doubles andbyregrouping levels ina logical way.Forexample,when
one expert makes a distinction between the levels 'straw is present' and 'no straw', and
another expert between 'some straw' and 'deep straw', the integrated list contains 'no straw',
'some straw' and 'deep straw' (with welfare values of 0, 5and 10respectively). In this way
all logical distinctions made by the experts were retained in model B. Model C consists ofa
selection of the more important attributes in model B as indicated by the degree these had
been usedbytheexpertstoexplaintheirwelfare scores.
To test effects of housing, experts and expert-housing interactions on the expert scores
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used (Anon., 1993). The models were also tested using
ANOVA tosee whether anyofthescores generated bythe three models differed significantly
from the scores given by the experts. ANOVA requires the data to be normally distributed.
This was confirmed by evaluation of normal plots of residuals. The null hypothesis was that
there is no difference, implying that all four methods (the expert scores and the models)
generate equivalent welfare scores for the main housing systems for pregnant sows. A onesided Sign test was used to compare ranks of the housing systems that did not differ
significantly intheANOVAtest.

1The term 'welfare value' is equivalent tothe term 'attribute score' used in later chapters.
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Results
The experts generally agreed that the main housing systems for pregnant sows are tethered
(T), individual housing in stalls (IS), group housing with feeding and/or lying stalls (GS),
trickle feeding orBiofix (B),transponder orelectronic sowfeeder systems (ESF)and outdoor
housing with arcs/huts (O). Other variants include indoor floor feeding and various troughfeeding systems. The Biofix system, where food is delivered into the trough at a controlled
rate (e.g. Olsson et al., 1986), was the least well-known of the six major housing systems in
thatthreeexperts felt insufficiently familiar withtheBiofix systemtogiveawelfare score.
Significant differences (ANOVA,P < 0.001) were found between the mean expert-scores
for individual, confined housing (T, IS) versus loose, group housing (all other systems), and
between generally more intensive indoor group housing (GS,B, ESF) versus more extensive
group housing (O, Fam). Thefirstgroup (T, IS) scored worst; the latter (O, Fam) scored best
for overall welfare (Table 1).No differences were found between the mean scores for T and
IS, between GS, B and ESF, or between O and Fam. The T system was ranked significantly
worse for welfare than the IS system (one-sided Sign test, P = 0.008). No further significant
differences in ranks between the indoor group housing systems or between the O and Fam
systemwerefound with the Signtest.
Table1.Mean scores (from0worst to 10best)obtainedfrom 11 pig expertsfor the 7 main
housingsystemsfor pregnantsows,andwelfarescoresascalculatedby3models(seetext).

Expertscores*
ModelA
ModelB*
Model C*

T
1.75a
2.83a
3.18a
2.50a

IS
2.34a
3.42a
3.56a
2.81a

GS
5.37b
6.00b
5.39b
4.69b

B
5.27b
5.74b
5.73b
4.97b

ESF
6.19"
5.84b
6.41c
5.09b

O
8.02c
7.90c
7.99d
8.89c

Fam
9.14c
9.10d
8.69e
9.71d

l.s.d.
1.182
1.127
0.360
0.645

Fprobability
O.001
O.001
<0.001
O.001

T: tether; IS: individual housing in stalls; GS: group housing with stalls; B: Biofix; ESF: electronic sow
feeder; O: outdoor; Fam: Family Pen. Means within a row lacking the same superscript character differ
(P<0.05). *A significant expert effect wasfound byANOVA (P<0.05).

Table 2 shows various measures indicating the relative importance of the attributes which
experts mentioned when explaining their personal welfare scores. The main criteria to add
variants of housing systems by specifying additional overall scores were straw versus no
straw (8 experts did so); stable versus dynamic groups (4 experts); roughage versus no
roughage (4 experts); and housing systems with different space allowances (4 experts). Other
variants include GS systems with and without a social resting area; O systems with and
without nose rings; and O systems on proper and improper soil types. On average 12.2
attributes were mentioned per expert tojustify the scores (range 7-20). All experts mentioned
space, straw, and feeding sequence. Other often mentioned attributes include social stability;
the ability to separate functional areas (resting and dunging area; resting and feeding area);
the provision of roughage; hygiene and cleanliness; and social resting possibilities. With
social resting is meant the ability for sows to rest with two or more together unrestricted by,
for example, lying stalls. Several attributes were used in a non-dichotomous way, which
means they took more than two (yes/no) levels. The most important one was space (9
experts). Other quantified attributes include straw quantity, separate functional areas and
socialresting.
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Table2.Numberofexperts(n=ll) that, whileexplainingtheirpersonal welfarescoresfor the
main housing systemsfor pregnant sows, used levelsfalling into any of the listedattribute
classes (a); (b) as (a) but includingonly non-dichotomouslevel-ranges(see text); (c)as (a)
butincludingonlyattributeswhichexpertsusedtospecifyscoresinadditiontothescoresfor
themainhousingsystems.
Attribute class
Space
Straw, substrate
Simultaneous feeding
Social stability andmixing
Separatefunctional areas
Roughage,bulk
Social resting
Hygiene &cleanliness
Agonismwhile feeding &individual feeding level
Group size
Space structure and agonism
Climate
Tether injuries

Number ofexperts
(b)
(c)
(a)
11
9
4
11
2
8
11
1
0
8
2
4
7
2
1
7
1
4
7
1
3
7
0
2
6
1
2
6
1
1
5
1
0
5
0
0
5
0
0

Modelling resulted in three series of calculated welfare scores. These models were based
on data from each individual expert, applied only within experts (model A); based on the
integrated list of all attribute levels as mentioned by all experts (model B); and on a short
version of this integrated list (model C). Both model B and model C generated different
scores for different experts,because the experts had specified the exact descriptive properties
of the housing systems somewhat differently. Model C includes the attributes pen space,
substrate (straw), feeding sequence (simultaneous feeding), social stability, separation of
functional areas and food quantity (roughage). In addition, the integrated list of model Balso
includestheproportion oftimethe animals canmove around freely, social resting,groupsize,
degree of individual feeding, food-intake protection, climate (separated into two: 'when hot'
and 'when cold'), air quality, flooring aspects (separated into 'rest surface' and 'walking
surface'), grooming facilities, the ability to avoid conspecifics and the degree of social
variation (i.e. having different age groups in one pen as in Fam). Hygiene and cleanliness
were incorporated inboth climateandrest-surface attributes.
Whereas therewasno significant difference between themean expert scores for the Oand
Fam systems, in all three models the calculated scores for these housing systems differed
significantly from each other. For model B a significant difference was also found between
thecalculated score for B(lower) andESF(higher)(Table 1).
Figure 1also shows that the three models tend to follow the expert scores for the 7main
housing systems.With statistical analysisthe failure tofinda significant difference betweena
model and the expert scores indicates statistical similarity between the model and the expert
scores.When the expert scores are taken as a standard, failure to find a significant difference
between a model and the expert scores, indicate that it is better than those models which do
differ. When only the scores for the seven main housing systems were tested, model A and
model B failed, and only model C, the shortened version of the integrated model, was not
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significantly different from the expert scores. However, when all scores were tested, i.e.
including those added by the experts to specify variations of the main housing systems, then
onlymodelAfailed. ModelBandCdidnotfail,i.e.thescorescalculatedbythesemodelsdid
notdiffer significantly from theexpert scores (Table3).

10

WA
o
o

IS

GS

ESF

O
Fam
Housing systems

Figure 1.Mean welfarescores andtheirstandarderrorsfor the 7mainhousingsystemsfor
pregnant sows (n = 11 experts). For every housing system the first column representsthe
meanexpertscore. ThenextthreecolumnsrepresentmodelA, B and C(seetext)with which
welfarescores are calculated. T:tether;IS: individualhousinginstalls; GS:grouphousing
with stalls;B:Biofix;ESF:electronicsowfeeder; O: outdoor; Fam:FamilyPen.
Table3. Comparison ofexpertscoreswiththreewelfareassessmentmodels(ANOVA). Means
withinarowlackingacommonsuperscriptcharacterdiffer(P<0.05).
Model Model Model
l.s.d. Fprobability
Expert
A
C
B
scores
Mainhousing systems,scores 0.000a
0.356" 0.376° 0.0412a
0.3071
0.021
bf
ab
Allhousing systems,scores 0.000
0.352c 0.209ae -0.303
0.3180
0.001
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Discussion
The list of main housing systems we obtained by asking experts is similar to the one
mentioned by Broom (1989). In Table 4 we have given a tentative distribution of welfare
scores over the main housing systems as the general picture emerging from our interviews.
We chose a numerical scale (0-10) based on welfare ranks within attributes. For example,
increasing the amount of space perpen was generally considered tobe increasingly better for
welfare. Whenpen space issimilar for Tand IS,for GSand B,and for ESFandFamwe geta
welfare value distribution as shown in Table 4 in the first row. The overall scores are
calculated astheaveragescore(withoutgivinganyattributeleveladditionalweight).
Svendsen & Svendsen (1997)produced a similar table, but with plusses and minuses and
they didnot includethe Oand Famsystem.They also didnot compute overall welfare scores.
However, when their plusses and minuses are added overall scores are found which are
similar to our findings (Table 1 and Figure 1). The scores calculated from Svendsen &
Svendsen (1997) would be (in number of plusses): T=IS=1.5; GS as cubicles=4; B=6.5;
ESF=5 plusses. They include other variations of the GS system (with a social resting area,
deepstraw orstraw-bedded kennel)which gethigher scores (upto 10.5plusses). Wealso
Table 4. Tentative welfare distribution table. Within attributes (rows) a welfare value is
assigned between 10 (best) and 0 (worst) on the basis of ranking the levels of the
corresponding housing systems. Intermediate ranks get intermediate welfare values in a
proportional way. Attribute levels may vary considerably within a given housing system,
especially those marked with *.Attributes included in the table and rankings of attribute
levels are tentativelybased on the interviewswithpig experts. Overallwelfare is calculated
as the average of the attribute scores. Mean subjective welfare scores of experts are also
given. T: tether;IS: individualhousing in stalls; GS:group housing with stalls; B: Biofix;
ESF:electronicsowfeeder; O: outdoor; Fam:FamilyPen.
Attribute
Spaceperpen
Spacepersow
Straw, substrate
Simultaneous feeding
Social stability and mixing
Separate functional areas
Roughage,bulk
Social resting
Hygiene&cleanliness
Agonismwhile feeding &individual feeding level
Groupsize
Climate(whencold)
Climate(whenhot)
Tether injuries
Overall score
Expert score

T
0
0
0
10
5
0
0
0
0
10
0
10
0
0

IS
0
0
0
10
5
0
0
0
0
10
0
10
0
10

GS B
3.3 3.3
3.3* 3.3
5* 0*
10 10
0*
0
3.3* 3.3
5* 0*
0*
10
5
10
10
0
10* 10
5*
10
5
5
10 10

ESF O Fam
6.7* 10 6,7
3.3 10 6,7
5*
10 10
0*
10 10
0
0
10
6.7 10 10
5*
10 10
10 10 10
10
5
10
10
0
10
5* '10* 10
10
0
5
5
10
5
10 10 10

2.5 3.2 5.4 5.4 6.2 7.5 8.8
c
1.75a 2.34a 5.37b 5.27b 6.19b 8.02 9.14°
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found GS,defined asgrouphousing with stalls,tobethe system withthewidest range(expert
scores 2-8). Included are systems with feeding stalls and a communal resting area, but also
systems with cubicles, i.e. feeding-lying stalls. GS systems with a substantial amount of
space, substrate and a separate resting area are among the best rated housing systems. The
Fam system in its revised form (e.g.Wechsler, 1996) also can be classified as such a system.
However, this system has additional features including strictly separated functional areas for
resting, activity/rooting and dunging, and a stable family structure of four sows, which are
housed together with aboar during the breeding period and together with their offspring until
these are about five months of age. Such features mimic the natural environment and are
generally considered tobe beneficial for welfare. Fam was included as a reference system. It
received an average score of 9.14. The O system received the next highest score (8.02).The
mean scores for the Fam and O system did not differ significantly. The one-sided Sign test
also failed to identify the Fam system as ranking significantly better than the O system (P=
0.145). However, the O system was generally (but not by all experts) described as a system
withoutnoserings,onpasture,with aproper soiltype,sufficient andwell-insulated arcsanda
mud pool for wallowing. We suspect there may have been a tendency to take the better O
farms astypical examples ratherthanthetypical or 'average' ones.
The single most important finding of this chapter may be that the experts, who were all
pig-welfare scientists that have been involved in the design of welfare friendly housing
systems, give significantly higher scores to group housing systems as compared to the
individual, confined systems (Tand IS).Onour scale from 0to 10Tand IS areclearly 'poor'
welfare systems, whereas GS and B, and to a lesser extent also ESF, get scores close to the
midline of the scale (5.5). This indicates that these systems are assessed as neither very poor
nor very good welfare systems. However, we must warn against drawing overhasty
conclusions based on the present findings. The scores obtained for the different housing
systems are relative to each other and the scores contain no explicit reference towhich scores
would be acceptable. Furthermore, variation between farms within a certain type of housing
systems and between individual animals may be much larger than between housing systems
(e.g.Rushen &dePassille, 1992;Signoret &Vieuille, 1996).Inparticular, thebest individual
housing systems are almost certainly better than the worst group housing systems. Our
integrated model B also suggests that individual housing may reach similar scores as the
grouphousing systems when non-social parameters are optimised. However, even though our
models allow predicting the effects of changing such attribute levels on the overall welfare
status,they havenotbeen properly tested tomake suchpredictions.
Inthis chapter wehave identified themost important attributes toassess the welfare status
ofpregnant sowsinrelation tohousing, firstly bylimitingthe amount oftimean expert hadto
justify his/her welfare scores,and secondlybycounting thenumber of experts that use similar
attributes.However, several caveats canbe identified.
Firstly,experts mayhaveattached different weighting factors todifferent attributes.
Secondly, overlap exists between various items in the list of attribute classes (Table 2).
For example, between straw and roughage and between space, group size and group stability.
It is,therefore, not correct toconclude that straw (mentioned byall experts) ismore important
than roughage (mentioned by seven experts, Table 2), because straw is also a form of
roughage. However, it is not possible to construct a mutually exclusive list of attributes. For
example, straw is also used for resting and rooting, and therefore cannot be lumped together
withtheroughage category.
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Thirdly, the experts only evaluated typical examples of the main housing systems. This
may have obstructed identification of certain attributes such as disease levels or
stockmanship, which may vary especially within housing systems rather than between
housing systems.
Fourthly, certain attributes seemtobemissing.Inaccordance with Rushen anddePassille
(1992) our list contains both design criteria (environmental factors) and performance criteria
(animal factors). Agonism was the most important performance criterion. Other animal
factors such as stereotyped-behaviour levels were rarely mentioned, but do seem to be
important. The limited time available for each interview (uptotwo hours) forced each expert
to focus on only the most important attributes. Furthermore, 'missing' animal factors may be
predictable from environmental factors that were specified by the experts. Examples are
stereotyped-behaviour levels, which depend on feeding regime and a restricted space
allowance (Terlouw et al., 1991), and simultaneous feeding, which is an indicator of the
abilitytosynchronise activities.
Fifthly, ourresultsonlyidentify opinionsofagroupofpig-welfare scientists.Itremainsto
be shown that other scientifically trained professionals, such as veterinarians, have similar
opinions and that the opinions we found are valid. This may be done by identifying their
scientific basis and theconsequences for the animals involved withrespect tothe whole range
ofneedstheanimalshave(cf. Baxter&Baxter, 1984;deKoning, 1984;Brackeetal., 1997).
Inprinciple the present findings support the development of adecision support system for
welfare assessment inseveralways:
Firstly, they create anchor points to evaluate system performance by indicating major
input-output relationships, i.e. between the descriptions of the main housing systems for
pregnant sowsandtheirrespective overall welfare score.
Secondly, our findings indicate that there may be a substantial degree of consensus in
overall welfare assessment, at least among welfare scientists;more sothan wouldbe expected
from the diversity of literature concerning welfare definitions and animal welfare assessment
(e.g. Rushen & de Passille, 1992; Mason & Mendl, 1993). Our experts all seem to choose
similar attributes to assess welfare, which indicates that they were talking about the same
thing. No fundamentally different perspectives on welfare seemed to be involved as, for
example, in constructing the integrated model (B) no cases of logical inconsistencies were
found between experts (with one expert ranking a certain attribute-level better than another
attribute-level and another expert ranking inreversed order).Differences were found between
experts: not all experts mentioned exactly the same properties. One example concerned the
amount of space. One expert specified that the amount of space in the family pen was more
than strictly necessary for optimal welfare. This expert did not rate the extra space as
allocated in the Osystem as contributing to welfare. Several other experts,however, used the
extra space in the O system as compared to the Fam system to explain having given ahigher
welfare score to the O system. However, we believe it would be a mistake to focus on such
differences attheexpense ofthebroadconsensusthat isevident from our findings (Table 1).
Thirdly, overall welfare assessment seems to allow itself to be modelled. Therefore, the
development of a formalised procedure to assess welfare may be feasible. Quite simple
modelling ignoring weighting factors and interactions already seems to capture major aspects
of reasoning about welfare. More sophisticated models may be constructed, where these
factors or factors concerningthehierarchy ofneedsarebeingtaken into account.
In this chapter we have presented a novel approach to the problem of overall welfare
assessment. This method involves interviewing experts and employing an indirect way of
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collecting information about the importance of housing attributes by asking experts to rank
and give scores for housing systems. Such an approach may help scientists to progress from
pure subjectivity in overall welfare assessment through intersubjectivity toward the ideal of
'objectivity'. Respectively, these stages are characterised by personal welfare scores,
subjectively agreed-upon group welfare-scores and welfare scores based on rational decision
making based on all known facts including what is known scientifically. Inherent in the
notion of overall welfare is the postulate that positive aspects of animal environments may
compensate negative aspects to a certain degree. Such a quantified approach to welfare may
therefore alsohelptogetbeyond cut-off pointthinking (cf. Mendl(1991) for acritique ofcutoff points) and its associated legislative objective in terms of means-prescriptions. Overall
welfare assessment may eventually allow legislation to be formulated in terms of goal
prescriptions in which minimum overall welfare standards can be defined generically and
where individual farmers areallowed toreach suchstandards infarm specific ways.
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Chapter7.Description ofthe 'final' decision support
system:Model structure andweightingprocedure1
Abstract
Theproblem ofhowtoobjectivelyassesstheoverallwelfarestatus ofanimalsunderfarming
conditionshas contributedto an ongoingdebate that has hampered actual decisionmaking
on animal welfare. For this reason we constructed a model based on the assumed
hierarchicalorganisationof the animals' needsfor overallwelfareassessmentin thecaseof
pregnant sows. This sow welfare (SOWEL) model is implemented in a computer-based
decision support system that takes a description of a housing and management system as
inputandproduces a welfarescore as output. Aformalisedprocedure was usedtoconstruct
the model on the basis of availablescientific knowledge. The model contains 37attributes
that describe the welfare-relevantproperties of housing and management systems. In the
decisionsupportsystemtheseattributesarelinkedtoscientificstatementsanda listofneeds
to provide a scientific basisfor welfare assessment. Weightingfactors that represent the
relative importance of the attributes, are derivedfrom the scientific statements about the
various welfare performance criteria that have been measured by scientists. The welfare
score is calculated as the weighted average score. All information in the decisionsupport
system isstored in tables in a relationaldatabasesuch that newly availableknowledge and
insightscan be incorporatedto refinethemodel.Themodelhas beendeveloped inlinewith
several existing models, but it differsfrom these models in that it is the first toprovide a
formalised procedure to explicate the reasoningsteps involvedin welfare assessment based
onavailablescientific knowledge.
Keywords:Farm animalwelfare assessment, index,pigs,housing systems,management.

Introduction
Farm animal welfare has been debated for over thirty years. Welfare proved to be a complex
problem (Dawkins, 1997),and scientists have called for morebasic research (e.g.Rushenand
de Passille, 1992; Barnard and Hurst, 1996; Dawkins, 1997). An alternative approach is to
acknowledge the availability ofalarge amountofknowledge aboutthebiological needsofthe
animals. The question is how we could use the available knowledge to assess the overall
welfare status of farm animals, but without having the illusion that such an assessment can
presently reach the status ofascientifically proven fact. Overall welfare assessment generally
concerns what matters to animals from their point of view, integrated over its various facets
(the animals' needs), over longer periods of time (e.g. months or years rather than days) and
larger numbers of animals (e.g. entire housing systems rather than individual animals).
Although a solution to this problem may have considerable utility in solving ethical or
political issues,theprimary focus here istoaddressafactual issue,namely tofindan accurate
1 Paper by Bracke, M.B.M., B.M. Spruijt, J.H.M. Metz &W.G.P. Schouten. Decision support system for
overall welfare assessment in pregnant sows A:Model structure and weighting procedure. Submitted to
Journal ofAnimal Science.
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and comprehensive description of the animals' level of welfare given the current state of
science.
Much conceptual and factual work has already been done. Many studies have considered
specific aspects of welfare in the different species of farm and laboratory animals. Causal
models ofbehaviour and stress with relevance for welfare havebeen constructed (e.g.Lorenz,
1978; Wiepkema, 1987; McFarland, 1989; Hughes and Duncan, 1988; Toates and Jensen,
1991). But only few models have been developed specifically for overall welfare assessment
(reviewed in Bracke et al., 1999b). These models either provide a rough theoretical outline
(e.g. Mellor and Reid, 1994) or they directly assign points to easily identifiable attributes of
the housing system such as the so-called Tiergerechtheitsindex' (cf. van den Weghe, 1998;
Bartussek, 1999a). These models, however, are in need of a transparent scientific basis (e.g.
Sundrum, 1997).
A step forward would be made if we had a formalised procedure of the reasoning steps
involved in overall welfare assessment. This procedure must show how the available
knowledge (Rushen, 1991; Dawkins, 1997) can be used to select the welfare-relevant
attributes ofhousing systems,andhowtoweight them intoan overalljudgement (Sandoeand
Simonsen, 1992; Sand0e, 1997, Bracke et al., 1999a). In search for such a formalised
procedure we chose the pregnant sow as a case to develop a model for welfare assessment at
the housing-system level. The domain of housing and management systems to which the
model applies is defined as the set of all present and future systems for pregnant sows that
could be regarded as actual or potential production systems under stabilised conditions.
Pregnant sows were chosen because they are farmed under a wide range of housing
conditions, including very intensive ones that have raised public concern and that resulted in
many detailed studies examining the welfare of sows (cf. Scientific Veterinary Committee,
1997).
The starting point was to assess welfare overall using a list of 11 (welfare) needs of
pregnant sows (Bracke et al, 1999c). These needs are instrumental in assessing the animals'
emotional states from what is known about their behaviour and physiology. States of need
frustration and satisfaction normally result from certain general categories of external stimuli
or events to which the animals react with a concerted set of coping responses that tend to
increasefitness(Bracke et al., 1999c; Spruijt et al.,inpress).For instance, all kinds ofdanger
activate acascade ofactionsthat together makeupthe stressresponse,whichhelpstheanimal
to cope with the situation. Such responses can be measured by scientific methods, and can be
related to the attributes that describe the welfare-relevant properties of housing and
management systems. Animals themselves integrate thepositive and negative aspects of their
environment into an overall state of well-being (Spruijt, in press). We hypothesise that the
scientific information about the attributes and needs can be used to assess the welfare status
with an additive weighting procedure that distinguishes between more and less important
attributes (necessities and luxuries,Dawkins, 1990).
In order to facilitate the handling of large amounts of rather complex information, the
model is embedded in a decision support system, i.e. a computer-based information system
(Turban, 1995). We developed this system mainly to identify the underlying procedure, i.e.
the reasoning steps involved in overall welfare assessment. For the development of the
decision support system we used the so-called Evolutionary Prototyping Method (Turban,
1995;Bracke et al, accepted; Bracke etal, inpress):an initial prototype wasconstructed and
improved inrepeated updating versions based inpart oninterviews with experts tofillingaps
in our knowledge (Bracke et al., 1999c; Bracke et al., 1999d). This led to the present 'final'
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version. The term 'evolutionary' here means that the decision support system and the welfare
model are designed tobeflexible, inthat they allowthe incorporation ofnew information and
insightswhen thesebecome available.
The objective ofthis chapter isto describe thedecision support system, the welfare model
for pregnant sows, and the procedure to select and weight attributes of housing and
management systems on the basis of available scientific knowledge. Validation using expert
opinion willbethetopic ofthe subsequent chapter.

Components inthedecision support system
Relationaldatabase
The model in the decision support system takes a description of a housing and management
system as input andproduces awelfare scoreasoutput. Todescribe ahousing systemtheuser
must fill out an input form, specifying the attributes of the housing system such as space
allowance, social conditions, and substrate availability. Descriptions of the seven main
housing systems for pregnant sows are incorporated into the decision support system as a
benchmark for providing input aswell asfor interpreting output.
Decision support system

Linkingsbetween
attributes andneeds1
2

Attributes
andtheir
levels

Input
Description
ofahousing
system

Linkings between
attributelevels,
weighting-category
levels,types,and
scientific statements4

Weighting
categories3,
theirlevels,
weighting
scores(WS),
andtypes(T)

Attributesof
housing systems

Figure 1. Decision support systemfor farm-animal welfare assessment implemented as a
relational database with linked tables. Primary tables are shown in bold (see text). The
welfare model covers the dotted area. Dotted lines indicate implicit (not formalised)
relationshipsinthepresent decision supportsystem. Links betweenattributesandneeds are
illustratedinFigure 2;2 Theattributesareshownin Table1;3 Theweightingcategories are
shown in Table 2; 4 Links between attribute levels, weighting-category levels, types, and
scientificstatements,whichare usedto determineweightingfactors, are illustratedinTable
3.
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The decision support system is implemented inMicrosoft Access 97,which is arelational
database that stores information in tables that are linked to each other (Date, 1995;Bracke et
al., 1999b).Calculations areperformed onthe information inthese tables using operators and
so-called queries that allow combining the information from the tables by selecting specified
data sets from them. Thefiveprimary tables in the decision support system contain scientific
statements (1),alist ofneeds (2),attributes (3),weighting categories (4),and housing systems
described by their attributes (5) respectively. Two secondary tables contain respectively links
between attributes and needs, and links between attribute levels, weighting-category levels,
types and scientific statements (Figure 1). The welfare model is constructed from the
information contained in the first four primary tables. It consists of attributes, their levels,
attribute scores and weighting factors. When the attributes of a housing system are described
in the fifth primary table, the model assigns attribute scores and weighting factors, and
calculates awelfare score asaweighted averageoftheattribute scores.
The knowledge base of the decision support system isfilledwith 352 statements from 12
different sources.These statements areallrelevant for overall welfare assessment inpregnant
sows. They cover the various relevant scientific disciplines such as ethology, stressphysiology, and veterinary science. The main sources are the EU-report on pig welfare
(Scientific Veterinary Committee, 1997; 100 statements), Fraser and Broom (1990; 90
statements), Whittemore (1998;50 statements),Hill and Sainsbury (1995;35statements),and
Appleby and Hughes (1997; 29 statements). Together the statements contain 211 references
with 1984beingthemedianpublication year.
Modelling of attributes
Attributes are descriptors of housing and management systems. Attributes have two or more
levels that specify the properties ofthe housing system. The model contains 37 attributes that
together determine the overall degree of need satisfaction and frustration of the animals
(Table 1). Some model attributes are environment-based (e.g. 'space per pen'), others are
animal-based (e.g. 'health & hygiene status'), or management-related (e.g. 'mixing
management'). The model attributes have between two and eight levels (3.9 on average),
which are mutually exclusive, discrete classes that describe the (welfare-relevant) properties
of housing systems. For instance, the attribute 'space per pen' has eight levels, which range
from '1-1.5m2' to '> 6250m2' perenclosure.
We formulated a first set of attributes based on our own expertise, which derived from a
study ofthescientific literature and interviews with experts (Bracke etal., 1999c; 1999d).We
then refined this set using the procedure described below. The procedure has three subprocedures, which ensure that the attributes are qualified for welfare assessment as intended
with the model. For this purpose, each attribute must relate to welfare as perceived from the
animal's point of view, apply to the model's domain of housing systems, have an explicit
scientific basis,and allow thecalculation ofwelfare using ageneric calculation rule. Together
the attributes must cover welfare overall with a minimal degree of overlap. The three subprocedures concern the relationship between the attributes on the one hand, and the housing
systems (1),the concept of welfare (2),and the scientific basis (3) for welfare assessment on
the otherhand.
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Table1.List of attributesin the model (sortedaccordingto theirweightingfactor, WF), the
identification number (ID), the presumed best and worst level for welfare (excluding
minimum-requirementlevels), and the number of distinctlyranked levels (L). Column 'MR'
identifies(with 'x') attributesthathaveaminimum-requirement level.Column 'Effect'shows
the maximum number of welfare points with which the attribute can affect the overall
(relative) welfarescore.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Attribute
Spaceperpen
Health &hygiene status
Feeding level
Exposure tocold
Foraging &bulk
Spaceper sow
Social stability
Social contact
Food agonism
Rooting substrate
Transport &penning
Handling & fear
Pain
Synchronisation
Water availability
Separate rest-elimination

area
Exposure toheat
Scratching
Resting comfort
Air quality
Mixing management
Food rationing
Activity rhythm
Food palatability
Movement comfort
Nestbuilding (resting nest
Spacetorest &eliminate
Social obstructions
Noveltyperweek
Visually isolated areas
No.offood items
Light
Huddling
Wallowing
View &coveratrest
Separate feedingelimination area
37 Separate rest-feeding area

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Best level
Worst level
>6250m2
1-1.5 m2
high
below average
elevated
low
e.g. heatedunit
e.g. outdoor
grazing/browsin]I concentrates only
1-1.5 m2
>10mY
family groups
dynamic
3-7 sows
auditory isolation
free-range/stalls competitive feeding
>5 cm
noserings
no
yes
pleasant
unpleasant
no/little
some
simultaneous
sequential
adlib
nowater after feeding
separate
not

L MR WF Effect
8
25.8 1.73
3 x 23.8 1.60
4 X 23.0 1.54
3 X 22.0 1.48
4
21.8 1.46
4 X 21.4 1.44
4
20.4 1.37
7
18.6 1.25
4 X 17.8 1.19
4
15.4 1.03
3
14.8 0.99
3 X 14.6 0.98
3
13.2 0.89
4
13.0 0.87
2 X 12.6 0.85
4
11.8 0.79

minimal
post present
soft
asoutdoor
no (family)
individual
bifasic
high
grip
yes(can)
plenty
none
atleast 3events
atleast2
3
day-light
yes(can)
mudpool
yes
yes

e.g. only deep straw
e.g. tethered
hard
poor
e.g. smallpen onslats
cannot topup
not bifasic
low
slippery (slats/wet)
no
little
possible
0-0.25events
0
1
dark
no
no
no
no

3
3
2
4
6
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
3

yes

no

2

X

X

X

X

11.2
10.4
9.4
9.4
9.0
8.0
8.0
7.2
7.0
7.0
6.2
5.8
5.4
5.2
5.0
5.0
4.8
4.6
4.4
3.8

0.75
0.70
0.63
0.63
0.60
0.54
0.54
0.48
0.47
0.47
0.42
0.39
0.36
0.35
0.34
0.34
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.25

2.4

0.16
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The first sub-procedure involved designing the levels of each attribute to be mutually
exclusive and together exhaustive to cover the model's domain, which includes the wide
range of farm types suited for agricultural production. As a result, all housing systems in the
domain can be described with exactly one, and never more, nor less, than one level of each
attribute. This ensures also that a generic calculation rule, i.e. calculating welfare as a
weighted average score, can be used such that any welfare advantage ascribed to a housing
system accruestoall the systemswiththesamedescriptiveproperty, and onlytothem.
Not only are the levels of each attribute mutually exclusive, but the model attributes are
also as much as possible defined to be mutually exclusive in order to avoid double counting.
For example, although the attributes 'space per pen' and 'movement comfort' may appear to
overlap,theyhave been defined inthe model with specific reference to space for locomotion,
and gripprovided bythe floor, respectively.
The attributes and levels necessarily derive from the current state of housing for pregnant
sows and the current state of science. Since the model's domain also includes novel housing
systems with attributes that cannot be described atpresent, the levels of each attribute canbe
interpreted as equivalence (as-if) classes.For example, 'space per pen' has '> 6250 m2' asits
best level. Equivalent conditions may be achieved with a novel housing concept, such as
regular exercise onatreadmill.Although researchwillfirsthavetoconfirm thisbefore itcan

Ingestion

Evacuation
v

Health

Respiration

Pain(13)
Health &
hygiene(2)*

No. offood items(31)

'Separate
feedingelimination(36)
Movement
^comfort(25)*
Separate restelimination
area(16)

Airquality(20)*

Exploration
Space \ Light(32)
perpen(i)

Movement

Activity Rhythm(23)
Spacetorest &eliminate(27)
\Separate rest-feeding (37)/

Rest

Feeding level(3)*
Water availability(15)*
Food palatability(24)
Rooting substrate(10)
Foraging
&bulk(5)

Novelty per week(29)
Visually
isolated areas(30)

'
\ F o o d rationing(22)
Handling & fear(i2)*
Mixingmanagement(21)
Transport &penning(ll)
Foodagonism(9)»
View&
^coveratrest(35)

Resting comfort(19)

Social obstructions(28)*
Synchronisation(14)

Safety

Social
stability(7)

Social
contact
Spaceper
SOW (6)*

Social
contact(8)

'Scratching(18)N

Body care

Nestbuilding (rest)(26)y^Wallowing

Huddling(33)

(34)

x

Exposuretoheat(i7)*Thermoregulation^ P° suret0co ' ( ' w

Figure 2. Diagram showing how the attributes in the model are linked to the 11(welfare)
needs that coverpregnant sow welfare overall (needsfrom Bracke et al., 1999c).Attribute
identificationnumbers of Table1are includedbetweenbrackets. *Identifies attributesthat
containaminimum-requirementlevelfor welfare.
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be incorporated formally into the science-based model, the model can presently be used to
evaluate the impact of such research on the overall welfare status by allowing attribute levels
tobe interpreted as equivalence classes, i.e.when thetreadmill isregarded asequivalent to '>
6250m2' ofpen space.
The second sub-procedure involved the linking of each attribute to at least one of the 11
needs, which we had previously formulated as the main aspects of welfare as perceived from
the animal's point ofview (Bracke etal., 1999c;Figure2).Forexample,theattribute 'feeding
level' is linked to the 'ingestion' need, because it covers the energy level of the feed and the
body condition of the sows to indicate how hungry the sows are. The linking of attributes to
needs ensures that each attribute in the model is relevant for welfare from the animal's point
of view. It also ensures that welfare is covered overall, because all needs have at least one
attribute, and it ensures a proportional distribution of attributes across the needs, because
there is no major over- or under-representation of any single need asjudged by the number
and weights of the attributes assigned to it (cf. Figure 2; method derived from Streiner and
Norman, 1995,p. 21). Furthermore, the attribute-need links help to define the attributes, and
to minimise the overlap between them to avoid double counting. Note that the model
calculates welfare directly from theattributes.Therefore, overlapofneeds,asshown inFigure
2,isnot aproblem, but overlap ofattributeswouldresult indoublecounting.Forexample,the
attributes 'space per pen' and 'space per sow' appear to overlap. However, 'space perpen' is
defined as space per pen for the needs 'movement' and 'exploration', whereas 'space per
sow' is defined as space for the 'social contact' need (cf. Figure 2). In this way, linking
attributes to different needs helps to reduce the overlap between them. This example
illustrates, also,that an attribute such as 'space perpen' may be multifunctional, i.e. linkedto
more than one need, but only when a conflict between the different functions (needs) cannot
arise. The two requirements, no overlap and no conflict of functions, resulted in the
disqualification of certain physical attributes such as 'straw' and 'soil' as attributes in our
model.
'Straw' may serve as an illustration. Straw is multifunctional and its functions can
conflict, because when it is hot, straw may be negative for thermal comfort, while it remains
being positive for exploration (Fraser, 1985). The solution to distinguish between 'straw for
thermal comfort' and 'straw as rooting substrate' would solve the problem of conflicting
functions, but itruns intotheproblem ofcreating overlapwith other attributes such as 'soil as
rooting substrate'. This is because without scientific evidence to the contrary, we presume
that what matters to sows as regards their need to root is that they have rooting substrate
(attribute 10), not whether that substrate is straw or soil. (In fact we did collect scientific
statements that allow making a distinction between different substrates, but this is irrelevant
for the present illustration.) The solution is to identify the attributes 'straw' and 'soil' as
factors that affect the state (level) of one or more model attributes. Influencing factors, aswe
will call such attributes that affect model attributes, were listed in the description of each
model attribute in the decision support system (together with a reference to the scientific
statements,seebelow).Thismeans that our functional decomposition ofwelfare isas follows.
Forwelfare assessment we de-composed welfare into 11needs,which were de-composed into
37 attributes in the model (Figure 2). In turn, the model attributes received influencing
factors, but the relationships between model attributes and influencing factors was only listed
descriptively, and was not (yet) formalised in separate tables in the relational database. This
awaits further data modelling.
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In the third sub-procedure the model attributes (through their levels) were linked to the
scientific statements in the database. These statements had previously been selected from the
literature as being relevant to distinguish between housing systems on welfare grounds. The
procedure requires that all statements are linked toat least one attribute level. This providesa
scientific basis to the model, because it specifies the meaning of the attributes (1), weights
them(2),and identifies theattribute levels(3).
To specify the meaning of the attributes on average 4.9 scientific statements are used per
attribute. These statements specify the influencing factors that affect the model attribute and
its levels. For example, the level 'ad lib water availability' (attribute 15) is specified by
scientific statements about the amount drunk and the drinking speed of sows under ad lib
conditions (between 17and 21.5 litres per day; 3 litres per minute; Hill and Sainsbury, 1995,
p. 235).InTable 1short descriptions aregiven oftheattributes andtheirbest and worst level.
The full description of all 37 attributes in the model adds up to 7,500 words, i.e. on average
over 200words per attribute. Such descriptions also include a specification of other attributes
inthemodelfrom whichthedescribed attributemustbedistinguished (toavoidoverlap).
For attribute weighting on average 25 scientific statements were used per attribute.
Scientific statements canbeusedtodetermine theweight ofanattribute,because theyprovide
evidence of relationships between the attribute and welfare performance criteria, which we
have classified into weighting categories. For example, 'pigs will work for access to earth ...
(Hutson and Haskell, 1990)' (Scientific Veterinary Committee, 1997, p. 69) is a scientific
statement which saysthat (but not howmuch) pigs will work for rooting substrate. This gives
some weight to the attribute. Further weight is 'added' by the statement that 'Matthews and
Ladewig (1994) produced demand curves for access to bedding material and found that they
[the demand curves for bedding, MB] were only second to food in extent of demand'
(Scientific Veterinary Committee, 1997,p.69;cf.bottom ofTable 3;the weighting procedure
willbedescribed inmoredetail inthenextsections).
For identification of attribute levels on a scientific basis the scientific statements were
used to formulate each level with reference to at least one scientific argument. For example,
the distinction between twoofthe levels ofattribute 'rooting substrate', namely 'no substrate'
and 'nose rings in the presence of substrate', is based on the statement that pigs with nose
rings are likely to be thwarted more than pigs without substrate (statement from Scientific
Veterinary Committee, 1997, p. 50). A conclusive scientific basis is also required for the
ranking of the levels within each attribute (from the best to the worst level). When the
scientific evidence wasnot conclusive, one or more levels were disqualified until all attribute
levelsandtheirrankingshadascientific basis.
Since each scientific statement that hasbeen collected, is linked to atleast one attribute or
attribute level, this third sub-procedure ensures that all concepts encountered in the scientific
statements are incorporated into the set of 37 model attributes. Both the linking of the
attributestoneedsandtoscientific statements,therefore, contribute toensuringthatthemodel
assesseswelfare overall,ratherthan onlypartially.
Weightingcategoriesandtypes
The procedure described above shows how the attributes have been modelled for overall
welfare assessment based on the domain of housing systems, the list of needs, and the
scientific statements. We will now further explain the scoring and weighting procedures, in
particular how the responses of the animals, as measured by science and described in
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scientific statements, were used for weighting the attributes using so-called weighting
categories andtypes.
If we succeeded in attribute modelling, then we can regard each attribute as an additive
component of welfare with its own scale.The levels of an attribute identify thepoints on this
attribute scale,where each level receives an attribute score (AS).In our model theworst level
of each attribute received a score of 0, the best level received as score of 1, and any
intermediate levels received intermediate attribute scores in direct proportion to their ranks.
As aresult an attribute with three levels receives attribute scores of0, 0.5,and 1.An attribute
with four levelshas0,0.33,0.67, and 1 asitsattribute scores.
For weighting of the attribute scores across attributes we used a list of 12 weighting
categories that were linked to the attribute levels and their scientific statements. The
weighting categories classify welfare performance criteria, which have been measured in the
various welfare disciplines, namely veterinary science (with the weighting categories 'pain'
and 'illness'), evolutionary biology ('survival' and 'fitness'), stress-physiology ('HPA', i.e.
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical axis, and 'SAM', i.e. sympathetic-adrenal-medullary
activation), and ethology ('aggression', 'abnormal behaviour', 'frustration and avoidance',
'natural behaviour', 'preferences' and 'demand'; see Table 2, also for a brief explanation of
each weighting category).Weighting categories maybe regarded asthe independent variables
of empirical research, while the attributes in the model are the dependent variables. Scientific
statements describe a relationship between the two kinds of variables. In virtue of these
relationships weighting categories can be used to weight the attributes: the more scientific
evidence is available showing the positive and negative welfare consequences of an attribute,
the higher its weighting factor (which will be defined more formally below). Most weighting
categories define a negative contribution to welfare. Positive contributions are made by the
weighting categories of'natural behaviour', 'preferences' and 'demand'.
Each weighting category has been assigned four levels that have weighting scores (WS)
attached to them. These weighting scores are positive for positive weighting categories and
negative for negative categories (seeTable2,column 'Range ofWS').
One of the four weighting-category levels conveys a very high weighting score (set at
10,000 inthe decision support system).When this level isassigned to an attribute (based ona
scientific statement), this attribute turns into a minimum requirement for welfare, i.e. the
welfare status is low, no matter what else is true about the housing system. The weighting
score of 10,000 results in an overall welfare score for the housing system as a whole of less
than 0.5 onascale from 0to 10.
The three remaining levels per weighting category assign weighting scores of either 1,2,
and 3points, or of 1, 3,and 5points, which have been assigned based on the dimensions of
intensity, duration and incidence (Willeberg, 1991).With these dimensions wejudged 'pain',
'illness' and 'HPA' tobe the most negative weighting categories. The most positive one was
'demand' (see Table 2). It follows that when we compare the two positive weighting
categories 'demand' (with weighting scores 1, 3, and 5) and 'preferences' (with weighting
scores 1, 2, and 3), we find two pairs of levels with equal weights, namely those with a
weighting score of 1, and those with a weighting score of 3. The basis for this normative
judgement lies in the above mentioned dimensions of intensity, duration, and incidence (cf.
also Anon., inpress).
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Table2. Weightingcategories asusedintheweightingprocedure ofthemodelwiththeirbrief
description, the range of weightingscores coveredby the levels of each weighting category
(rangeof WS), andthenumberofscientificstatementsinthedatabaselinkedtoeach category
(No.ofstats).
Weighting
category
Pain

Brief description

Evidence ofpainincluding lamenessand skin lesions,
e.g. from aggression.
Illness
Evidence ofhealthproblems, including increased
mortality,butexcludinglameness,skinlesions,and
specific survival aspects.
Survival
Evidence ofreduced survival related to physiological
requirements (otherthan through specific health
problems),e.g. longevity, deprivation offood orwater,
and apoorclimate.
Fitness
Evidence ofdecreased fitness (that islikelyto indicate
negative affect), including (re)production effects, but
excluding specific survival aspectsrelatedto
physiological necessities,HPA,andillness.
HPA
Evidence ofactivation oftheHPA (hypothalamicpituitary-adrenocortical) axisindicative ofdistress.
SAM
Evidence ofSAM (sympathetic-adrenal-medullary)
activation (indicative ofnegative affect), e.g. increased
heartrateand (nor)adrenalinelevels.
Aggression
Evidence of increased aggression excluding skin
lesions(cf. pain).
Abnormal
Evidence ofdisturbedbehaviour suchasoral
behaviour
stereotypies,apathy,and disturbed sexual behaviour.
Frustration
Evidence ofblocked behaviour or deprivation
and avoidance including willingness toworktoavoid atreatment.
Natural
Evidence of(potential positivereward from) behaviour
behaviour
asseenin(semi)natural conditions including time
budgetsand species specificity ofthat behaviour.
Preferences
Evidence from preference testsandbehaviourunder
otherthannatural circumstances, including rebound
effects and anticipation.
Demand
Evidence that animals spendeffort toobtaina
commodity, especially usingoperant conditioning.

Range of No.of
WS
stats
-lto-5
26
-1to-5

43

-1to-5

7

-1 to-3

71

-lto-5

36

-1 to-3

10

-1to-3

52

-1 to-3

34

-1 to-3

62

+1to+3

35

+lto+3

131

+1to+5

33

Forweighting we did not only determine which weighting-category levels, and associated
weighting scores (WS),werepredicated bythe scientific statements about each attribute level.
We also registered the specific type (T) of the weighting category. Types identify the quality
or nature of the scientific measurement. Types provide a further differentiation of the (type
of) welfare performance criteria that have been classified in each weighting category.
Examples of'types' are 'duration' of the pain weighting-category, 'a measure of Cortisol' of
the HPA category, and 'stereotypic behaviour' (versus, for example 'abnormal sexual
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behaviour') of the weighting category 'abnormal behaviour' (see also Table 3). As will be
explained inthe next section, thenumber ofuniquetypesperweighting category is functional
for weighting, because it represents the different types of scientific argument for weighting
within eachweighting category.

Calculation rules
The welfare model calculates a welfare score on a scale from 0 to 10 as a weighted average
score from attribute scores (AS)andweighting factors (WF;cf. Figure 1).Important tonoteis
the distinction between weighting scores (WS), which are properties of weighting-category
levels, weighting factors, which are properties of entire attributes, and 'weights', which will
beusedbelowtodenoteproperties ofattributelevels.
Weighting factors (WF) express the importance of an attribute compared to the other
attributes in the model. The importance of each attribute can be deduced from the difference
between the welfare 'weight' of its best and worst levels, i.e. those levels that have attribute
scores (AS) of 1 and 0 respectively. Weighting factors are calculated from the table that
contains the links between the attribute levels, the weighting-category levels, types, and
scientific statements usingthe following procedure.
Forthebest level and for theworst level ofeach attribute (ALbestandALworst respectively)
the maximum weighting score, and the total number of distinct types are determined per
weighting category.
Table 3 illustrates the procedure for the best level, '> 5 cm', of attribute 10 'rooting
substrate'. This attribute has four levels. The best level specifies more than 5 cm substrate
depth that isavailable for atleast4hoursperday.Twointermediate levels specify 'lessthan5
cm at least 2 hours per day', and 'no rooting substrate' respectively. Its worst level is 'nose
rings' inthepresence ofrootingsubstrate.
To determine the 'weight' of ALbest,firstly,the maximum weighting scores per weighting
category ('natural behaviour', 'preferences' and 'demand') are determined (3, 3, and 3
respectively, marked with *in Table 3). Secondly, the number of unique types per weighting
category is counted (1, 5, and 1 respectively, marked with * in Table 3). Thirdly, per
weighting category the maximum weighting score is increased with 0.2 times its number of
unique types (resulting in 3.2, 4, and 3.2 respectively). The factor of 0.2 is, somewhat
arbitrarily, chosen to reduce the contribution of the number of distinct types. Five distinct
types (as for the weighting category 'preferences' inTable 3) with a factor of 0.2 add 1 point
totheweighting score (WS) ofthemaximum weighting-category level (3+1=4).Fourthly,the
weighting points are summated over theweighting categories (3.2+4+ 3.4). Thisresults ina
'weight' of 10.4for thelevel '> 5cm' (ALbest)ofattribute 'rooting substrate'.
Therationale for the procedure is that the impact of any novel scientific statement mainly
derives from its ability to identify a new weighting category (establishing a new welfare
performance criterion) or from its ability to increase the weighting score of a weighting
category (e.g.the work by Matthews and Ladewig (1994) described in S13 increased the WS
of 'demand' from WS= 1to WS= 3).Statements that fail to doeither of these twothingsdo
not contribute to the 'weight' of the attribute level, unless they identify a novel type. For
example, statement S6 in Table 3 'adds' the type 'anatomy and cognition' (pigs have a
sensitive snout). By itself this statement conveys a 'preference' weighting score of 1,which
does not contribute to this attribute level's 'weight' since a weighting score of 3 is already
established by S12(pigs have astrongpreference toroot).However, itdoes 'add' anovel
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Table 3. Illustration of part of the table used to calculate weighting factors. The whole table
contains links between attribute levels, weighting categories (Wcat), weighting-category
levels with weighting scores (WS), types, and scientific statements (with their identification
number, ID). The table here shows the linksfor the attribute level '> 5 cm', which is the best
level (ALbest) of attribute 10 'rooting substrate'. The source from which each statement is
quoted is also given.
Wcat
Natural
behaviour

WS Type
ID Scientific statement
Duration" SI
'Pigs [spend] asubstantial period oftheday foraging ... when
observed under semi-natural conditions (Hsia and Wood-Gush,
1983; Stolba andWood-Gush, 1989).' (Scientific Veterinary
Committee, 1997,p.88).
'Much food searching isperformed by rooting...' (Scientific
Natural
Duration S2
behaviour
Veterinary Committee, 1997,jp. 15).
#
Preferences 1
S3 '...strawprovides anoutlet for ... rooting ...' (Scientific
Veterinary Committee, 1997,p.32).
Preferences 1 Using it # S4 'They root inearth ...' (Scientific Veterinary Committee, 1997,
p.69).
Preferences 1 Using it S5 'If sowscannot root sufficiently, i.e.2hoursperday, then they
will trytocompensate by other exploratory behaviour (Sambraus
1982; Sambraus, 1993).' (Walter and Postler, 1994.p.62).
Preferences 1 Cognition S6 'Thepig derives satisfaction from seeking feed and iswelland
equipped todo sowith ahigh sense oftaste and smell anda
anatomy*
sensitive snout.' (Whittemore, 1998.p. 152).
Preferences 2 Using it S7 'Wood-Gush and Beilharz (1983) showed thatpigs inbare
environments useearth alot.' (Fraser and Broom, 1990.p.365).
Preferences 2 Balanced* S8 'Earth floors aremuchpreferred toconcrete floors ... in studies
by van Rooijen (1980, 1981,1982)where floor preference was
balanced against social attraction.' (Fraser and Broom, 1990.p.
365).
Preferences 2 Duration* S9 'Pigs canbeoccupied byrooting material for upto 6hoursper
day (Grauvogl 1989).' (Walter and Postler, 1994.p.69).
Preferences 2 Using it S10 'As opposed toother materials wood chipsmaintains its
attractivity over months,as itprovidesback pressure during
rooting.' (Walter and Postler, 1994.p.69).
Preferences 2 Duration S11
'With ample feed and ample straw for manipulation and rooting,
pigs spend about 15%oftheir time ineating-related androotingactivities (compared to2%installs andtethers).' (Whittemore,
1998.p. 152).
Preferences 3
S12 'Rooting isabehaviour whichpigshave a strongpreference to
perform (Hutson 1989)...' (Scientific Veterinary Committee,
_1997,j3.50).
Demand
1
* S4 '...pigs will work for access toearth ... (van Rooijen 1980,
1981, 1982,Hutson andHaskell 1990).' (Scientific Veterinary
Committee, 1997,p.69).
Demand
3*
S13 'Matthews and Ladewig (1994)produced demand curves for
accesstobeddingmaterials and found that they were second only
to food inextent ofdemand.' (Scientific Veterinary Committee,
1997,p.69).
Identifies the maximum weighting scores per weighting category;
identifies the unique types (T) per
weightingcategory.(Notethatemptycellsarealsocounted.)
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type ('anatomy andcognition') to the 'weight' of the attribute level '> 5cm' substrate,
althoughitisonly counted inamoderated way,namelybyafactor 0.2.
The 'weight' of the best level (ALbest)ofan attribute expresses the degree to which it is
(relatively) positive for welfare, based on available scientific knowledge. The 'weight' of the
worst level (ALworst) expresses thedegree to which that level is (relatively) negativefor
welfare. Therefore, the sameprocedure thatwasused for ALbestisused for ALworst,exceptthat
the minima ofthe (largely negative) weighting scores areused, andthat thenumber ofunique
types aresubtracted, rather than summated. Inthe decision support system we obtaineda
'weight' of-5 for theworst level 'nose rings' oftheattribute 'rooting substrate'.
The weighting factor (WF) foran attribute asa whole isthedifference betweenthe
'weights' of its best and worst level. The weighting factor for the attribute 'rooting substrate'
is 15.4 (= 10.4-(-5)). In our model weighting factors for the 37 attributes range between 2.4
and 25.8(Table 1,columnWF).
More formally, theweighting factor (WFj)ofthe i-th attribute indemodel iscalculatedas

WF;

YJMax{WSml)+Q.2-NT„)

- ^Mm^,)-0.2-ATJ
J AL..

(1)
JAL, „ - ,

where ALi>WOrstisthe worst level,andALj,best isthebest level of the i-th attribute;WSwciisthe
weighting score assigned to the attribute level based on ascientific statement; wc identifies
the weighting categories linked tothe attribute level; wcl identifies the weighting-category
levels (to which WShave been assigned) within one weighting category; NTWCis the number
ofuniquetypesperweighting category assigned totheattributelevel.
Attribute scores arecalculated for each level ofan attribute ona scale from 0 to1
proportional totheirrankas
NL - RL,
ASU= —
^
'••'
NL,-l

(2)

where ASy is the attribute score ofthej-th level of the i-th attribute in the model; NLj is the
total number of levels ofattribute i; RLij istherank number ofthe j-th level ofthei-th
attribute,where levels areranked for welfare from 1forALbesttoNL;for ALjjWOrst;RLij e[1,
NLj]. For example, anattribute with five levels has AS of 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, and 0for its
levelsranked 1to5.
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The 'absolute' welfare score for a housing system (AWh, on scale 0 to 1) is calculated in
our model as the weighted average of the attribute scores, i.e. as the sum of the attribute
scores (AS)multiplied bytheweighting factor (WF)ofeachattribute inthe model,dividedby
thetotal sumofWF:

ti^yWF,)
AW.

(3)

where ASy, is the attribute score (between 0 and 1) of the level of attribute i that represents
the (welfare-relevant) property ofthehousing system (h);WFjistheweighting factor oftheithattribute;misthetotal numberofattributes inthemodel i.e. 37;i e [l,m].
The 'absolute' scores (AWh) represent the ratio of all positive and negative aspects of a
housing system. AWh covers the domain of logically possible housing systems, which is
much wider than encountered in reality. Therefore, we transform the scores (linearly) to a
scale that covers the actual systems. In this chapter we use the seven main housing systems
for pregnant sows asabenchmark todefine the (relative) welfare scores (Wh)on a scale from
0 to 10.These systems include tethered housing, individual housing in stalls, electronic sow
feeding (ESF), group housing with free-access stalls, Biofix (i.e. trickle feeding), outdoor
housing with huts onpasture, and the Family Pen system. Abrief description and a reference
for each system aregiven inTable4.Togetherthese systems covermost ofthevariation
Table 4. Reference housing systems for pregnant sows (including their main source of
reference).
System
Tethered
Individual stalls
ESF
Free-access stalls
Biofix
Outdoor huts
FamilyPen
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Main characteristics
Individual housing;girthtethered; 1.2 m /sow; trough fed; partly slatted
floor; no straw;indoors inthermocontrolled building (Baxter, 1984).
Individual housing installs; 1.3 m2/sow;trough fed; partly slatted floor;
nostraw;indoors inthermocontrolled building (Backus, 1997).
Groupof30sows;mixed twiceperpregnancy; 60m /pen; 1electronic
sow feeder (ESF);partly slatted floor; nostraw;indoorsin
thermocontrolled building (Backus, 1997).
Stablegroup of 12sowswith stalls for feeding andresting;26m2/pen;
partly slatted floor; nostraw;indoors inthermocontrolled building
(Backus, 1997).
Stable groupof6sows; 15m2/pen;trickle feeding (Biofix); partly
slatted floor; nostraw;indoors inthermocontrolled building(Backus,
1997).
Dynamic groupof 10sows;5000m2/enclosure;floor feeding;
wallowing pool;outdoors onpasture with isolated hutswith straw (Pig
Welfare Advisory Group, 1997).
Family group of4sowswith offspring; 108m2/pen; fed from atrough
with headpartitions;strawprovided instrawracks;rooting areawith
peat orbark; 'furnished' pen withrooting area,nesting area,activity
area anddungingpassage; open-fronted building (Stolba, 1981).
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between attributes in the domain of current housing systems (Bracke et al, 1999d). Score
transformation results in the worst of these seven systems (tethered system with an AWh =
0.39 = AWmin)receiving ascore of0and the best system (the Family Pen with AWh=0.74=
AWmax)receivingascoreof 10.Forscoretransformation thefollowing formula isused:
„,

10-(AW,-AW.)
{AW^-AWmm)

where Whisthe relative welfare score for ahousing system (h,on a scale from 0to 10); AWh
is its 'absolute' welfare score (scale 0 to 1); AWmjn and AWmax are the 'absolute' scores for
theworst andbestreference systems respectively.
Although most housing andmanagement systems areexpected tofall withintherangeof0
to 10,intheory systems canget amuchhigher andamuchlowerscore.Housing systemswith
AWh = 0 and AWh = 1 would receive a Wh of-11.1 and +17.4 respectively. These are
logically possible systems with only positive or only negative aspects. In reality, however,
housing systems tend to have both positive and negative attributes. This is also true for the
best (Family Pen) and worst (tethered) housing system in our set of seven reference system,
buttheproportion ofpositive attributes islarger for theFamilyPen system.
Besides providing a benchmark to define the range of the relative scale (Wh),the seven
main systems for pregnant sows also provide reference points to interpret welfare scores
calculated for otherhousingsystems.

Somemodel calculations
Compoundattributes
In the section 'modelling of attributes' we explained that some features of housing systems
have been identified as 'influencing factors'. With the decision support system we can
quantify thewelfare impact ofsuch 'influencing factors' and otherattributes that affect oneor
moremodel attributes.Wewillrefer tosuch influencing factors as 'compound attributes'. For
this, we must first specify the relationships between the compound attribute and the model
attributes. Itswelfare impact (which is aweighting factor) isthen calculated asthe difference
in welfare points between its best and worst level using the relative welfare scale between 0
and 10.
We calculated the welfare impacts of several compound attributes, such as stockmanship,
behavioural restrictions,and outdoor access,toserveasexamples.
Stockmanship was the most important compound attribute, with a welfare impact of 9.4
points. To calculate this impact 'stockmanship' was defined to include specific managementrelated attributes (e.g. food rations, social stability and mixing management) as well as
regimes for providing basic needs such as food, water, thermal comfort and an adequate
health status. Also important compound attributes were behavioural restrictions (7.7 welfare
points), and space quality (6.3). The separation of functional areas and outdoor access per se
were relatively unimportant, with 1.6and 0.8 welfare points respectively. However, it should
be noted that we used a narrow definition of 'outdoor access per se', i.e. we used only its
impact on the model attributes 'air quality', 'visually isolated areas', and 'light', and we
disregarded theextra spacethat isusuallyprovided with it.Thisshowsthat thewelfare impact
of an attribute may be much affected by the way it is defined in terms of the attributes inthe
model.
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Groupsize

No of sows

Spaceperpen

Substratequantity

bed

deep litter

Figure 3. Welfare impact of three compound attributes. 'Group size' was defined in terms of
the model attributes 1, 7,8, 22, and 33; 'space per pen' in terms of the attributes 1, 6, 16, 27,
36, and 37; and 'substrate quantity' in terms of the attributes 5, 10, 19, 26, 29, and 31. Note
thatfor 'group size' andfor 'space per pen' a logarithmic scale is used. The 0-point on theyaxis derives from the positive and negative weighting scores (cf Table 2) of the underlying
model attributes.
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Themodel also allows the calculation ofdose-response relationships between the separate
levels of a compound attribute and welfare, expressed in welfare points. These relationships
need not be linear, due to the differential effects of scientific evidence in relation to each
level. The welfare points are calculated from the welfare 'weights' of its levels. Since
different 'amounts' of scientific evidence areavailable for the 'weights' ofthedifferent levels
of a compound attribute, its dose-response curve will often not be linear. Figure 3 shows the
dose-response relationships for the compound attributes 'group size', 'space per pen' and
'substrate quantity'. These attributes have welfare impacts of 2.3, 4.5, and 3.3 respectively.
'Substrate quantity' shows asubstantial increasewhen little substrate isprovided. With larger
amounts of substrate the contribution to welfare is tailing off. 'Space per pen' shows a sharp
increase at low space allowances and the curve tails off at larger space allowances. This
compound attribute hasan impact of4.5points. It is defined inrelation tothe model attribute
with the same short descriptor 'space perpen' (which hasaneffect of only 1.7 welfare points,
Table 1), but it also relates to other model attributes such as 'space per sow' and separate
functional areas(involvingtheattributes 6, 16,27,36,and 37).For 'group size' wepresumed
a constant space allowance of 2 m2 per sow and feeding stalls. Its curve shows an optimum
value for small groups. Very large groups have a sub-optimal value for welfare, mainly
because pigs have a natural tendency to live in small groups (weighting category 'natural
behaviour').
The optimum value for small groups remains below the 0 line in Figure 3, because we
presumed 2 m per sow and normal husbandry conditions as regards mixing frequency in
relation to group size. As a result, small groups received positive points for social contact
(attribute 8), but negative points for relatively small pens (at a space allowance of 2 m2 per
sow) and for the mixing frequency of once per pregnancy (attribute 7). The model contains
more negative weightings than positive ones, because more knowledge is available about
negative welfare performance criteriathan aboutpositive ones(cf. column 'WS' inTable2).
The curves in Figure 3 show how the levels of compound attributes affect welfare
according to the model. They summarise the state of the knowledge base underlying the
scores. They can be used to identify shortcomings in the knowledge base, and to make costbenefit analysesofmeasuresthat are intended toimprove welfare.
Comparisonwithothermodels
We compared the results of our model with results from three models for welfare assessment
in pregnant sows derived from the literature. These are Fraser's Behavioural Deprivation
Index (BDI, Fraser, 1983) and two versions of the Tiergerechtheitsindex (TGI), i.e. one
version by Sundrum et al. (1994), and one version by Bartussek (1999b). The models were
interpreted toapply atthehousing-system level inordertoallow comparison withourmodel.
The output of the different models is shown in Figure 4. The Spearman rank correlation
coefficients (Rho)between eachpair ofmodelswere all largerthan 0.85 (P< 0.05). Kendall's
coefficient ofconcordance for thefour models is0.94 (P=0.001).
The models largely agree astowhich arethebest systems (Outdoor huts andFamilyPen),
andwhich arethe worst systems (Tethered and Individual housing installs).Morevariation is
found in the ranking of the mid-welfare systems. Nevertheless, the general pattern for the
seven systems appearstobea-a-b-b-b-c-c (with a<b<c),where individual intensive systems
obtain a substantially lower score than intensive group-housing systems indoors without
substrate, which receive a substantially lower score than more extensive group housing
systems with substrate and outdoor access. This is also what we have found in a previous
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study where we consulted pig-welfare scientists (Bracke et al., 1999d). As intended, our
model correlates well withthesepreviousfindings (Spearman's Rhois0.86,P<0.05).
• Our model

10
9
8
7
6
5
4

EJBDI, Fraser, 1983
• TGI, Sundrum et al., 1994
0 TGI, Bartussek 1999

3 -j

2
10
ethered

Individual
stalls

. ESF

Freeaccess
stalls

Biofix

Outdoor Family Pen
huts
Housing systems

Figure 4. Our welfare model compared with three models derivedfrom the literature.For
each model the best and worst system were set at welfarescores of 0 and 10 respectively.
Housing systems are sorted according to the scores calculated with our model. ESF:
electronicsowfeeder system.
Flexibility andsome 'sensitivity analysis'
Themodel isembedded inacomputer-based decision support system,which isdesigned tobe
flexible, i.e. to be adaptable when new knowledge about welfare becomes available. The
flexibility ofthe decision support system covers arange of aspects. An experienced user may
want to modify (add, delete or change) scientific statements, the calculation procedure, the
attributes in the model, descriptions of housing systems, weighting categories, or the list of
needs. He (or she)may also want toproduce anumber of different versions of the model and
compare the output. The user may also construct his own model, or insert a model derived
from the literature, as we have done for the three models described above. Such flexibility
allows a quantitative assessment of criticism. We will illustrate this point with reference to
Table 3,which illustratestheweightingprocedure.
An objection may be that it is arbitrary to weight the number of types by a factor of 0.2.
With the decision support system we can calculate the effect of changing this factor. We
compared the present results with model variants where this factor was set at 0 and 1
respectively. The largest deviation in overall welfare scores for any of the seven housing
systemswasonly 0.23points onthe 10-pointscale.
Would it, then, be legitimate to exclude this factor from the calculation procedure
altogether, e.g. to reduce its complexity? We may even ask whether the whole weighting
procedure may be redundant, because the correlation between the weighted and unweighted
versions ofthemodel isrelatively high (Spearman's Rho is 0.89, P<0.01).Theoretically, the
correlation maybe ashigh as 0.99, using an equation from Gulliksen (1950). However, even
ifweightingwas found tobeempirically redundant (Dalkey, 1975;Wainer, 1976),itcertainly
is not redundant from a conceptual point of view (Streiner and Norman, 1995,p. 86). Since
our goal was to assess welfare as much as possible in accordance with knowledge of the
biology of the animals, we cannot assess welfare without a weighting procedure, as we must
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obviously distinguish between the more and the less important attributes for welfare (cf.
luxuries and necessities, e.g. Dawkins, 1990). Similarly, we cannot discard the weighting of
the number of types in the calculation procedure, because new knowledge that 'adds' a new
type to an attribute level conceptually gives it a somewhat higher weight. In other words,
setting the0.2 factor at0isillegitimate.
Another objection to Table 3 is that the weighting categories ('natural behaviour,
'preferences' and 'demand') largely overlap. Maybe they should be regarded as different
levels ofoneweighting category.
We identified these categories as three different weighting categories, because they
involve three different paradigms of welfare research. With little effort (less than 15minutes)
we produced aversion of the model that summarised the three weighting categories intoone.
Themaximum effect wasa(downward) deviation ofonly 0.41 points for the system 'Outdoor
huts'. Larger effects were found when these specifically behavioural weighting categories
were deleted completely from the weighting procedure.This resulted inamaximum deviation
of 1.8 points(for 'Outdoorhuts').
These calculations illustrate the flexibility of the decision support system, and its use in
evaluating points of criticism in a quantitative way. Especially when large effects are found,
closerevaluation andpossible upgrading ofthemodelarewarranted.

Discussion
In this section we will discuss the quality of the model following the steps taken to construct
and apply it.This will illustrate that wenowhave aformal procedure for transparent, step-bystepoverall welfare assessment that maybe used for systematic reasoning and debating about
animal welfare.
This chapter shows that welfare can be assessed without involving any ethical questions,
although it does involve normative issues (cf. Fraser, 1995), especially in dealing with
uncertainties inknowledge.For integrated welfare assessment many decisions wereneededto
identify the 352 scientific statements, 145 attribute levels, 11needs, 12weighting categories
and the many links between them. In doing so, many hidden assumptions had to be made
explicit, e.g. the assignment of weighting scores made explicit how we weighted the
weighting-category levels. Most of these decisions were somewhat arbitrary (cf. Hurnik,
1988), but we showed how our model can be used to determine the impact of such arbitrary
choices by doing a sensitivity analysis. Our technical solution is not the most elegant, but it
works:we cancalculate welfare scoresthat correspond for themost part with othermodelsas
well as with previously obtained expert opinion (Bracke et al., 1999d).This means the model
is ready for a more explicit validation test, even though the model can always be improved
further. The decision support system, in which the model is embedded, is developed to
accommodate this course of 'evolution'. The value of such a system is that it may contribute
to increase the objectivity and intersubjectivity inwelfare assessment. Welfare assessment on
the basis of the biological needs of animals and the findings from empirical research guides
the way to an assessment of animal welfare as perceived from the animal's point of view,
even though such assessment must necessarily remain an assessment performed by humans
(Bekoffetal., 1992).
Model construction
For model construction it is important to demarcate the scope of the model. Our model
concerns assessment of the welfare status of pregnant sows in relation to their housing and
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management system based on available scientific knowledge. The model's domain includes
the wide range of present and future housing and management systems for pregnant sows.
The model is designed primarily to distinguish between different types of housing systems,
ratherthanbetween individual farms withinsystems.
A list of hierarchically organised needs was used to break up the concept of overall
welfare intomanageable chunks.Further functional decomposition resulted inthe formulation
of a list of weighted attributes, which identify the welfare-relevant properties of housing
systems through the relationship between the attributes and welfare performance criteria
(weighting categories) as specified in the scientific statements. These attributes are the
proverbial applesandoranges that are 'added' intothemixed fruit basket ofoverall welfare.
We carefully selected attributes covering all aspects of welfare while minimising the
(conceptual) overlap between them. We did not minimise (empirical) correlations between
attributes. The average inter-attribute correlation was considerable (Crohnbach's Alpha was
0.79 for the 37 attributes and the seven reference housing systems, see e.g. Nunnally, 1970).
As a result, when we change only one attribute of a housing system there will often be
multiple effects in the model. This was illustrated above for influencing factors and
compound attributes. Empirical correlations between the model attributes may contribute to
the rather stable model performance when weighting factors are changed. For example, when
all weighting factors are set at 1the Spearman rank correlation coefficient with the original
model isstill0.89 (P<0.01).
Attribute scores for the levels of an attribute were determined in proportion to their
welfare rank. An objection may be that the model transforms ordinal scales to interval scales.
Although for setting the relative distance between the attribute levels we could have used a
procedure similar to the one we used for the weighting of attributes as a whole, we used the
simplifying assumption of proportionality, because it is expected to have only minor effects
ontheoverall scoresasitconcernsonlyafraction oftheattribute effect shown inTable 1.
Minimum-requirement levels identify those properties of a housing system below which
welfare ispoornomatter what.Becauseweused discretelevels,these minimum requirements
have relatively sharp cut-off points. In reality, the cut-off points are rather fuzzy. Techniques
such as fuzzy logic (e.g.Bardossy and Duckstein, 1995)with membership curves that fuzzify
thecut-off pointsmaybeusedtoimprovethisaspect ofthemodel.
For weighting beyond minimum requirements we identified a number of weighting
categories. The correlation between the weighting factor of an attribute and this attribute
having a minimum-requirement level attached to it is low but significant (Spearman rank
correlation is 0.38,P< 0.05;datafromTable 1).The effect is mitigated by the fact that some
attributes with a high weighting factor have their minimum-requirement level covered by
another attribute, e.g. 'space per sow' inthe case of 'space per pen'. An other reason why an
attribute may have a high weighting factor without a minimum-requirement level is that it
may affect welfare positively rather than negatively, as is the case for e.g. 'social contact',
which isdefined toexcludethe aspect ofagonism.
The weighting categories identify the various welfare performance criteria that have been
measured in the various welfare-science disciplines. Some of these disciplines have been
disputed, e.g. preference testing (Dawkins, 1983),and stress-physiology (Rushen, 1991).Our
aimwasnot to settle these disputes,but to find away that allowed using the relevant findings
from each of these disciplines. The attributes in the model often specify environment-based
design criteria. Our model is the first to spell out how environment-based attributes can be
used for overall welfare assessment, namely invirtue of their effects on welfare performance
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criteria as described in the scientific statements. Previous approaches have either focussed
predominantly on identifying and measuring performance criteria (e.g. Broom and Johnson,
1993, and many others), or they have focussed on modelling environment-based attributes
without explicitly showing how already available knowledge is taken into account (e.g. TGI
indexes mentioned above). Our approach may provide a bridge between the
comprehensiveness ofthe latterapproach withthescientific credibility ofthe former.
To calculate welfare scores we used an additive calculation rule. As a result, the
contribution of an attribute to welfare is constant and independent of the state of the other
attributes. However, interactions such as between space quantity and quality, and between
feeding level and thermal comfort, would seem tobe relevant. For the most part we reduced
the impact of interactions by carefully describing the attributes. For example, the attribute
'exposure to cold' has included in its description an influencing factor 'feeding level'. We
presumed that the effects of interactions, which remained despite careful description, are
negligible. This assumption may be false, but incorporating interactions in the model would
have increased its complexity. Thebasic assumption of additive calculation seems warranted,
as it is commonly used (cf. Keeny and Raiffa, 1976;Huirne and Hardaker, 1998).Models of
stress often use multiple stressors that are supposed to act in an additive way. Furthermore,
empirical evidence is available that stressors may act additively (Webster, 1995,p. 120) and
that compensation is possible. For example, studies with chicks (McFarlane et al., 1989;
McKee and Harrison, 1995) and with growing pigs (Hyun et al., 1998a; Hyun et al., 1998b)
have demonstrated additive effects with multiple stressors. Ithas also been shown that stress
can be compensated by reward (e.g.van den Berg et al., 1999, 2000; Spruijt et al., in press).
Pedersen et al. (1998) showed that positive handling of pregnant gilts could reduce the
negative stress-physiological consequences of tethered housing. A biological basis for
summation and compensation may lie in the capacity of animals to adapt. This capacity is
substantial, but has its limits (e.g. Broom and Johnson, 1993;Barnard and Hurst, 1996).Our
welfare model incorporates a two-tiered approach, using minimum requirements to setlimits,
but otherwise allowing compensation betweenwelfare-relevant attributes.
Modelapplication andutility
When theproperties ofahousing system from withinthe model's domain areknown,theuser
may be able to determine attribute levels and calculate a welfare score in as little as five
minutes. However, at present our decision support system requires an experienced user.
Firstly, because he needs to understand the scientific statements and the model's weighting
procedure. Secondly, because the attributes have been designed to avoid overlap, which
resulted in somewhat technical definitions of attributes, weighting categories, and needs.
Finally, because the decision support system requires expertise in using the software (MS
Access). However, the decision support system includes assessments of the seven main
housing systems for pregnant sows. This facilitates the application of the model, because it
provides points of reference for model application. Further research will be needed to make
themodel suitable for laymenuse.
At this point we cannot determine what difference in welfare scores would represent a
definite difference in welfare. We estimate that this may be a difference of as much as 2
points on the scale from 0 to 10, as a retest showed an average absolute difference of 0.71
points with a range of 0.1 to 1.7. Comparison with other models (Figure 4) showed even
larger differences, especially for the mid-welfare systems,but the present data do not support
anevaluation ofwhich isthebettermodel.
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Validation can take essentially three forms: (sensitivity) analysis, expert opinion, and
empirical research. In this chapter we have shown some results of analytical sensitivity
analysis, comparison with other models, and previous interviews with experts. The next
chapter will discuss an extended validation using expert opinion. Empirical validation will be
difficult because it requires extensive data collection on farms to allow comparison at the
housing-system level. Further validation of the model will result from using it inpractice and
from upgrading itperiodically.
The main strength of our work is that it shows how pregnant-sow welfare can be
quantified using a systematic and transparent procedure covering all reasoning steps from
basic assumptions, specifications ofthemodel's domain,and available welfare knowledge,all
thewaytotheinterpretation ofthewelfare scores.

Conclusions
Accordingtoourstudythemainstepsofaprocedure toassess animalwelfare are:
1. Identify the model's domain, i.e.determine the category of animals and the set ofhousing
systemstowhichthemodel applies.
2. Define welfare and de-compose it into functional elements, i.e. a list of the biological
needs relevant for themodel's domain.
3. Collect the 'facts', intheform oftherelevant scientific statements.
4. Determine the set of welfare-relevant attributes, which specify the different welfare
advantages and disadvantages of housing systems, in relation to the model's domain, the
listofneeds,and thescientific statements.
5. Weight the attributes relative to each other based on welfare performance criteria as
described in the scientific statements using the dimensions of intensity, duration, and
incidence.
6. Sum up, i.e. determine the overall welfare status based on the weighted attributes of the
housing systems, while using the main housing systems in the domain to serve as a
benchmark tointerpret theresults.
With this procedure an operational decision support system to assess the welfare status of
pregnant sows in relation to their housing and management system based on available
scientific knowledge, has been developed. The overall welfare status is expressed as a score
between 0 and 10, based on what is known about the biological needs of the animals. The
decision support system shows how farm animal welfare can be assessed in an explicit and
transparent way, with the flexibility to accommodate new insights about welfare assessment
when thesebecomeavailable.
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Chapter8.Validation of the 'final' decision support
systembyexpertopinion1
Abstract
Thischapterexaminesthe validityofamodelthatisembeddedinacomputer-baseddecision
support system to assess the welfare status ofpregnant sows in housing andmanagement
systems. The model was constructed using aformalised procedure to identify and weight
welfare-relevant attributes of housing systems in relation to the animal's needs, and
evidenced by scientific statements collected in a database. The model's predictions about
welfarescoresfor 15differenthousingsystems and weightingfactorsfor 20 attributeswere
compared with expert opinion, which was solicited using a written questionnairefor pigwelfarescientists.
The experts identifiedtethering and individualhousing in stalls as low welfaresystems.
Thegroupofmid-welfaresystemscontainedindoorgroup-housingsystemsandan individualhousingsystem with additionalspace andsubstrate. The five bestsystems were allsystems
with outdooraccess and theprovision of some kind of substratesuch as straw. The highest
weightingfactors were givenfor the attributes 'socialcontact', 'health & hygiene status',
'wateravailability', 'spaceper pen', foraging &bulk', food agonism', 'rootingsubstrate',
'socialstability', and 'movementcomfort'.
The degree of concordance among the experts was reasonablefor welfare scores of
housing systems, but lowfor weightingfactors of attributes. Bothfor welfare scores and
weightingfactors the model correlatedsignificantly with expert opinion (Spearman's Rho:
0.92, P <0.001, and0.72, P <0.01 respectively).
Theresultssupportthe validityofthemodelanditsunderlyingprocedure toassessfarmanimalwelfareinanexplicitandsystematic waybasedonavailablescientificknowledge.
Keywords: Farm animal welfare assessment, model, index, pigs, housing systems,
management.

Introduction
In the previous chapter (Bracke et al., submitted) we described the computer-based decision
support systemwiththemodel for overall welfare assessment inthecaseofpregnant sows.
The development ofthemodel startedwith thehypothesis that the overall welfare status is
a function of the different need states of the animals. It allows compensation between the
negative aspects of need frustration and the positive aspects of need satisfaction (Spruijt, in
press; Spruijt et al., in press). We used a scientific conceptual framework (Bracke et al.,
1999c) which was recently confirmed to be a common framework among welfare scientists
(Anon., in press), and we used interviews with experts to fill in gaps in our knowledge. In
interviews we confirmed the ideato assess welfare based on needs (Bracke et al., 1999c).We
1 Paper by Bracke, M.B.M., J.H.M. Metz, B.M. Spruijt &W.G.P. Schouten. Decision support system for
welfare assessment inpregnant sows B:Validation by expert opinion. Submitted toJournal ofAnimal
Science.
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also showed what was expert opinion for the seven main housing systems for pregnant sows,
and how expert reasoning can be modelled from attributes of housing systems to overall
welfare scores (Brackeetal., 1999b; 1999d).Wedidnotconsult experts about their reasoning
to select and weight attributes, but used the conceptual framework, the list of needs, and
factual scientific statements (about what scientists had found in empirical research) to
construct our model using a formalised procedure. With this procedure we try to capture the
experts' implicit reasoning process from welfare performance criteria (i.e. weighting
categories based on the dimensions of intensity, duration and incidence; Willeberg, 1991;
Anon., in press) to weighting factors for attributes, which are then used to calculate overall
welfare scores. With the model both weighting factors of attributes and welfare scores of
housing systemscanbe calculated asscores onascalebetween 0(lowest)and 10(highest).
In the previous chapter we showed that our model produces overall welfare scores for the
seven reference systems that are in accordance with previous expert consultation (Bracke et
al., 1999d),and with several models derived from the literature. In this chapter we attempt to
validate themodel further bycomparing itwith expert opinion.
The decision support system is designed to be adaptable, i.e. new insights can be
incorporated when these become available. Validation of such a 'dynamic' model will,
therefore, be an ongoing process with a dual purpose: firstly, to establish that the model is
doingwhat itisintended todo,and secondly,toidentify points for further improvement.
A major problem is that there is no golden standard to assess the overall welfare status.
For empirical validation a variety of measures would have to be used, but there is no
generally accepted wayofhowtocombinethesemeasures intooneoveralljudgement (Fraser,
1995). Since the overall welfare status cannot be measured directly, we previously described
overall welfare assessment as the attempt to make the best possible assessment based on
available scientific knowledge (Bracke et al., 1999a).This suggests that experts may be used
asa standard.
Expert opinion hasbeen used in the social sciences, in health index systems (e.g. Streiner
andNorman, 1995),and inother areas such asthe assessment ofglobal climatic changes (van
Lenthe et al., 1996).In thefieldof animal welfare experts have been consulted for conceptual
purposes (e.g. Duncan and van Putten, 1983) as well as for assessment purposes (e.g. den
Ouden, 1996; Beyer, 1998; Bracke et al., 1999d). Since the model in the decision support
system and the underlying formalised assessment procedure were constructed in order to
perform similar to, i.e. to complement rather than to replace, expert consultation, expert
opinion seems to be the best available, though not entirely independent, standard for welfare
assessment. Wesuggest that ifthemodel were found tobe inaccordance with expert opinion,
this could be regarded as a confirmation that experts implicitly, as does our model explicitly,
use an assessment of welfare based on scientific findings and the biological needs of the
animals.
Themain aim ofthischapter, therefore, isa 'validation' ofthewelfare model using expert
opinion.
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Materials and Methods
Expert consultation
In February 2000 we sent a written questionnaire to 29 pig-welfare experts from 14 different
nationalities. They were all scientists, members of the International Society for Applied
Ethology, and known for their work on pig welfare. The questionnaire contained two main
parts. (See the appendix to this chapter.) One part concerned the weighting of 20 welfarerelevant attributes.Theotherpart concerned thewelfare assessment of 15housing systems for
pregnant sows.Part orderwasreversed for halfoftheexperts.
One part of the questionnaire contained 20 randomly presented attributes, which were a
selection from the attributes inthemodel inorder tolimit the length ofthequestionnaire.The
attributes were described by their levels,which wehadranked from best toworst,but wehad
omitted all minimum-requirement levels, such as apoor health status or very slippery floors,
because these convey an overriding weight making welfare 'poor' (i.e. low), no matter what
else istrue aboutthe otherattributes.
For each attribute we asked the experts to assign a score between 0 and 10expressing its
weighting factor relative tothe other attributes inthe list. The least important attribute wasto
begivenaweighting factor of0andthemostimportant attribute aweighting factor of 10.We
also asked to verify the ranking ofthe levels,and to indicate whether any of the levels,inthe
expert's opinion, constituted a minimum requirement for welfare. Finally, we asked to give
one confidence score (scale 0 to 10) for the entire set of weighting factors to express the
expert's confidence inthevalidityofhis/herownsetofweighting factors.
The set of 15 housing systems in the other part of the questionnaire included the seven
main housing systems for pregnant sows,which are the reference systems that had been used
for model development, and which had been evaluated in previous interviews (Bracke et al.,
1999d). In addition, eight 'novel' systems were added to test the model's predictions (Table
1).
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Table1.Housingsystemsfor pregnant sows (ID:identificationnumber,rankedaccordingto
ourmodelfrom lowtohighwelfare).Includedinthedescription isthemainreferenceusedto
define the system. Theseven referencesystems that were used to construct the modelhave
beenmarkedwith*.
ID System
1* Tethered
2* Individual
housing in stalls
3* ESF

4* Free-access
stalls
5* Biofix

6

Stallswith
restingarea

7

Adlib

8

Floor feeding

9

Zigzag

10 Hurnik-Morris
11* Outdoorhuts
12 Hutswith stalls
13* Family Pen

14 ESFwith
pasture
15 Semi-natural
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Main Characteristics
Individual housing;girthtethered; 1.2 m /sow;trough fed; partly slatted
floor; nostraw;indoors inthermocontrolled building (Baxter, 1984).
Individual housing installs; 1.3 m2/sow;trough fed; partly slatted floor;
nostraw;indoors inthermocontrolled building (Backus, 1997).
Groupof30sows;mixedtwiceperpregnancy; 60m /pen; 1 electronic
sowfeeder (ESF);partly slatted floor; nostraw;indoorsin
thermocontrolled building (Backus, 1997).
Stablegroupof 12sowswith stalls for feeding andresting;26m2/pen;
partly slatted floor; nostraw;indoors inthermocontrolled building
(Backus, 1997).
Stablegroupof6sows; 15m2/pen;tricklefeeding (Biofix); partly
slatted floor; nostraw;indoorsinthermocontrolled building(Backus,
1997).
Stablegroupof5sowswith free-access stallsfor feeding; resting ina
kennel; 14m2/pen;solid floor; nostraw;generalpurpose building
(OberandBlendl, 1969).
Stablegroupof 10sows;20m2/pen;fed adlibitum;partly slatted floor;
nostraw;indoorsinthermocontrolled building.
Dynamicgroupof80sows;223m2/pen;automatic dump feeding; deep
straw;general purposebuilding (PigWelfare Advisory Group, 1997a).
Individual housing inapen;3.6m2/pen;trough fed; partly slatted floor;
straw inkennelledresting area;general-purpose building (Brent, 1986).
Groups of6sows; 12m2/pen;fed simultaneously pergroup inanESF,
threetimesdaily;partly slattedfloor;daily some straw (which isall
eaten);indoorsinthermocontrolled building (MorrisandHurnik, 1990).
Dynamicgroupof 10sows;5000m2/enclosure;floor feeding;
wallowingpool;outdoorsonpasturewith isolated hutswith straw(Pig
Welfare Advisory Group, 1997b).
Stablegroupof8sows;36m2/pen;9.6 m2hutwith strawbed for
resting;fed infeeding stallsoutdoors;outdoor exercise yard (Rist,
1989).
Familygroupof4sowswith offspring; 108m2/pen;fed from atrough
withheadpartitions;strawprovided instrawracks;rooting areawith
peatorbark; 'furnished' penwithrootingarea,nestingarea,activity
areaand dunging passage;open-fronted building (Stolba, 1981).
Group of30sows;96m2/penfor resting; 1 hectare ofpasture; 1 ESF;
strawbed (BokmaandHouwers, 1988).
Family groupsof4sowswithoffspring; manyhectaresof semi-natural
environment; adequate food; nopredators;nosupervision (Stolbaand
Wood-Gush, 1989).
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individualhousingwithstraw
generalpurposebuilding
1 sow

trough

/
kennel(straw)
1.2mhigh

2

3.6m /pen
[3.6m2/sow]
1.35 m2strawedkennel(forresting)
2.3m2slatted floor
1.35 m2/sowforresting
straw
twiceperweeknewstraw
nomixing(individual housing)

manual feeding
fed oncedaily
fibrous concentrates (7%CF),straw
adlibwater
waterinthetrough
nosecontactwithneighbouring sowsand
visualcontacttrough barred front gate
[slats]
1eartag,docked,3vacc/pregn

1.5 m
0.75 m
1.5 m

welfare score:.

1.8 m

90%range:+

point(s)

mainarguments:

Figure 1.Example of a card usedin thequestionnairedescribinghousingsystem 9 'Zigzag'
(Brent, 1986).
In the questionnaire the housing systems were described in a standardised way on cards
(cf. Figure 1).For all systems a moderate climate, suitable soil conditions, suitable building
construction, and stabilised conditions with animals that are used to the system were
presumed. The experts were asked first to rank the cards, which were presented in a
randomised order, and then to give a relative welfare score for each of these systems on a
scale from 0for the worst system to 10for thebest system. For each system we also askedto
state the main arguments for the score and an indication of what we called the '90%range'.
This range indicates uncertainty about the welfare score. It is expressed as the number of
points above and below the welfare score that covers 90%of the farms with the system. The
90% range indicates uncertainty due to differences in familiarity of the expert with the
different systems, and due to differences between farms, e.g. between stockmen and other
factors notdescribed onthe card.
Finally, for the worst and the best systems only (with relative welfare scores of 0 and 10
respectively), we asked to give an 'absolute' welfare score, also on a scale from 0 to 10,
where all conceivable production systems defined the scale, rather than only the ones wehad
described on the cards.In the remainder of this chapter the term 'scores' will refer to relative
welfare scoresunless specified otherwise.
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Theresponse rate ofthisenquiry was79%(n=23; 12different nationalities).Theaverage
time needed to complete the questionnaire was 125 minutes, with 44 minutes for the
assessment oftheattributes,and 81minutes for theassessment ofthehousingsystems.
Ofthe23expertsthathad assigned weighting factors oneexpertwasexcluded,becausehe
hadused a scale from 7to 10,which resulted inmany extreme values upon transformation to
a scale from 0to 10.
Statistics
Nonparametric statistics were used (cf. Siegel and Castellan, 1988),because the scores were
bound between 0 and 10, the variance in welfare scores for housing systems and weighting
factors wasnot constant, andthescoreswerenotalwaysnormally distributed.
Spearman rank correlation coefficients (Rho) were used to compare the various sets of
scores. In particular, Rho was used to determine the correlation between our model and the
median expert scores. Rho was also used to determine the model's performance compared to
the experts individually using the median expert scores as areference. Since the set of Rho's
oftheindividual experts ascorrelated withmedian expert scores wasnot normally distributed,
we expressed the performance of our model as the percentile level, where a value of, for
example, 75 indicates thatthe model's performance isatleast asgood as 75percent ofallthe
individual experts.
Kendall's coefficient of concordance (W) was used to examine the degree of consensus
between the experts,andbetweentheexpertsandthemodel.
The Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks and the post-hoc multiple
comparisons test were used to determine whether there were significant differences in ranks
between housing systems and between attributes (Siegel and Castellan, 1988, p. 174-183).
Since the Friedman test cannot handle missing values, for the set of welfare scores data from
2experts,and for the set ofweighting factors data from 3experts had to be excluded listwise
because they each had one missing value. However, since this resulted in discarding many
valuable data, we used overall medians, rather than the Friedman mean ranks to represent
expert opinion (withn=22experts for welfare scoresandn=23for weighting factors).
Thedatawereanalysed using SPSS 10.0(SPSS, 1999).

Results
Attributes
Table 2 lists the attributes sorted according to the weighting factors calculated with our
model.
Differences between attributes were found (Friedman test, P < 0.001), but multiple
comparisons identified only 51significant differences outof 190combinations, i.e.27%ofall
cases(cf. Table2).
According to the experts the most important attributes were the attributes 'social contact'
(median score: 8.94 on a scale from 0 to 10), 'health & hygiene status' (8.57), 'water
availability' (8.54), 'space per pen' (8.00), 'foraging & bulk' (7.89), 'food agonism' (7.89),
'rooting substrate' (7.57), 'social stability' (7.14), and 'movement comfort' (7.14). The least
important attributes were 'light' (3.88), 'visually isolated areas' (3.75), 'food palatability'
(3.17), 'nestbuilding (resting nest)' (2.68), 'scratching' (2.36), and 'wallowing' (1.38) (Table
2).
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Table 2. Weightingfactors for 20 welfare-relevant attributes sorted according to the
weightingfactors calculated with our model (transformed to a scale between 0 and 10).
Missing ID numbers represent attributes in the model that were not included in the
questionnaire.Thecolumn 'Experts'givesthemedianweightingfactor givenbytheexperts (n
= 22). Also presented are the Friedman mean ranks and significant differencesfrom the
Friedman multiple comparisons test using datafrom all experts who did not havemissing
values(n= 19).
ID

Attribute

Model

Experts

1
2
4
5
7
8
9
10
14
15
16
18
19
20
24
25
26
30
32
34

Spaceperpen
Health &hygiene status
Exposure tocold
Foraging &bulk
Social stability
Social contact
Food agonism
Rooting substrate
Synchronisation
Water availability
Separaterest-elimination area
Scratching
Resting comfort
Airquality
Food palatability
Movement comfort
Nestbuilding (restingnest)
Visually isolated areas
Light
Wallowing

10.00
9.06
8.21
8.11
7.45
6.60
6.23
5.09
3.96
3.77
3.40
2.74
2.26
2.26
1.23
1.13
1.13
0.28
0.19
0.00

8.00
8.57
5.00
7.89
7.14
8.94
7.89
7.57
5.00
8.54
5.00
2.36
5.00
5.63
3.17
7.14
2.68
3.75
3.88
1.38

Friedman
meanrank
13.42
13.68
8.32
15.29
13.66
15.82
14,58
13.37
9.00
15.79
8.95
5.32
9.32
10.05
6.21
13.21
6.55
6.55
5.66
5.26

Friedman multiple
comparison1
abc
ab
bed
a
ab
a
ab
abc
abed
a
abed
d
abed
abed
d
abc
cd
cd
d
d

Attributes that donot share asingle character differ significantly (P< 0.05).

Figure2showsaboxplot ofthe scores obtained from theexperts aswell asthepredictions
madewith ourmodel.
The variance around the median weighting-factor scores was considerable. The
interquartile ranges vary from 1.7 for attribute 19 ('resting comfort') to 5.7 for attribute 2
('health&hygiene status'),with amedian interquartile range of3.5(cf. Figure2).
Thedegreeofconcordance amongtheexpertsissignificant, butlow(Kendall'sWis0.43,
P < 0.001), and the experts themselves were also only moderately confident that their own
weighting factors represented the actual importance of the attributes as they gave a median
confidence scoreof7.00 onascalefrom 0to 10(interquartilerange:5.0 to 8.0).
Themodel contributed positively totheconcordance,becausewhen weincluded itsscores
asifthemodelwere anadditional expert,the concordance increased slightly (newWis0.44).
Our model correlated moderately with the median expert scores (Spearman's Rho is0.73,
P < 0.001). With this Rho the model performed at the 55 percentile level, i.e. 55% of the
expertshad alowercorrelation coefficient, and45%hadahigher correlation thanourmodel.
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9 10 14 15 16 18 19 20 24 25 26 30 32 34'

Attribute
Figure 2.Boxplot of weightingfactors per attribute(cf. Table2) as assignedby theexperts,
showingthemedianscore,thequartiles(box),andthewhiskers,i.e.thosevaluesthatarenot
outliers. Outliersare identifiedas 'O'for >= 1.5 (but <= 3) times the interquartile range.
Stars(•**) representweightingfactors calculatedwiththemodel.
Large absolute differences between the model and the experts were found for several
attributes. Our model gave lower scores for attribute 25 'movement comfort' (-6.0 points; 0
percentile of the expert scores for this attribute), attribute 15 'water availability' (-4.8 points;
5 percentile), and attribute 19 'resting comfort' (-3.37 points; 10 percentile). For attribute 4
'exposure tocold' ourmodel gave ahigher score(3.2points;95percentile).
Two further, more qualitative indicators of the model's quality are the number of
minimum requirements and changed level rankings.The model's attributes werepresented to
the experts without minimum-requirement levels and with their levels sorted as done in the
model from best to worst. Therefore, if the experts would fully 'agree' with the model, they
wouldnever assign aminimum requirement, norchangethelevelranking.
Minimum requirements were assigned legitimately in only 2.1 % of the cases (8 out of
378 instances assigned by 5 experts). It concerned the attributes 'space per pen' (3 times),
'health & hygiene status' (twice), 'air quality' (once), 'social contact' (once) and 'water
availability' (once).
The level rankings were changed only 42 times out of 399 cases (11%). The attributes
'social contact', 'rooting substrate', 'exposure to cold', and 'social stability' were changed
most often (9,7,5,and 6times respectively).Fewpatterns ofchanged level rankings couldbe
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identified, but these did not help to identify obvious conceptual errors in the model, although
they couldbeused asastartingpoint for further analysis.
Housing systems
One expert assessed the housing systems very differently from all other experts.He accounts
for seven outlier values inFigure 3.Principal Components Analysisgave a factor score of3.8
for this expert, which may be considered extreme (SPSS, 1999;p. 334). Although this expert
may be considered to be an outlier, his main arguments and weighting factors presented a
consistent view. He highly valued protection during feeding and the control of feed intake
(e.g. using feeding stalls and/or an electronic sow feeding system (ESF)), and placed a low
value ontheprovision of space and rooting substrate suchas straw and pasture. Asthis wasa
consistent view of only one out of 23 experts (with only minor effects on the overall scores),
wedecided nottoexcludethisexpert from the datatset.
Table 3 lists the housing systems according to the welfare scores calculated with our
model.Theexpertsgavethetethered system (1)and individual housing installs (2)thelowest
median welfare scores (0.00 and 0.56 respectively). Group-housed indoor systems (3,4, 5,6,
7, 8and 10),and one individual housing system with additional space and substrate (Zigzag,
9)scored considerably higher(between 4.00and6.00;Table3).
Table 3. Welfarescoresfor 15 housingsystems sortedaccordingtothescorescalculatedwith
our model (transformed to a scale between 0 and 10). 'ID' is the system's identification
number,which isequivalentto its rankaccordingto ourmodel. Thecolumn 'Experts'gives
the median welfare score given by the experts (n = 23). Also presented are theFriedman
mean ranks and significant differencesfrom the Friedman multiple comparisons testusing
datafrom all experts who did not have missing values (n =21). Column '90%Range' lists
median 90% range scores assigned by the experts themselvesestimating variabilityintheir
scores.
ID System
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Tethered
Individual housingin stalls
ESF
Free-access stalls
Biofix
Stallswithresting area
Adlib
Floor feeding
Zigzag
Hurnik-Morris
Outdoor huts
Hutswith stalls
Familypen
ESFwithpasture
Semi-natural

Model Experts Friedman
meanrank
0.00
0.00
1.19
0.66
0.56
2.21
2.96
4.00
5.83
5.74
3.00
4.33
3.74
5.71
4.00
3.92
5.00
7.90
5.00
7.19
4.03
4.22
4.44
7.12
5.76
4.31
4.00
5.09
6.00
9.21
6.86
8.00
11.95
7.12
7.78
11.57
12.74
8.31
8.89
9.89
9.00
13.38
10.00
9.50
12.48

Friedman multiple 90%
comparison1
Range
a
1.0
a
1.0
ab
2.0
ab
1.0
ab
1.0
bcde
1.0
bed
1.0
be
2.0
ab
1.0
bedef
2.0
def
2.0
cdef
2.0
f
2.0
f
2.0
ef
3.0

Housing systems that donot share a single character differ significantly (P < 0.05).
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The five systems with the highest scores were all systems with outdoor access including
the Family Pen system (which uses open fronted buildings). Their scores range from 7.78 for
system 12'Huts with stalls' to9.50 for system 15 'Semi-natural'.
Differences inwelfare scoresbetween housing systemswerefound (Friedman,P<0.001),
and multiple comparisons identified 47 significant differences (where P < 0.05) out of 105
combinations,i.e.45%ofallcases.
No significant differences between tethered and individual housing in stalls could be
detected withtheFriedman test,but the Signtest wassignificant (P<0.001).
Figure 3shows aboxplot ofthe(relative) welfare scores obtained from the experts aswell
as predictions made by our model. This Figure suggests that according to the experts the set
of 15 housing systems can be divided into roughly three groups: 2 low-, 7 or 8mid-, and 5
high-welfare systems, with system 10 'Hurnik-Morris' being an intermediate mid- to highwelfare system.
However, the distinctions between low- and mid-welfare systems, and between mid- and
high-welfare systems were not confirmed with the Friedman test (Table 3). This may be due
tothe fact that for theFriedman testtwoexpertswithmissing valueshad tobe excluded,and

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5

Housing system
Figure3.Boxplotof (relative) welfarescoresper housingsystem(cf. TableI) asassigned by
theexperts,showingthemedianscore,thequartiles(box),andthewhiskers,i.e.those values
that are not outliers. Outliers are identifiedas 'O'for >= J.5 and '*'for >= 3 timesthe
interquartilerange.Stars(^) representwelfarescorescalculatedwithourmodel.
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that it only considers ranks and does not take the distance between scores into account.
ANOVA with bonferroni correction, which does take distances into account, did show
significant differences between low- and mid-welfare, and between mid- and high-welfare
systems, while system 10 'Hurnik-Morris' was identified as an intermediate system between
mid-and high-welfare.
The variance around the median expert scores was smaller than for the weighting factors
of the attributes. The interquartile ranges for the 15housing systems range from 0.0 for the
tethered system to 4.0 for system 9 'Zigzag', with a median interquartile range of 2.00.
Especiallythelow-welfare systems, 1 and2,hadlow interquartileranges.
The experts themselves assigned a median 90% range score of 2.00, i.e. an uncertainty
margin of 2 welfare points above, and two points below the welfare score.The median 90%
range scores correlated positively with the median welfare scores (Spearman's Rho was0.73,
P < 0.05), pointing to the fact that relatively little is known about welfare in supposedly
welfare-friendly housing systems.
The absolute scores given by the experts differed considerably from the scores calculated
with the model. With the model we calculated a range of absolute scores from 3.9 to 8.1 for
the tethered and semi-natural 'systems' respectively (calculated from scores from Bracke et
al., submitted). These scores fall just within the ranges of absolute scores given by the
experts, which were 0.0 to 4.0 for the worst (tethered) system, and 8.0 to 10.0 for the best
systems. For the tethered system and individual housing in stalls the experts gave median
absolute scores of 0.00 and 1.00 respectively. The semi-natural 'system' received the highest
absolute score (9.00), and the 'ESF with pasture' system had the second highest absolute
score(8.83).
For the experts the absolute scores for the set of 15housing systems range from 0.00 to
9.00, while their relative scores range from 0.00 to 9.50. The relative scores,therefore, cover
as much as 92 % of the experts' absolute welfare scale. By contrast, the relative scores
calculated with our model cover only 42 % of the model's absolute welfare scale. This
difference between the experts and the model isnot very important. It may be dueto the fact
that our model is based solely on the logical possibilities to alter welfare within the model's
domain of housing systems, and, therefore, ignores aspects of practical feasibility and moral
acceptability, which mayhave affected expert opinion.
For the set of all 15 housing systems the concordance between the experts in assigning
relative welfare scores was 0.73 (Kendall's W, P < 0.001), which increased to 0.79 (P <
0.001) when the one 'outlier' expert was excluded. For the various sub-sets of housing
systems Wvaried from 0.19 for thefivehigh-welfare systems to 0.82 for the seven reference
systems (all P<0.01;Table 4).When our model wasadded as if it were an additional expert,
Wincreased slightly(byabout0.01point).
The model correlated well with expert opinion. For the set of 15 housing systems,
Spearman's Rho was0.92 (P< 0.01,Table 4).For the eight novel systems,which were those
systemsthathadnotbeen usedtodevelopthemodel,Rhowas0.78(P<0.05).
In order to examine whether the model was also capable of making morefine-grained
distinctions, we calculated Rho for the eight mid-welfare systems, and for the five highwelfare systems separately. For these sub-sets Rho was 0.50 (not significant), and 0.90 (P<
0.05) respectively.
Forthe eight novel systems and for the eight mid-welfare systems our model performed as
an 'average' expert in that its correlation coefficient was at the 45 and 50 percentile level of
how the individual experts correlated with the median expert scores. For all 15systems and
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for thefivehigh-welfare systems our model compared welltothe individual experts,inthatit
performed atthe70and 80percentile level respectively (Table4).
Table 4. Kendall's coefficient of concordanceamong the experts (W) and Spearman rank
correlation coefficients (Rho) between our model and expert opinionfor various sets of
housing systems andfor the set of 20 attributes. Thepercentile levels express the % of
individualexpertsthatcorrelatelesswellwiththemedian expertscoresthandoesourmodel.
Dataset
Kendall'sW
15housing systems
0.73**
8novel systems
0.59**
7reference systems
0.82**
8 mid-welfare systems 0.24**
5high-welfare systems 0.19**
20 attributes
0.43**
*P<0.05; **P<0.01

Spearman sRho Percentile
0.924**
70
0.778*
45
0.937**
60
0.503
50
0.900*
80
0.729**
55

We did not find large differences between our model and the median expert scores. The
largest difference was found for system 4 'Free-access stalls' (-1.34 points difference, with
themodel score lyingatthe25percentile level oftheexpert scores for thissystem).
The expert data can be used to estimate a confidence zone for scores obtained with the
model. These zones represent measurement error, which for practical purposes is often
centred around the scores (Nunnally, 1970, p. 554-556). Two factors, which affect the
confidence zone,arethestandard errorandthecorrelationbetweenthemodelandtheexperts.
Spearman's Rho is 0.92 (P < 0.01). As indicators of the 'standard error' we have the median
interquartile range around the experts' welfare scores (which is 2.00), the median 90%range
(which is also 2.00), and the maximum difference in welfare scores between the model and
the experts (which is 1.34 welfare points for system4 'Free-access stalls').Aconfidence zone
of about 3.00 (i.e. 1.5 points above and below the score calculated with the model) would,
therefore, seem to be proper. This is substantial, and defines the scope for potential
improvements infurther research.

Discussion
Consensusamongexperts
We believe that we have found a sufficient degree of consensus among experts to use the
results to 'validate' the model. Most importantly, we found clear significant differences
between housing systems and between attributes. Furthermore, for both welfare scores and
weighting factors Kendall's coefficient of concordance among the experts was highly
significant (P<0.001).Finally,withamuch larger groupof different experts weconfirmed in
the present study the previous findings (Bracke et al., 1999d) for three levels of welfare for
thesevenmainhousingsystems forpregnantsows.
These observations lead us to conclude that we succeeded in probing the degree of
consensus among experts using relative scores on a scale from 0 to 10, and that the results
provide aframe ofreference for welfare assessment inpregnant sows.
This is not to deny that differences exist between experts. Expert opinion is not fail-safe
(cf. Siegel and Castellan, 1988, p. 271). Despite the fact that we consulted a substantial
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proportion of the world's senior pig-welfare scientists, some welfare aspects may have been
missed. For example, oneexpert systematically identified wrong slat directions ofthefloor as
a main argument for assigning welfare scores inourquestionnaire. To ourknowledgethishas
never been published, and, therefore, could not have been included in our science-based
model,butifitwere shown, itcouldbe incorporated.
We believe that the degree of concordance among the experts was acceptable for welfare
scores (Kendall's W0.73,P<0.001),because itwaswithin therange of what McDowell and
Newell (1987, p. 32) reported as typical findings (0.65 to 0.90) in the field of health
measurement scaling, even though it falls below what they would call satisfactory (0.85).
However, for the weighting of attributes Kendall's W was only 0.43 (P < 0.001), which is
low. This low concordance for attribute weighting is what we expected on theoretical
grounds, and this was the reason why in the model we separated the calculation of weighting
factors from assigning attribute scores (Bracke et al., 1999b).The low concordance relates to
the largervariance ofweighting factors (median interquartile range of3.5compared to2.0 for
welfare scores) and the lowerpercentage of significant differences found (Friedman test:27%
for attributes versus 45% for housing systems). The experts were also only moderately
confident about thevalidity oftheirweighting factors asindicated bytheir median confidence
score of 7.00, and they took only half as much time for weighting the 20 attributes compared
to assessing the 15housing systems (44 versus 81minutes).Assessing housing systems may
have seemed to be the more complex task because it is more comprehensive, but it is also
more inaccordance with the scientists' profession. Logical errors were also encountered most
evidently in the part on attribute weighting, e.g. some experts assigned weighting factors
lower than 10 to minimum-requirement attributes, and one expert commented to have
assigned a weighting factor of 6 to an attribute that contained both an important component
with weight 9and an unimportant component with weight 1.(An overall weighting factor of
atleast9wouldhavebeen correct.)
Our finding that welfare assessment of housing systems has a higher degree of
concordance than the weighting of attributes points towards a problem as well as a solution
for the drafting of animal welfare legislation. The problem is that legislation focuses on
prescribing many minimum-requirement attributes. A potential solution could be to focus
instead onprescribing aminimum overall welfare status.
Theexpertsassignedthehighestweighting factors totheattributes 'social contact', 'health
& hygiene status', 'water availability', 'space per pen', 'foraging & bulk', 'food agonism',
'rooting substrate', 'social stability', and 'movement comfort'. This list is largely in
accordance with welfare priorities set by a group of 22 welfare scientists who independently
contributed to a larger paper on farm animal welfare assessment (Anon., inpress).There, the
main design criteria for pregnant sows were preliminarily identified as 'space (quantity and
quality)', 'substrate', 'social contact', and 'social stability (mixing)' (which wereall classified
as most important), while the main welfare performance criteria were 'abnormal behaviour',
'aggression', 'behavioural restrictions',and 'health problems'.
Our study was the first to express weighting factors of attributes and welfare scores of
housing systems asscores on ascale from 0to 10.This allows amore quantitative assessment
of what constitutes a substantial improvement for overall welfare, and what is only of minor
importance.Therelative scale usedbytheexperts toassesshousing systems covered asmuch
as 92% of their absolute scale. This implies that the data set included in their opinion both
truly high and truly low welfare systems, which the experts appear to have classified into
threemaingroups(seeFigure3):low-,mid-andhigh-welfare systems.
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In accordance with previous findings (Bracke et al., 1999d),the experts gave very similar
welfare scorestotethered housing and individual housing in stalls (median scores of0.00 and
0.56 respectively),with the latter system often receiving a slightlyhigher score (Signtest,P<
0.01). In other words, the experts indicate that individual housing in stalls constitutes an
improvement for welfare compared to tethered housing, but this improvement is not
substantial.
A more substantial step seems to be made going from individual stalls (0.56) to group
housing (with scores of 4.00 and up). However, we may ask whether group housing is
necessary to improve welfare substantially. The experts identified social contact as the most
important attribute (score 8.94). However, one of the mid-welfare systems was the Zigzag
system,which isan individual housing system with substrate and additional space. Therefore,
group housing cannot be a necessary condition for welfare, and other attributes such as space
and substrate for pregnant sows seem to be able to compensate, at least partly, for the lack of
social contact in individual housing systems. This, again, identifies a problem for legislation
or for any other attempt to capture welfare solely in terms of cut-off points. Welfare is a
quantitative and multifactorial state, which allows at least some compensation between
positive and negative attributes.All housing systems contain amixture of such attributes,and
itisthebalancebetween themthatresultsinahigh orlowwelfare-status ofitsanimals.
A final implication of the experts' opinion about welfare is that natural conditions arenot
normative for welfare. In the group of high-welfare systems the Semi-natural 'system' was
scored as the best system (median absolute score: 9.00). This 'system', however, did not
provide fully natural conditions in that predation, starvation and extreme weather were all
presumed to be absent. It is hard to imagine that these conditions would reduce, rather than
improve the overall welfare status. The second best system was 'ESF with pasture', which
contains an electronic sow identification system for computer controlled sow feeding
(absolute score: 8.82). The Hurnik-Morris system was the most high-tech system. It was
found tobe intermediate between mid-and high-welfare systems (absolute score:6.00),while
several more natural systems received a lower score. These three systems show that the
experts do not just equate welfare with the provision of natural conditions, but suggest that
theirviews aremore inaccordance with an assessment based onthe fulfilment oftheanimals'
needsasisdone for the first time inanexplicit wayinourmodel.
Modelvalidation
Ourmodelwasdesignedtoprovide overall welfare assessment with ascientific basis.Forthis
we aimed to formalise the expert's implicit reasoning steps to assess welfare based on
available scientific knowledge. Inthe development process of the model we used information
collected from experts about their views on welfare in the seven main housing systems for
pregnant sows to act as a reference. The present study confirmed that the model calculates
welfare scoresfor thesesystemsinaccordancewithexpertopinion. Spearman's Rhowas 0.94
(P < 0.01). We also found a lower, but significant correlation between the model and the
experts for the eight novel housing systems (Rho was 0.78, P < 0.05). This indicates that the
model can predict the welfare status for systems that have not been used to construct the
model. A cautionary note, however, is that all housing systems in this study were derived
from the literature. We have not shown that the model can predict welfare scores for truly
novelconcepts inpregnant sowhousing andhusbandry systems.
We also examined the model's correlation with expert opinion for the whole set of 15
housing systems, and for the mid- and high-welfare systems separately (Table 4). Except for
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mid-welfare systems significant correlations were found, and the performance of the model
wasat leastatthe45percentile leveloftheperformance oftheindividual experts.
Further evidence why we think we were successful in modelling the experts' implicit
reasoningprocesswasfound for theweightingofattributes,wherewefound alsoa significant
correlation (Rho was 0.73, P < 0.001), and a performance of the model at the 55 percentile
level. Furthermore, when the model was added as if it were an additional expert, both for the
different sets of housing systems and for the weighting of attributes Kendall's coefficient of
concordance (slightly) increased, indicatingthatthemodel wasa 'good' expert.
In general the differences between the scores predicted with the model and the median
expert scores were relatively small for the housing systems, but for some attributes, such as
'water availability', 'resting comfort', and 'exposure to cold', the discrepancy was large. For
attribute 'movement comfort' our model even predicted as much as 6 points below expert
opinion. Contrary to our model the experts may have included space aspects intothe attribute
'movement comfort', which was a separate attribute in our model. For some reason three
experts also changed the level rankings of this attribute, thereby preferring more slippery
floors to lessslippery ones(sic).Further research wouldbe needed todetermine which arethe
reasons for such differences inweighting between themodel and the experts.Onereason may
be that in the model attributes were technically defined so as to reduce the overlap between
them, whereas the experts may have used the 'concept' of an attribute in a more integrated
way. More detailed descriptions of the attributes with techniques like fuzzy logic could
possibly be useful to clarify the fuzzy borders between different attributes, and between
different levels ofanattribute,especially those involving minimum requirements.
Despite some differences, we believe that our model performed sufficiently well in
predicting median expert scores as regards overall welfare scores and weighting factors of
attributes. Therefore, we may well Have succeeded in making the underlying reasoning
process explicit. Our model is the first to derive overall welfare scores from scientific
statements inaformalised way.Thishastwomainadvantages.Itmakesaquantitative welfare
assessment possible, which has considerable utility, e.g. to evaluate measures for improved
welfare. It also makes a structured assessment possible, where hidden assumptions and
intermediate steps are made explicit. It enforces generic rules such that personal biases are
controlled to a large extent, because it is not possible to make exceptions for individual cases
unlessthere isgeneral knowledge available thatjustifies making suchan exception.
The model still requires an experienced user (Bracke et al., submitted), and we have not
tested its inter- and intra-observer reliability. We have only validated the model with expert
opinion, which, though not a truly independent measure, is the best available standard at
present. Empirical validation would be welcome, but it is presently not known how to
measure the overall welfare status directly or indirectly. Nevertheless, future scientific
measurements can be used to further 'validate' the model in an ongoing process. When such
new knowledge is also incorporated inthe decision support system to upgrade the model, the
decision support system could remain the best possible assessment based on available
scientific knowledge. Eventually, such a system may exceed human performance as it
continuously integrates information. When this decision support system were generalised to
other species, its value may increase even further, because not every species has experts asin
the caseofpigs.
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Conclusions
Two main conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, we found a considerable degree of consensus
among pig welfare scientists, when assessing housing systems for pregnant sows as regards
the overall welfare status of the sows.We also found a certain, be it less pronounced, degree
of consensus when assigning weighting factors to attributes. These findings support the
conclusion thatwelfare scientistsareabletoformulate an identifiable position andperspective
on animal welfare. Maybe even more important, however, is the finding that our model
correlated well with expert opinion, especially for overall welfare scores. This supports the
validity of our model and its underlying assessment procedure, which makes explicit the
scientists' reasoning steps when assessing animal welfare. Our work shows how integrated
farm animal welfare assessment can be performed in a structured and transparent way based
onavailable scientific knowledge.
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Appendix: Questionnaire used to validate the
welfare model
DearColleague,
Enclosed you will find my questionnaire on welfare assessment. This questionnaire is the
final part of my PhD project on modelling of animal welfare and the development of a
decision support system to assess farm animal welfare. With the help of my supervisors, Jos
Metz, Berry Spruijt and Willem Schouten I have constructed a model to assess the welfare
status of pregnant sows based on available scientific knowledge. This questionnaire aims to
validate the model. Also, we want to examine the degree of consensus concerning welfare
assessment among welfare scientists.
Wewant totest whether there isanagreement between expertjudgement and our model fora
range of different housing systems. Since the model uses weighted attributes of housing
systems, our second research question concerns the correspondence between expert
weightings and the weightings used in the model. For these reasons this questionnaire
contains two distinct parts: assessment of housing systems and assessment of the weighting
factors of attributes ofhousing systems.Because the answers may be affected bythe order in
which these parts are answered, we would like you to complete these parts in the order in
whichyouwillencountertheminyourversionofthequestionnaire.
All answers will be treated confidentially and anonymously. The aggregated results are
intended for publication.Wearegrateful thatyou agreedtoparticipate.
Sincerely yours,

•JU
Marc Bracke
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Assessment ofhousing systems
I have described 15 housing systems for pregnant sows. For each housing system a list of
specifications and afloor plan ofatypical pen isincluded (seethe set ofcardsbelow;the first
card contains the legend that explains the list of specifications and the patterns used in the
floorplan).
We are interested in your opinion about the welfare status of pregnant sows in these systems
and ask you to give a welfare score for each housing system on a scale from 0 (worst) to 10
(best).Anumber ofconsiderations shouldbekept inmind:
• The score should only concern the welfare status of the pregnant sows. We are not
interested in aspects related to labour, environmental or economic issues. Nor should the
welfare score represent what you find morally or ethically acceptable. Rather, the welfare
status should represent, as much as possible, your opinion about how the pregnant sows
perceive their quality of life in that system. The welfare of pigs other than the pregnant
sows, such as offspring in the Family Pen system, should be ignored. Welfare should be
assessed at the housing-system level, i.e. covering whole herds/groups of animals and
covering longerperiodsoftime,e.g. months.
• We presume stabilised conditions, i.e. all systems should be interpreted as being run by
'average' farmers who have several years of experience of working with the system. We
also presume a moderate outdoor climate and suitable soil types for outdoor housing, as
well assuitablebuilding construction for allsystems.
• The score should represent the 'average' or typical farm with this system. When you feel
information is missing, you should give a score for the most typical case while statingthe
assumptions youmade.
• You are also asked to give, for each housing system, arough indication of the 90% range
(90% confidence interval) around the welfare score, indicating the degree of uncertainty
involved inwelfare assessment. One source ofuncertainty concerns individual differences
between farms, such as stockmanship or the exact type of building (in as far as this isnot
specified on the card). These individual differences may result in differences in welfare.
The 90%range is intended tocover 90%ofthe farms that have the system asspecified on
the card. Another source of variation that should be covered by the 90% range concerns
uncertainty in the weighting of aspects of welfare. You may also be more familiar with
some housing systems than with other systems, and have a more definite opinion about
thewelfare status inmore familiar systems.
The90%range isexpressed inwelfare points (ofwhich there are 10onthe scale from 0to
10).These bounds mayresult in scores below 0or above 10.E.g. the worst system witha
scoreof0mayhavea90%rangeof+2points.
In short, a welfare score of 3 with a 90%range of 1point means that 90% of the farms
with the system as specified on the card are expected to have a welfare score between 2
(3-1) and 4 (3+1), taking into account the variability between individual farms and the
uncertainty involved inwelfare assessment.
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In summary, this is theprocedure we ask you tofollow for the assessment ofhousing
systems:
1. Makeapreliminary rankingof thecardsbysortingthem. Whenyou find thishelpful, you
maywriteormarkpositive andnegative welfareaspectsonthecard.
2. Foreachsystemstateonthecard
a. arelativewelfarescorebetween0(worst) and10(best),whereyou areallowedtouse
decimals to express small but definite differences. You may want to use pairwise
comparison (between housing systems which have similar ranks or are otherwise
similar)to determineyour final scorefor eachsystem.Let the bestandworstsystems
be 10 and 0 respectively. Missing values are permitted and preferred to random
guesses.
b. the90%score-range
c. your mainargumentsfor assigningthewelfarescore.
3. Give an absolute score to your worst and best housing system. In 2a these systems
receivedascore ofO and 10respectivelyonarelativescale. Ontheabsolutescale 0 and
10representtheworstandbestconceivablesystemsthatarestill operationalproduction
systems.
Thebestsystem,i.e.number
Theworstsystem,i.e.number

getsanabsolutescoreof
getsandabsolutescoreof

4. Howlongdidyou needtocompletethispart ofthequestionnaire?
It tookmeapproximately

minutes.

5. Doyou haveanyotherremarksyou wishtomakeonthispart ofthequestionnaire?
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Legend
1. Main identifying characteristic (not unique)
2. Building type
3. Sows/pen
other pigs/pen
4. Space (m2/pen)
m2/sow
5. Space (m2 ofpen compartments)
(theresting surface islisted first)
6. Restingarea/sow
7. Substrates &nose rings
substrateprovision (novelty)
8. Mixing (frequency, mixing pen)
mixing place
9. Feeding system
frequency of feeding
food types
10.Water (ad lib/restricted)
number and typeofwater points
11. Wallowing pool
12.Scratch post &trees
13.Safety &social contact
14.Mucking out (hygiene &human contact)
15.Sources ofpain (ear tags,docked tails
& number of vaccinations/pregnancy

Concrete floor
Concrete slatted floor
Straw
Pasture
Soil/peat
Not part ofthepen
Solid wall
ESF = electronic sow feeder

, Welfarescore between 0and10
for thetypicalfarm withthissystem.
90%range:+

welfare score:
main arguments:

Givethemainargumentsfor
the welfarescore ascomparedto
therankednearest-neighbour
systems.

1
girth tethered
thermocontrolled building
1 sow/pen
1.2 m2/pen
[1.2 m2/sow]
0.54 m2solid floor
0.66 m2 slatted floor

point(s)

Number ofpoints
indicatinguncertainty
concerning thewelfare
score, andcovering
90% ofthefarms
withthatsystem.

0,5 m (partitions)
0,9m(solid floor)
2m
1,1 m(slatted floor)

norooting substrate
nomixing (individual housing)
individual feeding installs (trough fed)
automatic feeding, triggered byhand
fed twicedaily
concentrates only (pellets)
restricted water (i.e.only at feeding times)
water nipple

0,6 m

welfare score:
main arguments:

[slats]
tethered, 1 ear tag,docked, 3 vacc/pregn
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individual stall
thermocontrolled building
1 sow/pen
0,9m
1.3 m2/pen
[1.3m2/sow]
0.6 m2 solid floor
0.7 m2 slatted floor

2m

1,1 m

norooting substrate
nomixing (individual housing)
individual feeding installs (trough fed)
automatic feeding, triggered by hand
fed twice daily
concentrates only (pellets)
restricted water (i.e.only at feeding times)
water nipple

0,65m

welfare score:....

90% range:+

point(s)

main arguments:

[slats]
1 ear tag,docked, 3vacc/pregn

3
ESF
thermocontrolled building
30 sows/pen

5.5m

. 2m

""

--

;ES

60m2/pen
2m2/sow
30m2 solid floor
30m2 slatted floor
1m2/sow resting area
norooting substrate
2times mixed/pregnancy
uses aseparate mixing pen (for 3hours)
1 ESFfor 30 sows
[ESF,electronic sow feeding]
feeding start at4p.m.
concentrates only (pellets)
water adlib
nipple inthefeeder and 3drinking cups

.

"

8m

2m
7.5 m
welfare score:

90%range:+

point(s)

main arguments:

[slats]
1ear tag,docked, 3 vacc/pregn
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free-access stalls
thermocontrolled building
12sows/pen
26m2/pen
2.2 m2/sow
11m2 solidfloor
15m2 slatted floor
1.3 m2per stall for resting
norooting substrate
stable group (lx mixed for grouping)
usesa separate mixingpen (for 3hours)
fed inthe stalls(locked-induring feeding)
automatic feeding, triggered byhand
fed twice daily
concentrates only (pellets)
water ad lib
nipples inthetrough and adrinking cup

3,91

6,7 m

3,9 m

welfare score:

90% range:+

point(s)

main arguments:
[slats]
1ear tag,docked, 3 vacc/pregn

5
Biofix
thermocontrolled building
6 sows/pen
15m2/pen
2.5m2/sow
7.7m2 solid floor
7.2m2 slatted floor
1m2/sowresting area
norooting substrate
stable group (lx mixed for grouping)
usesaseparate mixingpen (for 3hours)
Biofix, trickle feeding
automatic feeding, triggered byhand
fed twice daily
concentrates only (pellets)
water ad lib
nipples inthetrough andadrinking cup

2,55m
4,95m

2,4 m

3,0 m
welfare score: ....
main arguments:

•[slats]
1ear tag,docked, 3vacc/pregn
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feeding stalls &groupresting area
general purpose building with kennels
5 sows/pen
14m2/pen
2.8m2/sow
5.5 m2kennel with solid floor
3m2 solid floor for elimination
1.1 m2/sow for resting (in akennel)
norooting substrate

trough

demarcation line (no wall)

I

V

area

2,5m

0,5 m
-+•<

stable group (lx mixed for grouping)
uses aseparate mixing pen (for 3hours)
feed stalls (locked-in during feeding)
manual feeding
fed twice daily
concentrates only (pellets)
ad libwater
drinking cup

rest
area

elim

0,5 m 1,7 m

• •*-

1,2 m

welfare score:

2,2m

90% range:±

point(s)

main arguments:

mechanically scraped
1ear tag,docked, 3vacc/pregn

ad lib feeding
thermocontrolled building
10sows/pen
20m2/pen
2m2/sow
10m2 solid floor
10m2slatted floor
1m2/sowresting area
no rooting substrate
stable group (lx mixed for grouping)
uses aseparate mixing pen (for 3hours)
ad libhopper with 2feeding places
[self-feeding, ad lib
[ad lib,24hours/day available]
high fibre food (14% CF),pellets
ad lib water
water nipple

hopper
wateK

2,4 m
5m
2,5m

0,1 m
4m
welfare score: ....

90% range:+

point(s)

main arguments:

[slats]
1ear tag,docked, 3vacc/pregn
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12,2 m

dump feeding ina large group
general purpose building
80 sows/pen
233m2/pen
2.8 m2/sow
233m2deep straw yard
1.5-2 m2/sowresting area
deep straw
onceper week new straw
6times mixed per pregnancy
mixed inthepen
dump feeding
automatic,triggered by hand
fed twice daily
concentrates (pellets),straw
ad libwater
water trough

18,3 i

water

14dump feeders
and feed line

90% range:+

welfare score:

point(s)

main arguments:

[deepstraw, removed 2x/year]
1 eartag,docked, 3vacc/pregn

individual housing with straw
general purpose building
1sow
3.6 m2/pen
[3.6m2/sow]
1.35 m2 strawed kennel (for resting)
2.3 m2 slatted floor
1.35 m2/sow for resting
straw
twiceperweek new straw
nomixing (individual housing)

manual feeding
fed oncedaily
fibrous concentrates (7%CF),straw
ad libwater
water inthetrough
nose contact withneighbouring sows and
visual contact trough barred front gate
[slats]
1 eartag,docked, 3vacc/pregn
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0,75 m

1,5 m

welfare score: ....
main arguments:

1,8 m

90% range:±

point(s)
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10
ESFwith 'simultaneous' feeding
thermocontrolled building
6 sows/pen
12m2/pen
2m2/sow(excluding walk ways)
8.7 m2solid floor
3.3 m2 slatted floor
1.3 m2/sowresting area(solid floor)
little straw
daily 0.25 kg straw/sow, which isall eaten
stablegroup(lx mixed for grouping)
usesaseparate mixingpen (for 3hours)
ESFwith 6feeding compartments
all sowsinapen feed simultaneously
fed 3times/day
concentrates (pellets),some straw
ad libwater
2drinking cups

6.6m
water 1,8

6 feeding
compartments

3m
welfare score:

9,6 m

1,8 m
90% range: ±

.point(s)

main arguments:
[slats]
electric drivinggate, 1 tag,docked, 3vacc

11
outdoor housing with huts
2 insulated huts (6.3m2 each)on pasture
10sows/pen

electric
fence
tree

2

5000m /pen
500m2/sow
12.5m2 straw bed inthehuts
4988 m2pasture (with grass)
1.25 m2/sow resting area inhuts
pasture,straw, nonoserings
twiceperweeknew straw
10times mixed/pregnancy
mixed atpasture
line feeding
manual feeding
fed once daily
concentrates (rolls/cobs), grass,straw
water ad lib
water inatrough
wallowing pool
1tree

huts
(2.5x2.5m)

100 m
water
pool
food line

welfare score:

50m
90%range:+

point(s)

main arguments:

[pasture]
electric fence, 1 eartag,docked, 3vacc/pregn
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hutswith feeding stalls
insulated hut with straw
8 sows/pen

0,75 m 3m
*-*~*

36m2/pen
4.5 m2/sow
9.6 m2straw bed inthehut (for resting)
19m2 sold floor outdoors
1.2 m2/sow for resting
straw bed
3 x/w.new straw &daily mucking out
stable group (lx mixed for grouping)
mixed inthepen
feed stalls outdoors (locked-in at feeding)
manual feeding
fed twice daily
concentrates (pellets), straw
ad lib water
drinking cup

3m

:

>•*

hut
(straw)

3,2 m

•

outdoor
yard

dunging area

0,5 mj
<

•

1,9m

4,25 m

II

1m

8,65 m

welfare score:

90% range:+

point(s)

main arguments:

daily mucking out manually
1 eartag,docked, 3vacc/pregn

13
family pen
open-front building, facing south
4 sows, 1 replacement gilt&
offspring (36pigs of+40kg)
108m2/pen
27m2/sow,2.6 m2/pig
28m2straw bed (nest);20m2 peat/bark
22m2 solid floor &29 m2 some straw
5.6 m2/sow;0.7 m2/pigresting area
peat/bark,straw
daily fresh straw inracks &mucking
nomixing ('family' groups)

Note:pleaseassessonlypregnant
sowwelfare.
1m
•*->•*-

faeces corridor
IS! rooting t
| >j area
I ' (peat/bark)

fc>Jr< >t >£*.
9m

fed from atrough with head partitions
manual feeding
fed oncedaily
liquid food (concentrates), straw
ad lib water
4water troughs

welfare score: ....

scratch post

main arguments:

daily muckingout manually
1ear tag,docked, 3 vacc/pregnancy
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14
ESF, 'family' group &pasture
general purpose building
30 sows/pen
1hectare outdoor yard
330m2/sow
96m2 straw bed inthebarn
1ha. Pasture
3m2/sowfor resting
pasture, straw, nonoserings
once/week new straw
nomixing ('family'group)
2ESFsfor 30sows
[ESF,electronic sow feeding]
feeding start at 8pm
concentrates (pellets),grass,straw
ad libwater
water from theESF&atrough
wallowing pool

&>
sow barn"
(with straw) | | | | | | | S |

welfare score:

outdoor yard
(pasture)

90% range:+

point(s)

main arguments:

[pasture]
1ear tag,docked, 3vacc/pregn

15
feral pigsunder free-range conditions
nobuilt shelter (only natural habitat)
groups ofabout 4sows with offspring
many hectares
many hectares of forrest and pasture
resting inself-made resting nests
pasture, forest, no nose rings
nomixing (family groups)
natural environment with adequate food
[not fed by humans]
Note:onlyassessthewelfarestatus,of
thepregnantsows

grass,roots,insects,etc.
natural sources of water
welfare score: ....
wallowing pool
[scratch posts as in nature]
nopredators; nosupervision (only
infrequent 'harvesting' of pigs)
[forest]
noear tags,not docked, no vaccin.

90% range:+

point(s)

main arguments:
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Weighting ofwelfare relevant attributes and levels
Housing and management systems can be described in terms of their properties or attributes.
Each attribute can have two or more levels that are mutually exclusive. For example, the
attribute 'presence of substrate' can have the levels 'much substrate is present', 'little
substrate' or 'no substrate present'. The levels ofanattribute canberanked according towhat
is better for welfare (e.g. 'much substrate' - 'little substrate' - 'no substrate'). In addition,
attributes differ in importance for welfare (e.g. 'substrate' may be less important than 'social
contact').
Inthe listbelow, someoftheattributes weconsiderrelevant for welfare assessment havebeen
specified, together with their levels.Within eachattribute wehave ranked the levels from best
toworst. You areasked toverify this ranking andtoassign aweighting factor for theattribute
asawholeasdefined byall its(specified) levels. Someconsiderations must bekept inmind:
• Weighting factors depend on the levels that have been specified and the degree to which
they matter to the animals. Considerations about how difficult it may be for humans to
provide thesethings for the sowsinpractice shouldbe ignored.
• Weighting factors shouldbe assigned asmuch aspossible inisolation ofeach other.When
you feel interactions areimportant, youshould givethe 'average' weighting factor.
• Some descriptions of levels may be vague. You should make an assessment based on the
most reasonable interpretation that could be formulated. However, levels specifying
minimum requirements are not included in the listing. Since it is pointless to assign a
weighting factor to attributes containing minimum requirements (e.g. poor health, poor
climate,very high agonism levels),thesehavebeen removed for this exercise. Shouldyou
encounter levels that specify minimum requirements inyour opinion, you should givethe
attribute aweighing factor of 10and marktheminimum-requirement level with 'MR'.
• The attributes and the levels should be interpreted to concern long-term conditions and to
apply at group level, i.e. we are interested in weightings for assessment of the overall
welfare status asdescribed inthepartonassessment ofhousingsystems.
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Insummary,thisistheprocedureweaskyou tofollowfor weightingofattributes:
1. For each attribute, indicateon theform 'Listof attributesand their levels' whetheryou
agree with the ranking of the levels of that attribute (see also the example on thenext
page).
2. Assignaweightingfactor between 0and10toeachattribute,takingintoaccountonlythe
rangeof levelsasprovided.Please, usetheentirescalefrom 0to 10. Youareallowedto
usedecimals,andmissingvaluesarepreferredtorandomguesses.
You arealsoaskedtoanswerthefollowing generalquestions:
3. On a scalefrom 0 (little or not at all) to 10 (verymuch), the degree to whichyou are
confident thatyour weightings represent the actual importanceof the attributesfor the
animalsis
Remarks(ifany):
4. Howlongdidyou needtocompletethispart ofthequestionnaire?
It tookmeapproximately

minutes.

5. Doyou haveanyotherremarksyou wishtomakeonthispart ofthe questionnaire?
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Exampleofhowtomarkyouranswer for weightingofattributes.
In the far right-hand column labelled 'attribute weights', you should state your weighting
factor for theattribute asawhole(between 0and 10),e.g. 7inthisexample.
When you agreewith theranking ofthe levels,youshould tick the column 'ranking oflevels'
(seeoption 1 below),otherwise you shouldindicatethealternative ranks(see option2below).
Where you wish to do so, you may state your main considerations in the space below each
attribute.
ID Attribute and attribute levels
1

Substrate
much substrate
no substrate
some substrate

2

rankingof attribute
levels
weights

7

1/

Substrate
much substrate
no substrate
some substrate

1
3
2

7

List ofattributesandtheirlevels
ID Attribute and attribute levels
1

Spaceperpen for exploration & locomotion
>6250m2/pen(canrange)
1250-6250m2/pen('inspection'possible)
250-1250m2/pen(can'gallop')
50-250m2/pen(cancanter)
10-50m2/pen(canwalk)
2-10m2/pen(cancircle)
1.5-2 m2/pen(canturn,asstate)
1-1.5 m2/pen(cannotturn,asstate)

2

Health &hygiene status
high(e.g.freeofscabies,Aujesky's diseaseetc.;highhygienestatus;lowlameness)
averagehealthstatus
belowaverage(e.g.reduced longevity)

4

Thermocomfort asregardscold(flooring, heating&insulation)
leastcold,e.g.thermocontrolled buildingwith isolated floor (ordeepstraw)
intermediatecold,e.g.generalpurposebuilding
somecold,e.g.outdoorhousinginhuts
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5

Foraging activity &bulk
foraging suchasgrazing/browsing,2-6hrs/day
bulkydiet(e.g.strawintake0,5kg/sow/day)/ad libfeeding,butnotgrazing
somefibre(e.g.7%CF)/someincreased feeding duration,e.g. Biofix
concentratesonly

7

Social stability (mixing&individual confinement) (asanevent)
nomixing,i.e.groupasstableasfamily groups
stablegroup,i.e.mixedonce(forgroup formation)
sub-stablegroup(2or3xmixed/pregnancy)
dynamicgroup(>=4xmixed/pr.)
individualconfinement (asaneventofsocialisolation)

8

Social contact(group size&contactwith neighbours)
smallgroupof3-7 sows
mediumgroupof8-25 sows
largegroupof>25sows
groupof2sows(pair)
individualhousingwithvisual&sometactilecontact
individualhousingwithvisualisolation (butauditorycontact)
individualhousingwithauditoryisolation

9

Food-related agonismprotection asrelatedtostalldesignand
feeding system
lockedinindividualstallsfor feeding (excludingESFsystems)orplentyofspace(asin
free-range)
fed from atroughwithpartitions/line feeding/ad lib/Biofix/<=30sowsperESF
fedfrom atroughwithoutpartitions/floor feeding (notadlib)/>30sowsperESF

10 Rooting abilityasspecies specific behaviour (otherthan for
finding food)
substrate>5cmdepth,available>=4hrs/day,nonosering
rootingsubstrate,<5cmdepth,>=2hrs/day,noring
norootingsubstrate,noring
noseringsinthepresenceofsubstrate

14 Synchronisation andregularity offeeding andresting
simultaneousandregularfeeding&resting
sequentialfeedingbetweenpens/sequential inthepenbutadlib
sequentialfeeding inthepen

15 Water availability
wateradlibatalltimes
waterrestricted(intime,inflowrateorinno.ofpigs/drinker)
waterisnotavailableatorimmediatelyafter feeding

16 Separation ofresting &elimination area
separateareasforrestingandelimination
nophysicalseparationbetweenrestingandeliminationareas

18 Scratching
scratchpostallowsfull scratching(includingscratchingoftheback)
somescratching ispossible,e.g.onlyverticalpost
scratching islimited,e.g.aswhentethered(littleornopost)
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19 Resting surface comfort
soft resting surface (e.g. straw or earth)
hard resting surface (e.g. concrete)

20 Airquality (includesdust,NH3,relativehumidity, etc.)
outdoor housing, e.g. huts
as open-front with straw/outdoor access/general purpose building with straw
as in average thermocontrolled buildings without straw
elevated NH3/dust, e.g. thermocontrolled building with straw/limited ventilation

24

Food palatability
high palatability
medium palatability
low palatability

25

Movement comfort (floor qualityasregards slipping and injury
risk)
soil/straw/concrete providing grip
deep litter/loose earth/mud with minor hindrance of movements
somewhat slippery or injurious floor, e.g. slatted floor

26 Nestbuilding (restingnest)asspecies specific behaviour (other
than for thermocomfort)
can build a resting nest
no nest building possible

30 Visually isolated pen-areas for exploration and areasfor (social)
retreat
>= 2 visually isolated areas or much space (> 25 m2/sow)
1visually isolated area
0 visually isolated areas

32

Light during theactivity period
day-light-like light duration and intensity (resting area may be dark)
little light

34 Wallowing asspecies specific behaviour (otherthan for
thermoregulation)
wallowing pool with mud when the ambient temperature exceeds 18C
no pool
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Chapter9.General discussion
Introduction
Theoverall aim ofthisthesis wastofind aformalised, i.e. structured, transparent, yet flexible
way to 'objectively' assess the overall welfare status of farm animals in relation to the
housing and management system based on available (and undisputed) scientific knowledge.
The approach wastouseinterviewswith expertstofillingapsinknowledge andtodevelopa
computer-based decision support system (Turban, 1995) with a model in order to formalise
the assessment of the overall welfare status in the case of pregnant sows. The overall aim
includes biological and information-technology related aspects. The former concern the
attempt toassesswelfare overall (1),of farm animals atthehousing-system level (2)and ona
scientific basis (3). The latter include formalisation and flexibility (4) and user aspects and
practical implications (5)ofthedecision support system.

Biological aspects
Overallwelfare
The first sub-aim was to assess the animal's overall welfare status. For this we de-composed
welfare into alist ofneeds('behoeften' inDutch) inordertobreak upthe complex concept of
overall welfare into manageable chunks. 'Needs' wereusednot onlytorefer tonecessities for
survival, but more widely as general states necessary for adequate behavioural, physiological,
and psychological functioning. As such the concept of 'needs' is functional for welfare
assessment, because it relates observable phenomena to welfare, defined as the animal's
quality of life as perceived from the animal's point of view. Although the concept is not
undisputed (Anon., in press), we found wide support for it in the literature and in interviews
with experts(Chapter5).
We chose not to use the concept of the five freedoms (Brambell Committee, 1965;
FAWC, 1992; Webster, 1995), because this concept is more of an ethical than a biological
concept, and because it strongly suggests that welfare is to be assessed using cut-off points.
Cut-off points have been criticised (Mendl, 1991), and are not in accordance with the
biological phenomenon thatanimals canadapt,andcancompensate negative experienceswith
positive ones. However, Webster's practical interpretation (Webster, 1995) seems to be very
similar to our approach, suggesting that the differences may be mostly semantic. With the
decision support system one could 'mutate' theneeds-based model into afreedoms-based one
inordertoexaminewhatthe consequences for welfare assessmentare.
Alist of needs was used to construct an operational welfare model for pregnant sows(see
Chapter 7). Several versions ofthe 'Tiergerechtheitsindex (Animal's Needs Index, Bartussek,
1999;Sundrumetal.,1994)also usealinking ofneedsand attributes ofhousing systems.We
have now formalised the procedure to select and weight the model's attributes with the help
of the list of needs and scientific statements collected in the knowledge base of the decision
support system. To calculate a welfare score for ahousing and management system, weused
a simple weighted average calculation rule in accordance with existing models for overall
welfare assessment (reviewed in Chapter 4), and health and psychological index systems
(McDowell & Newell, 1987; Streiner & Norman, 1995). Our model allows compensation
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between positive and negative attributes of the housing system, but also includes minimumrequirement levels, which are cut-off points that result in a low overall welfare status, no
matterwhatelseistrueaboutthehousingsystems.
It may be objected that this procedure did not result in an assessment of welfare as
perceived from the animal's point of view (Bekoff et al., 1992). It, indeed, remains a thirdperson perspective (Wemelsfelder, 1993;Lijmbach, 1998). However, if Wemelsfelder et al.
(2000) are right that humans can reliably assess welfare, and if experts are knowledgeable
humans, then we have come as close as we can get at present to an assessment of welfare
from the animal's point of view, because our model was validated with expert opinion (see
Chapter 8).However, without a major break-trough in cognitive neurobiology we cannot say
to what extent we actually succeeded in modelling the way the animals themselves integrate
their need states into an overall welfare status (Spruijt et al, in press; Spruijt, in press). Our
model only aimed to provide the best possible assessment given presently available
knowledge.
Housingandmanagementsystem
The second biological aspect was to assess the welfare status of farm animals in relation to
theirhousing andmanagement system.
Werestricted our modelling tothe case ofpregnant sows with application at the housingsystem level, rather than at the farm level. The 'system level' means that the model is
designed to distinguish between various housing systems, i.e. types of farm, rather than
between individual farms within systems. It reflects the fact that the model is calibrated to
coverthewidedomain ofdifferent, present and future, housingsystems.
It may be objected that the 'system level' is a rather abstract and static concept, while
welfare is a property of an individual animal at a particular moment in time, and, even for
housing systemsasawhole,conditions mayvaryovertime.
Welfare is an internal property of an individual at a particular moment in time. This
internal property is related to the external housing environment using the 'attribute' concept,
which was formulated incloseconnection tothe 'needs'.Anintegratedjudgement was sought
that would transcend theparticular here andnow, and that would apply to a larger number of
animals over a longer period of time. This could be regarded as the 'farm level'. Our model
applies 'at thehousing-system level',which would appear tobe even more general. However,
we used typical farms as representatives of housing and management systems, and within
these typical farms we calculated a welfare score for the typical, or otherwise 'average',
animal.
Accordingly, the attributes in the model were not formulated directly at system level, i.e.
across farms, but they were formulated to apply within farms. For example, the fact that
outdoor systemsmostly, i.e.acrossfarms,haveawallowingpool,cannot be an attribute level
in the model, but the fact that the pool is available mostly, e.g. for the most part of the day,
canbe,provided therearescientific argumentstoidentify itasaseparate attributelevel.
An assessment of welfare at the housing-system level, defined in this way, matches very
well with the kind of general knowledge provided by biological science, but it requires that
the user of the model can determine the 'static' properties of the system, also in relation to
welfare. In this 'static' model dynamic events such as the periodic mixing of sows are
described with static attribute levels such as 'no mixing', 'once mixing, and 'frequent mixing'
during pregnancy. Such a model is less well suited to identify fluctuations in welfare over
time. Theoretical problems, e.g. how to weight the suffering of the few today against the
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pleasures of the many tomorrow, remain tobe resolved, and solutions should be incorporated
in the model. Even without such refinement, however, the model is suited for further
development for specific use,e.g. atthefarm- orthegroup (pen)level.
Scientificbasis
Thethirdaspectwasto 'objectively' assesswelfare basedonavailable scientific knowledge.
The word 'objectively' is in quotation marks, because a welfare status cannot be proven
scientifically at present, neither empirically, nor by strict logical deduction (Chapter 3). We
designed a prototype decision support system (Chapter 2). In relation to the issues raised in
theprototype and subsequent versions ofthedecision support system we studied the literature
in search for consensus issues (Chapters 3,4 & 5),and we conducted interviews with experts
to fill in gaps in knowledge, especially about the reasoning steps involved in welfare
assessment (Chapters 5&6).Independent oftheinterviews,wecollected scientific statements
from literature reviews about pig welfare (e.g. Scientific Veterinary Committee, 1997) and
downloaded these into a database, in the form of a decision support system, to construct the
welfare model in a procedural way using needs and a scientific conceptual framework for
welfare assessment (Chapter 5;Anon.,inpress).
It may be objected that this is not science, because we did not take scientific
measurements, and we did not propose aproper welfare theory, but instead defined 'welfare'
intermsreminiscent ofanimalpsychology thathaslongbeen rejected bybiological scientists.
Since scientific proof is not possible at present, our goal was to find a best possible
assessment given the current state of biological science. In the absence of a comprehensive
welfare theory (Haynes,2000),weresorted toaconceptual framework that iscommon among
welfare scientists, and which recognises that an animal is the product of evolution with
cognitive and emotional systems that are designed to support its biological functioning
(Anon., in press; Spruijt, in press). It allowed us to presume that animals have a welfare
status,which isacommonpresumption inthefieldofapplied ethology aswell asinsocietyat
large.Withthe conceptual framework design criteria andperformance criteria for welfare can
be formulated. The framework suggests that design criteria for welfare, which are mostly
environment-based attributes, can be assessed based on their relationship with welfare
performance criteria, which in turn can be assessed based on the dimensions of intensity,
duration, andincidence (Willeberg, 1991).
In the absence of empirical tools to measure welfare directly we constructed an IT-toolto
make use of available knowledge. The scientific statements collected in the knowledge base
were interpreted using the conceptual framework. We did this in an explicit way, and we
made hidden assumptions explicit. Weconstructed a formalised procedure to make a welfare
model, showing that welfare assessment is no longer a purely subjective, intuitive act, but
'objective', i.e. an act of rational decision making based on knowledge of the facts including
aspects of uncertainty. We expressed this uncertainty as a margin of confidence, which was
estimated tocover arange of3pointscentred around thecalculated scores.Further refinement
of the conceptual framework (as described in the Chapters 3,4, 5& Anon., in press), which
may eventually lead to awelfare theory, will undoubtedly lead to insights that can be used to
upgrade thewelfare model.
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Information-technology related aspects
Formalisation andflexibility
The next sub-aim ofthisthesis concerns formalisation and flexibility, i.e. to find a structured
and transparent way to assess welfare based on scientific facts, while sufficiently flexible to
dealwith changes inknowledge.Flexibility isrequired,because welfare assessment hasbeen,
until now, an unstructured task, and new insights in the future can be anticipated to require
adapting the procedure. This may happen, for example, when new scientific knowledge is
generated, orwhen different usersusethedecision support system for different purposes.
For formalisation a whole 'new' vocabulary was needed. We defined terms like
'attributes', 'needs', 'weighting categories' and 'attribute scores'. Formalisation consisted of
twoparts:theselection ofmodel attributesand themodel's weightingprocedure.
Attributes are defined in relation to the model's domain, the scientific statements and the
needs, in order to ensure that the attributes can be used to calculate welfare scores with a
generic calculationrule.
Inthe weighting procedure we calculate welfare scores (on a scale between 0and 10)asa
weighted average of the attribute scores. Attribute scores are assigned in the model based on
the ranking of the levels within an attribute (which specify the properties of the housing
system). This ranking is based on scientific arguments as found in the scientific statements
and list of needs. The weighting factor of an attribute is based on an assessment of the
magnitude of difference between its best and its worst level. The 'weight' of each attribute
level is calculated from the weighting scores attached to the weighting-category levels, as
well as from the number of distinct types of scientific arguments found in the scientific
statements. Weighting categories are a classification of the different kinds of welfare
performance criteria as measured by the various disciplines involved in welfare science. The
weighting scores are assigned to the weighting-category levels based on the dimensions of
intensity, duration, and incidence (Willeberg, 1991;Anon., inpress).
Together thetwo parts oftheprocedure, to select attributes and toweight them,provide a
holistic framework for overall welfare assessment, which appliesgeneral scientific knowledge
inageneric wayacrosshousing andmanagement systems.
It may be objected that the procedure is complex and at times conceptually weak,
resulting, for example,inunnecessary concepts suchas 'weighting categories' and 'types'.
We used the classification in weighting categories and types only after previous versions
of the decision support system had produced counter-intuitive results. In these previous
versions we have tried modelling welfare more directly in terms of intensity, duration, and
incidence. We have also tried a strict deduction with if-then rules from scientific statements,
and assessing welfare from intermediate need-state scores. These approaches failed, maybe
because ofourchoice for ahierarchical representation formalism (welfare - needs- attributes
- influencing factors) cast inthe tables inarelational database. ABayesian belief-network or
other rule-based (if-then) expert system, possibly supplemented with fuzzy logic, may have
suited better, but we feared that these would reduce the transparency and flexibility of the
decision support system.
Further research may aim to improve ormodify the weighting procedure, or toreduce the
model's complexity, e.g. in order to make it available for the non-experienced user. One
approach would betobuild ashell aroundthemodel, suchthat itwould no longerberequired
to describe the housing system in terms of the rather complex model attributes. Such a shell
would take simple,physical attributes such as straw and soil as input, and use if-then rulesto
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determine the levels of the attributes in the model to calculate welfare. An alternative
approach would be to use empirical correlations to reduce complexity by reducing attributes
and/or weighting factors. For conceptual reasons the attributes have been assigned weighting
factors, because it makes sense to distinguish between luxuries and necessities for welfare
(Dawkins, 1990).However, whenthere wouldbe ahighcorrelation between theweighted and
unweighted versions ofthemodel (aspredicted ontheoretical groundsby Gulliksen, 1950),it
may be simpler to use the unweighted version. Similarly, some attributes in the model could
be removed, because they are correlated under normal conditions with other attributes (e.g.
'rooting substrate' and 'foraging & bulk', because both are usually provided by straw). Both
approaches to reduce the model's complexity by building an expert system shell, or by
building a simple model that correlates well with the present model, but especially the latter
approach,willhavetopaythepriceofreduced conceptualvalidity ofthemodel.
Useraspectsandpracticalimplications
ThelastIT-relatedaspect concernsuseraspects.
Thedevelopment ofthedecision support system for farm animalwelfare assessment hada
proximate scientific aim, i.e. to show how overall welfare assessment can be performed in a
formalised way based on available scientific knowledge (Chapters 7& 8).Further research is
needed to meet its ultimate aim. For other usages, e.g. when designing housing systems or
evaluating welfare policies,decision makerswouldneedthe assistance of anexperienced user
to operate the model. Further research may improve various aspects of the model's
userfriendliness (e.g. by reducing complexity), validity (e.g. inter- and intra-observer
reliability, conceptual analysis, sensitivity analysis, empirical validation), and various
application aspects, such as in relation to specific moral theories and political contexts, e.g.
for the assessment of novel housing systems before they are allowed on the market, and for
the welfare assessment of other species than pigs. Although this is a long list, such practical
goals are now within reach because of our work, i.e. because an operational decision support
system for welfare assessment inthecase ofpregnant sowsonthebasis ofavailable scientific
knowledge (scientific facts and alist ofneeds)hasbeen constructed and validated with expert
opinion.
The main practical implications of our work are the following. Both the model and the
experts indicate that welfare is improved substantially onlywhen considerable changes inthe
housing and management systems aremade.Asaresult, themodel maybeused inthe design
of new housing systems especially when substantial changes are foreseen. For small changes
the present model may be less well suited, inpart because it was developed for arather wide
domain of housing systems. This placed practical restrictions on the degree to which finegrained distinctions have been modelled at present. More scientific knowledge could be
collected to improve the model in thisrespect. However, for some aspects such asthe quality
of the farmer's stockmanship scientific evidence may be lacking at present. Relevant
knowledge that isbased not on scientific evidence,but onpractical experiences could alsobe
incorporated, but this could reduce the scientific credibility of the knowledge base. A final
practical implication of our work concerns implications for further research. Up to now,
science has focussed mainly on comparing two levels of an attribute, e.g. straw versus no
straw, and low fibre versus high fibre in the diet. However, scientists increasingly recognise
the need to study factors in a more quantitative way, and to look at interactions between
multiple factors (Kemp, 2000). Our model can be used to construct dose-response
relationships (cf. Chapter 7), and to 'predict' effects of welfare design criteria on welfare
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performance criteria. In principle, these can be tested in empirical research in order to verify
the theoretical assumptions made in the model or elsewhere, e.g. the model could be used to
test the hypothesis by Hurnik (1988) that longevity is agood measure of the animals' overall
welfare status.
Wewill endthediscussion with abriefdescription ofhowthe decision support systemcan
actually beused toquantify welfare.
Firstly,the user must specify the attribute levels,i.e. theproperties of thehousing system,
which he wants to assess. For this, the descriptions of the attribute levels of the 7 (or 15)
housing systems may serve as a benchmark. When the user is interested only in some aspect
of welfare, he (or she) may copy and paste a whole series of housing systems, and change
onlytherelevant attributes.
Secondly, he must open the output screen(s) showing the overall welfare scores of the
housing systems, and compare the scores with the scores of the reference systems. A first
check would be to verify whether the calculated scores are in accordance with an
extrapolation from the scoresofrelated reference systems.
Thirdly, the user can reason backwards by asking how overall scores are built up from
attribute scores and weighting factors, and how these in turn are based on weighting
categories and scientific statements in the database. The user can also determine what the
effects onwelfare wouldbe ifheweretore-design thehousing system,e.g. inordertoreacha
certain minimum overall welfare status as could be prescribed in legislation or in a productquality control programme.
Finally, when the user disagrees with the model, he may take the developer's seat and
change whatever he wants to adapt the model to his personal views, i.e. he may change
scientific statements, weighting categories, needs, attributes, attribute scores, weighting
factors and weighting scores. Some of these changes may have major consequences, e.g.
when the weighting factors arechanged, themodel's connection to the scientific statements is
broken, and when the attributes are deleted, welfare may no longer be assessed overall. With
the changed, personal model new scores can be calculated for comparison with the original
model. In this way the decision support system can be used to quantify the effect of different
approaches to welfare as well as to quantify the welfare status in different (and related)
housing systems for pregnant sows.
For application to other species somewhat more work is needed, including the collection
of scientific statements about the species, the formulation of a mutated need tree with needs
and attributes suited to the species, and an analysis ofhow each scientific statement relates to
every attribute in the new model. Such work would not only extend the range of practical
applications of the model, but may also provide further validation of the proposed welfareassessmentprocedure.

Conclusions
We have explored a whole new field of welfare research, and proposed a formalised, i.e.
structured, transparent, yet flexible procedure to 'objectively' assess theoverall welfare status
of farm animals based on available (and undisputed) scientific knowledge. In particular, we
constructed acomputer-based decision support system with amodel for welfare assessment in
pregnant sows. It allows the calculation of welfare scores, which express the overall welfare
status of pregnant sows in relation to their housing and management system. For this the
model consists of a list of welfare-relevant attributes that have been selected and weighted in
a procedural way using a list of needs and scientific statements collected in the database.The
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welfare model was validated, in that it calculated welfare scores of housing systems and, toa
lesser extent, weighting factors of attributes that were inaccordance with expert opinion. This
meanswehavemadeasmall,butsignificant steptowardsimproved actual decisionmakingin
thefieldoffarm animal welfare, andtoletanimal welfare count.
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Attribute

Attribute level

Attribute score
Domain
DSS

Housingsystem

Influencing factor
Model

Descriptive variable orparameter ofahousing andmanagement system
thatcovers arange ofvalues,so-called attribute levels,thatdescribethe
properties of the system. Attributes include animal-based parameters
such as 'health & hygiene status' and environment-based parameters
such as 'space per pen' and 'rooting substrate'. Welfare-relevant
attributes include the attributes in the welfare model and those
attributes (also called 'influencing factors') that somehow influence
one or more model attributes, e.g. 'straw presence' affects the model
attributes 'rooting substrate' and 'foraging &bulk'.
Descriptive property or characteristic of a housing and management
system. The levels that belong to one attribute are mutually exclusive,
and for every housing system in the model's domain exactly one
attribute level is true. Examples of levels of the attribute 'space per
pen' are '> 6250m2' and '1-1.5 m2'.
Score given to each level of an attribute in the model. Attribute scores
are assigned on a scale (e.g. from 0 to 10) to the levels within each
attribute.
Set of housing and management systems to which the model is
designedtoapply.
Decision support system. 'A DSS is an interactive, flexible, and
adaptable CBIS [computer based information system, MB], specially
developed for supporting the solution of a non-structured management
problem for improved decision making' (Turban, E., 1995. Decision
Support Systems and Expert Systems, 4th edition. Prentice-Hall,
London, p. 84). A DSS for welfare assessment contains a knowledge
base with scientific statements and a model base with one or more
welfare models.
Housing and management system. Type of farm, which can be
identified by its attributes. The term 'housing system' denotes the
whole system including the buildings, the farmer, and the animals
living in the system. Examples of housing systems for pregnant sows
are tethering of sows, the electronic sow feeding system and outdoor
housing with huts on pasture. Our model is designed to apply at the
system level, which means that it is designed to distinguish between
different housing and management systems (i.e. types of farm), rather
thanbetween individual farms within systems.
Attribute that affects the state (level) of one or more attributes in the
model. For example, 'straw' is an influencing factor of the model
attribute 'rooting substrate'.
Assessment scheme, which takes a description of a housing system as
input and produces a welfare score as output. Our welfare model
contains a list of attributes with attribute levels and attribute scores,
weightingfactors andanadditive(weighted average)calculationrule.
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Need

OWA
Scientific statement

Type
Weighting category

Welfare (status)

WF
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Biological need, i.e. anecessity for adequate behavioural, physiological
and presumably also psychological functioning, but which does not
necessarily have to lead to mortality. Each need can take various states
of satisfaction and frustration, which are states of an animal that may
be conceived as degrees of deviation between Istwerte (actual external
or internal states as perceived by the animal) and Sollwerte (setpoints
or reference points) concerning the animal's main life-functions. A
need may cover several control mechanisms (sub-needs), because it
covers a set of behaviours and physiological responses, which can be
activated by a certain class of stimuli and deactivated by a specific
event or behaviour. Some examples of needs are the need for food,
water,rest,thermal comfort, social contact, and exploration.
Overall-welfare assessment. Integrated evaluation of the welfare status
of animals taking into account all components of their welfare status,
suchasneedsandattributes.
Proposition about a finding from empirical research, preferably
published in a peer-reviewed publication or otherwise established asa
'fact' among welfare scientists. In the knowledge base of the decision
support system we included only those scientific statements, which are
not disputed and which appear to be relevant to distinguish between
housing systems for pregnant sows on welfare grounds. Scientific
statements typically specify some relationship between an
environment-based attribute of a housing system and an animal-based
welfare performance criterion that was empirically measured (see also
weighting category).
Seeweighting category.
Class of welfare performance criteria, generally related to some
scientific paradigm to measure welfare. Examples of weighting
categories are 'preferences', 'natural behaviour', and 'fitness'. In our
model each weighting category has four levels with weighting scores
(WS) attached to each level. One of these four weighting-category
levels has a very high weighting score, which is used to define
minimum requirements for welfare. The assignment of weighting
scores is based on the dimensions of intensity, duration and incidence
ofthewelfare-relevant condition.
State ofananimal regarding itsquality of life (absence ofsuffering and
degree ofcomfort) asevaluated from the animal's point ofview. Inthis
thesis the welfare status is assessed using available scientific
knowledge about the animal's biological functioning, i.e. about the
degreeofsatisfaction andfrustration ofitsneeds.
Weighting factor, numerical score assigned to an attribute to weight it
relative to the other attributes inthe model. The weighting factor score
expresses the magnitude of difference between the best and worst level
of the attribute as indicated by the scientific statements in the
knowledge base ofthedecision support system.

Summary

Summary
This thesis aimed to find a formalised procedure to assess the welfare status of farm animals
in their husbandry environment on the basis of available scientific knowledge about the
animals' biological needs in a transparent and structured way, while sufficiently flexible to
allow improvements when new insights would become available in the future. Techniques
from information technology were used to handle the available knowledge and complex
weightingprocedure.Interviews withexpertswereusedtovalidate theoutcomes.
The case of pregnant sows was chosen to develop an operational welfare model, which
takes a description of a housing and management system as input and produces a welfare
score as output. To increase transparency and structure the model was implemented into a
computer-based decision support system, which is a computer programme that contains the
model in the model base and scientific statements collected from the literature in the
knowledge base. The decision support system was developed according to the so-called
Evolutionary Prototyping Method, where a first prototype was improved in repeated
upgradingversions.
A first, very simple, prototype decision support system was constructed, in which a
welfare score was calculated based on the biological needs of the animals. An evaluation
showed that further development waspractically feasible, but required amore firm theoretical
basis, which was reviewed subsequently in order to formulate recommendations for the
further development ofthe decision support system.
It was acknowledged that overall welfare assessment involves normativejudgements, but
these are inherent in science generally, and are not peculiar for animal welfare. Furthermore,
overall welfare assessment does not try to solve moral or political acceptability questions. It
concerns the attempt to provide the best possible answer to the question what the welfare
status of farm animals in a certain housing and management system de facto is, given the
current stateofbiological science.
Finally, the current state of welfare assessment tables and schemes (welfare models) was
reviewed, and the needs-based approach to welfare assessment was discussed in interviews
with experts.Although expertsdiffer ondetails,wide support for welfare assessment basedon
theanimals'biologicalneedswasfound, anda 'common' listofneeds for thepurpose of farm
animal welfare assessment was formulated.
The further development of the decision support system went through several stages,
which indicated that a frame of reference was needed. For this reason, some pig-welfare
scientists were asked to identify the main housing systems for pregnant sows, and to give an
overall welfare score for each system.Themain systems andtheir welfare scores were (where
the welfare status is indicated with different superscripts when the systems differ significantly
using ANOVA, with a welfare status of a < b < c): tethered3, individual housing in stalls3,
group housing with stalls'3, Biofixb (i.e. trickle feeding), electronic sow feedingb, outdoor
housing with hutsc, and the Family Pen system0. These systems, and their classification in
low-, mid-, and high-welfare systems, were used as a benchmark for subsequent modelling,
which resulted ina 'final' model.
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The decision support systemwith the 'final' sowwelfare (SOWEL) model1 isa so-called
relational database where information, such asthe descriptions of housing systems,attributes,
needs and scientific statements, is stored inrelated tables.Themodel was constructed usinga
formalised procedure to capture the reasoning steps involved in overall welfare assessment.
The procedure involves several steps. Firstly, the model's domain is identified, i.e. the
category of animals and the set of housing systems to which the model applies are
determined. Secondly, welfare isdefined and de-composed into functional elements,i.e. alist
of the biological needs relevant for the model's domain. Thirdly, the relevant scientific
statements (the 'facts') are collected. Fourthly, the set of welfare-relevant attributes, which
specify the different welfare advantages and disadvantages of housing systems, are
determined in relation to the model's domain, the list of needs, and the scientific statements.
Fifthly, the attributes are weighted relative to each other based on welfare performance
measures as described in the scientific statements using the dimensions of intensity, duration
and incidence. Finally, the information is summed up, i.e. the overall welfare status is
determined based on the weighted attributes of the housing systems, while the main housing
systemsinthedomainareusedtoserveasabenchmarktointerprettheresults.
The decision support system was used to calculate weighting factors for the attributes in
the model as well as to calculate overall welfare scores for an extended set of housing and
management systems. The predicted scores were used to validate the model using expert
opinion. Expert opinion was solicited in awritten questionnaire, in which experts were asked
to assess 15 different housing systems, and to weight 20 different attributes. We confirmed
the results of the previous interviews for the seven main housing systems, and found that the
extended set of 15 housing systems was (also) classified roughly into low-, mid- and highwelfare systems. The two conventional, individual housing systems (tethered and individual
housing in stalls) were classified as low-welfare systems, while the high-welfare systems in
our data set all had outdoor access and rooting substrate. The attributes related to social
contact, spaceandsubstratewereamongthemost importantones.
The results show that the experts were capable of assigning overall welfare scores. The
model correlated well with expert opinion, but the degree of concordance among the experts
was better for overall welfare scores than for the weighting of attributes. The predictions
made by the model correlated significantly with expert opinion. Spearman's rank correlation
coefficients were.0.92 (P < 0.01) for overall welfare assessment of housing systems and 0.73
(P < 0.01) for the weighting of attributes. In both cases the model's performance was
equivalent to the performance of an average expert, i.e. half of the experts had higher
correlations, while the other half had lower correlation coefficients. This validated the model
with expert opinion, showing that information technology and interviews with experts can
effectively be used to construct an operational, flexible, and adaptable decision support
system to assess the overall welfare status of farm animals based on available scientific
knowledge.Overall welfare assessment isnolongerjust amatter ofpersonal (expert)opinion.

1 The model configuration inthedecision support system is shown inthe appendix tothe summary.
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Decision support system
Scientific knowledge
(scientific statements)

I
WELFAREMODEL
Concept of welfare
Needs
food&
water

social
contact

health

rest

etc.

Attributes

Input:
Description of
attributesof
housing systems

Attribute scores&
weighting factors

Output:
Overall
welfare
scores

Structure of the 'final' model in the decision support system for integrated animal welfare
assessment in the case ofpregnant sows.
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Modelleren vandierenwelzijn: Deontwikkeling vaneenbeslissingsondersteunend sysieem
omdewelzijnsstatus vandragende zeugen inte schatten
In dit proefschrift is geprobeerd een geformaliseerde procedure te vinden om de
welzijnsstatus van landbouwhuisdieren in te schatten op basis van beschikbare
wetenschappelijke kennis van debiologische behoeften van de dieren, op een transparante en
gestrucrureerde manier die voldoende flexibel is om verbeteringen door te kunnen voeren
wanneer deze beschikbaar komen in de toekomst. Technieken uit de informatietechnologie
werden gebruikt om de beschikbare kennis en complexe weegprocedure aan te kunnen.
Interviews metdeskundigen werdengebruikt omdeuitkomstentevalideren.
De dragende zeugen dienden als voorbeeld om een operationeel model te ontwikkelen
welke een beschrijving van een huisvestings- en managementsysteem als input heeft, en een
welzijnsscore als output. Ten behoeve van de transparantie en structuur van het model werd
het model gei'mplementeerd in een beslissingsondersteunend computersysteem, dat wil
zeggen een computerprogramma dat een model in de modelbank bevat en wetenschappelijke
uitspraken uit de literatuur in een kennisbank. Het beslissingsondersteunend systeem was
ontwikkeld volgens de zogenaamde 'Evolutionary Prototyping Method', waarbij een eerste
prototype isgemaakt watdaarna stapsgewijs is verbeterd.
Inhet eerste,heel eenvoudig prototype van het beslissingsondersteunend systeem werd de
welzijnsscore berekend op basis van de biologische behoeften van de dieren. Evaluatie van
het prototype liet zien dat verdere ontwikkeling haalbaar was, maar dat daarvoor een betere
theoretische onderbouwing wenselijk was.Een literatuur overzicht isdaaromgemaakt metals
doel aanbevelingen te doen voor de verdere ontwikkeling van het beslissingsondersteunend
systeem.
Waardeoordelen spelen een rol bij het inschatten van welzijn, maar waardeoordelen zijn
inherent in wetenschap in het algemeen, en niet specifiek voor dierenwelzijn. Bovendien
probeert welzijnsinschatting geen vragen te beantwoorden betreffende de morele of politieke
aanvaardbaarheid. Het betreft de poging om het best mogelijke antwoord te vinden op de
vraag wat de welzijnsstatus van landbouwhuisdieren in een gegeven huisvestings- en
managementsysteem defacto is,gegeven dehuidige stand van dewetenschap vandebiologie
vanhetdier.
Tenslotte is een overzicht gegeven van tabellen en schema's (modellen) voor
welzijnsinschatting, en debenadering van welzijn viadebehoeften van dieren isbesproken in
interviews met deskundigen. Alhoewel de deskundigen van mening verschillen over details,
bestaat er brede steun voor het idee om welzijn op basis van de biologische behoeften van
dieren in te schatten. Een 'gemeenschappelijke' lijst van behoeften is geformuleerd om
welzijn vanlandbouwhuisdieren tebepalen.
Deverdere ontwikkeling van het beslissingsondersteunend systeem ging via verschillende
stadia die aangaven dat een referentiekader nodig was. Daarom werd aan een beperkt aantal
deskundigen op het gebied van het welzijn van varkens gevraagd om de belangrijkste
huisvestingssystemen te benoemen, en een totaal score voor welzijn te geven voor elk
systeem. Debelangrijkste systemen en hunwelzijnsscores waren (waarbij dewelzijnsstatus is
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aangeduid middels een ander superscript wanneer de systemen significant verschilden in de
ANOVA, waarbij de welzijnsstatus van a < b < c): aangebonden?, individuele huisvesting in
voerligboxen3, groepshuisvesting met voerligboxenb, Biofixb (d.w.z. een langzame dosering
van het voer),krachtvoerstations ,weidegang met hutten0 en de Familie stalc. Deze systemen
en hun classificatie in systemen met een lage, gemiddelde en hoge welzijnsstatus werden
vervolgens gebruikt als ijkpunten voorde daaropvolgende modellering,dieuiteindelijk leidde
tothethuidige model.
Het beslissingsondersteunend systeem met het huidige welzijnsmodel voor zeugen
(SOWEL, SOw WElfare) ' is een zogenaamde relationele database waarin informatie, zoals
de beschrijvingen van de huisvestingssystemen, attributen, behoeften en wetenschappelijke
uitspraken, isopgeslagen inaan elkaar gerelateerde tabellen. Het model was gemaakt met een
geformaliseerde procedure voor de redeneerstappen van welzijnsinschatting. De procedure
beslaat verschillende stappen. Allereerst is het domein van het model gei'dentificeerd, d.w.z.
de diercategorie en de verzameling van huisvestingssystemen waarop het model van
toepassing is zijn vastgesteld. Ten tweede is welzijn gedefinieerd en ontleed in functionele
elementen, d.w.z. een lijst van biologische behoeften die relevant zijn voor het domein. Ten
derde zijn derelevante wetenschappelijke uitspraken (de 'feiten') verzameld. Ten vierde isde
verzameling van welzijnsrelevante voor- en nadelen van huisvestingssystemen bepaald in
relatie tot het domein, de lijst met behoeften en de wetenschappelijke uitspraken. Ten vijfde
zijn de attributen relatief ten opzichte van elkaar gewogen middels de welzijnsprestatiematen
zoals beschreven in de wetenschappelijke uitspraken in relatie tot de dimensies intensiteit,
duur en incidentie. Tot slot is de informatie 'opgeteld', d.w.z. de algehele welzijnsstatus is
vastgesteld op basis van de gewogen attributen van de huisvestingssystemen, waarbij de
belangrijkste huisvestingssystemen inhet domein gebruikt zijn omals ijkpunten te dienenom
deresultaten tekunnen interpreteren.
Het beslissingsondersteunend systeem is gebruikt om weegfactoren voor attributen in het
model te berekenen, evenals om algehele welzijnsscores voor een uitgebreidere verzameling
van huisvestings- en managementsystemen te berekenen. De voorspelde scores werden
gebruikt om het model te valideren met de opinie van deskundigen. De deskundigenopinie
werd verzameld met een geschreven vragenlijst, waarin aan de deskundigen werd gevraagd
om 15verschillende huisvestingssystemen in te schatten en om 20 verschillende attributen te
wegen. We bevestigden de resultaten van eerdere interviews betreffende de zeven
belangrijkste huisvestingssystemen, en vonden dat de uitgebreidere verzameling van 15
huisvestingssystemen (ook) werd geclassificeerd in systemen met een lage, gemiddelde en
hoge welzijnsstatus. De twee conventionele, individuele huisvestingsystemen (aangebonden
en individuele voerligboxen) werden geclassificeerd als systemen met laagwelzijn, terwijl de
systemen met hoog welzijn in onze dataset allemaal uitloop naar buiten en (wroet)substraat
hadden. De belangrijkste attributen waren vooral de attributen die relateerden aan sociaal
contact, ruimteen substraat.
De resultaten laten zien dat deskundigen in staat waren algehele welzijnsscores te geven.
Het model correleerde goed met de deskundigen, maar de mate van overeenstemming tussen
dedeskundigen wasbetervoor algehelewelzijnsscores dan voor deweging van de attributen.
De voorspellingen van het model correleerden significant met de deskundigen. De Spearman
rang-correlatiecoefficienten waren 0,92 (P < 0,01) voor algehele welzijnsscores voor
huisvestingssystemen en 0,73 (P < 0,01) voor de weging van de attributen. In beide gevallen
1 Vooreen schematischeweergave van de modelconfiguratie inhetbeslissingsondersteunend systeem zie de
bijlage bij de samenvatting.
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was de prestatie van het model equivalent met die van de gemiddelde deskundige, d.w.z. de
helft van de deskundigen had een hogere correlatie, terwijl de andere helft een lagere
correlatiecoefficient had.Ditvalideerde het model met de opinie van deskundigen en lietzien
dat informatietechnologie en interviews met deskundigen daadwerkelijk gebruikt kunnen
worden om een operationeel, flexibel en adapteerbaar beslissingsondersteunend systeem te
maken om de algehele welzijnsstatus van landbouwhuisdieren in te schatten op basis van
beschikbare wetenschappelijke kennis. Welzijnsinschatting is niet langer slechts een kwestie
vanpersoonlijke (deskundigen) opinie.

Bijlagebijdesamenvatting
Beslissingsondersteunend systeem
Wetenschappelijke kennis
(wetenschappelijke uitspraken)
WELZIJNSMODEL
Het begrip 'welzijn'
Behoeften
voer&
water

sociaal
contact

gezond
heid

rust

etc.

Attributen
Invoer:
Beschrijving van
attributen van
huisvestingssystemen

Attribuutscores &
weegfactoren

Uitvoer:
Totaal
welzijnsscores

Structuurvanhet huidigemodel in hetbeslissingsondersteunendsysteem voorgeintegreerde
welzijnsinschattingbijdragendezeugen.
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